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The egg that walks

Hello, Tabiko here, finally finished the first chapter. I could have finished it
yesterday but i got too distracted, sorry!. Anyways, as i'm working alone, so i do
not have an editor or someone to tl check my works please be patient with the
errors you see and feel free to point them out as it would help me.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1.- The egg that walks.

Pakiri*, there were cracks in front of me.
In a world full of darkness there was finally light.
I take a look at the crack at my side which is getting bigger.

*Sound of something breaking.

Hmm, is this a forest?

And it seems that Iʼm on top of a tree.

Letʼs try standing up, as i was standing up i heard noises of 
something breaking below my feet.

Eh, what is this strange thing that Iʼm stepping on?

I mean, it feels like itʼs breaking?

As i said that, something suddenly appeared inside of my head, 



it looked like those typical game menu screens.

---------------------------------------------

Race: Dragon Egg

Status: Normal
Lv: 1/5 
HP: 5/5
MP: 1/1
Attack: 1
Defense: 3
Magic: 1
Agility: 10
Rank: F

Special Skills:

[Egg Shell: Lv--]
[Godʼs Voice: Lv1]

Resistance Skills:

[Physical Resistance: Lv1]

Normal Skills:

[Roll: Lv1]
[Inspect Status: Lv1]



Title Skills:

[Dragon Kingʼs son: Lv--]
[Egg walk: Lv--]

---------------------------------------------

Isn't this thing... just like one of those RPG screens?

[Status screen was opened]

This words were still floating in my head.

Eh?, status screen?

[The status screen helps to easily understand oneʼs ability and 
level by converting it to numerical values and written.]

Eh, was my question answered?

[The special skill [Godʼs Voice: Lv1] explains or describes 
anything related to items and status.]



[It will also notify any change to the status that is done.]

Wait a moment, what is this?

When did this happen?, ehh?, could this be, could this possibly 
be a game?

[Special Skill [Godʼs Voice: Lv1] is unable to explain.]

What?

Lv1 isn't able to explain, could it be that it needs to be higher lv 
to be able to?

Anyways, whoʼs talking?

[Special Skill [Godʼs Voice: Lv1] is unable to explain.] 

Who are you?

Also, where is this place?

[Special Skill [Godʼs Voice: Lv1] is unable to explain.] 

...........



What is this, this emptiness.

Anyways since it seems that the strange voice stopped, letʼs try 
to look for someone who can communicate like a human.

要領を得ないことを⾔うばかりで、⼈と話してるって気がまるでし
ねぇわ。
Even if there is no point, i really want to talk with someone else.

(TL/N: Would love it if there is anyone who could help me with this one, i don't think i got it quite right.)

Suddenly my field of vision narrows.

It looks like... a fall! Iʼm falling right now!

tsutsutsu…

It seems that somehow I fell from the tree, and it is reasonably 
tall.
But somehow it seems that Iʼm still alive.

[The resistance skill [Physical Resistance] lv up from 1 to 2]

[Resistance Skill [Fall Resistance: Lv1] was acquired]

Whatʼs this?

Enduring the impact made my skills get stronger??



Ah!, my HP decreased to 3!

Does that means that if it becomes 0 I will die?
This is a dream?, this is a dream right?.

[Title Skill [Clutz: Lv1] was acquired.]

Is that an insult!. Oi, Godʼs voice!

Do I look like an idiot to you!, Such poor tastes that you have!
That isn't a title skills, that is an insult!.

[Special Skill [Godʼs Voice: Lv1] is unable to explain.] 

You've done it now....

Well, itʼs okay now. If I continue with this Iʼll just keep stressing 
myself.

I look at the tree from which i just fell off, but I canʼt even see the
top of it.

What a small field of vision, I canʼt even move my neck

Oh, there is a spring of water at the other side!.

Letʼs confirm my appearance on the reflection.



I stare intently at the water surface trying to see my reflection.

A huge egg.

There is a hole in the eyes and feet section.
The odd size and cracks here and there, appearance, the feeling, 
how do you say this... all this are the normal features of an egg...

Ehh, what is this?

Without a doubt this is me, i was really taken aback by the 
reflection in the water.

Me?, is it really me?

This is really me!, I donʼt understand!, how did this happen!.

Answer you idiot!

[ [Dragonʼs Egg] is a F rank monster]

[The son of a dragon, An incomplete monster with self 
conscious.]
[The inside of the egg is incomplete, if the shell is broken you will 
die.]

Are you kidding, you are a joking with me right?.



【素早いが⾮⼒であり、まだ脳も発達しておらず、転がるしか能がな
い。】
[Although the brain is still in growing process, you have quick 
processing and the ability to roll]

(TL/N: Would love it if there is anyone who could help me with this one, i don't think i got it quite right.)

Whatʼs with that!?

I do think about various stuff a lot you know!.

[Itʼs dangerous to be alone, the insides of the egg is 
extraordinarily delicious and considered a delicacy, itʼs pretty 
famous.]

[If you were to be found by an adventurer you would be 
instantly killed. Though if the parent dragons are near this 
wouldn't be the case.]
[There is also the chance that the adventurer would take you 
away, but this isn't recommendable as a dragon can follow the 
scent of its egg.]

A lie!, Itʼs a lie right?

Isn't it too cruel?
I would be killed if i were found, just like a common cockroach!.

What is this, adventurers, dragons, monsters…

Really, the heck is this.



••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

>>>
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Egg eating dark worm

Hello again, here is the second chapter for those interested. There were quite
the amount of sentences that gave me trouble but i still tried my best!.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2.- Egg eating Dark Worms
 

I regain my consciousness and now is the second day.
Also I finally came to understand that this forest that i was in, 
was a dangerous forest full of monsters.
Monsters like, some black crocodile looking thing and other giant 
insects which i dislike.

This place probably isn't Japan.
This place probably is Africa.
I always knew that Africa had black crocodiles, giant insects, 
walking eggs, and some kind of bear with 4 arms.
I should have paid a more attention to things outside of Japan.
That way i could have known that there was such a dangerous 
country out there... I really want to cry right now.

By the way, this day I got the [Hunger Resistance] and [Poison 
Resistance] skills.
Because of a mushroom that i eat earlier my stomach hurts, it 
really hurts.
Well, at least i understand that it wonʼt be dangerous if i just have 
it in my hand.



Anyways, letʼs test the [Roll] Skill.
As if by instinct, i just rolled over to the side.
[Roll] Skill leveled up to level 2.
I rolled from a high place which ended up with me falling and it 
dealt quite the amount of damage to me, [Fall Resistance] Skill 
level up to level 2.
I almost killed myself.

Naa, Iʼm tired, Godʼs Voice-chan...
I want to go back home, i want to take a bath, i want to eat 
chips...

[Special Skill [Godʼs Voice: Lv1] is unable to explain.]

Please, letʼs have a conversation.

I feel like Iʼm going to die from loneliness.
Iʼm about to start crying.

[Resistance Skill [Solitude Resistance: Lv1] was acquired.]

Iʼm sorry, i donʼt think that that will be necessary.
Your consideration makes me happy though, but it isn't what Iʼm 
looking for.
I want the warmth of another person...

Iʼm not a man who can endure being alone, I donʼt want to 
become a lonely man.
I donʼt need to be the strong, i just want to keep living as a 



human who has recognized his weakness...

Human life huh, something like being born from an egg means 
that i will change.
Which reminds me, when did i come here?
I donʼt seem to remember. I do recall that Iʼm Japanese, and i still 
have my common knowledge which tells me that monsters 
shouldn't exist. 
I donʼt quite remember if i was a man or a woman, but probably 
a man if i think about it.

Was i abducted and brought to Africa?

Then, i wonder who is Godʼs Voice-chan?

[Title Skill [Straight Fool: Lv1] was acquired.]

... I wish you would stop with those kind of answers.
Fine, you just hurt my feelings

Anyways letʼs confirm my status.

---------------------------------------------

Race: Dragon Egg.
Status: Normal.
Lv: 1/5
HP: 5/5
MP: 1/1
Attack: 1
Defense: 3
Magic: 1
Agility: 10



Rank: F

Special Skills:
[Eggʼs Shell: Lv--]
[Godʼs Voice: Lv1]

Resistance Skills:
[Physical Resistance: Lv1]  [Fall Resistance: Lv2]  [Hunger 
Resistance: Lv1] 
[Poison Resistance: Lv1] [Solitude Resistance: Lv1]

Normal Skills:

[Roll: Lv2]
[Inspect status: Lv1]

Title Skills:
[Dragon Kingʼs Son: Lv--]  [Walking Egg: Lv--]
[Clutz: Lv2] [Straight Fool: Lv1]

---------------------------------------------

Ahh, the Clutz skills also leveled up.
I recalled something that I didnʼt want to remember.
Really, how could this skill be helpful.

It seems that HP can be recovered by just lying down.
Both of this days, I've paid a lot of attention in order to not get 
hurt and end up dying because of that.

I have been avoiding monsters, eating small fruits that fall from 
the trees and little insects, and drinking the springʼs water.



Though I didn't want to, it was inevitable.
I thought I was going to die from hunger.
Even I think that giving up after two days is fast.
It can't be helped. Compared to when I was a human the feeling of hunger
is much stronger.
*This set of sentences actually confused me for a while, i still tried my best but i ain't so sure about them.

Iʼm still in my growth period.

I mean, Iʼm still an egg.

Even if my level goes up... Will i be able to fight?
I donʼt think i would be able to hit a monster.

Since Iʼm an egg.
When will i hatch?
Godʼs voice said that i was a dragonʼs egg, shouldn't there any 
feeling that Iʼm growing?
Maybe it wonʼt happen unless I donʼt level up?
I need to defeat monsters?

Thatʼs impossible!, Iʼm just an egg!
Nest?, didnʼt I fall from my nest?

Didnʼt I fall from a tree?, could it possibly be that it was the 
dragonʼs nest?
It could be that there is something that stimulates my growth

Ah, danger.
There are some grotesque caterpillars at the base of the tree.
This discovery was quite late.(考え事してたせいで発⾒が遅れた。)



That thingʼs name is Dark Worm
When I fell down here, they began to chase me.
Naturally, I was able to escape.

With the exception of the dark worm, other monsters just seem 
to ignore me.
They just seem to overlook me.

It could be that they think that if they try to attack me the 
parent dragon will come forth to protect me, now that I think 
about it Godʼs Voice said something like that on the first day.

But, that fellow always attacks me.

Letʼs check the Dark Worm status, [Status inspection] I said in 
my mind.

---------------------------------------------

Race: Dark Worm.
Status: Normal
Lv: 3/8
HP: 8/12
MP: 3/5
Attack: 5
Defense: 2
Magic: 3
Agility: 8
Rank: F

Special Skills:
[Caterpillar: Lv--]



Resistance Skills:
[Poison Resistance: Lv1]

Normal Skills:
[Bite: Lv1]
[Group Call: Lv2]

Title Skills:

[Egg Eater: Lv1]

---------------------------------------------

Dangerous, really dangerous.
His overall status is better than mine.
My agility is slightly better than his, but for now I should escape 
from here.

Now I know why that guy was so obstinately aiming for me, itʼs 
because of that strange Title Skill that he has.
[Egg Eater: Lv1]

It really probably is because of that.
What I came to understand was that, that guy seems to know the 
taste of an egg.
An agreement is impossible. It would be inadvisable to 
communicate with that thing.

It seems like, right now, the Dark Worm somehow lost some HP.
If I wait for it to fall asleep, will I be able to finish him off?
His level is higher than mine, but my defense is a bit higher than 
his.
If I receive one attack I would be out, but I think that I should be 
able to win if I use my advantage in agility well.



Alright letʼs do this.
Iʼm going to beat that guy down, so I can level up in order to 
hatch. And bring this egg life to an end.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

<<<                                      >>>
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Battle against dark worms

The 3rd chapter is done guys!, i hope ya'll enjoy it.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3.暗⿊芋⾍との戦い
3.- Battle against the Dark Worm.

Iʼm being chased.

The Dark Worm is chasing me.

Come!, I will lure him out to a place where I can have an 
advantageous position.

Even though I understand that I can easily die, because Iʼm still 
an egg.

Although according to both of mine and his status that I win in 
agility, but I fall far behind in attack. Also that my HP is much 
lower than his.

I donʼt think I would be able to endure even one of his hits.

Thanks to my advantage in agility I can do a preemptive attack, 
but if I were to receive a counter attack that would be the end of 
me.



If thatʼs the case I should just play to my advantages and just 
keep striking until I bring him down. There is only this option.
Although I donʼt know where or how should I hit him to inflict the 
most damage, but I need to risk it.

“Shaaa!”

The Dark Worm hisses at me.

Escape, escape!.

I go up the hill and look for a good place.
I aim for a place that looks like several stair steps.
I almost fell down from one of them, but was able to recover.

My objective is a small cliff and run to it.

The Dark Worm is still closely following me.
Thatʼs it, good boy. Steadily keep coming to me.

Little by little I drop my speed to attract the Dark Worm closer 
to me.

[Shaa!]



As my stamina drops he seems to hiss happily at that.

That fellow seems to think that he will finally eat me.
He really is careless. He must be thinking that Iʼm a fool just 
because Iʼm an egg.

Just because of this will be his end.

I begin to increase my speed and then hit him with a corkscrew 
punch
That guy takes a lot of time to rotate because of how big his body 
is.

As i used the skill [Roll] to get away, my limbs enter the inside 
of my shell. 

My [Roll] skill is level 2.

Iʼm able to accelerate in this position as well.
(TL: I imagine Yoshi in his egg form when i read this.)

I move to the side of the Dark Worm, and with all of my force I 
impact him with my body while Iʼm still rolling.

[Gichii!]

Thanks to the eggʼs friction force the Dark Wormʼs body surface 
is cut.

Also I push him with all of my weight.



It seems that the preemptive hit strategy worked.

Thanks to this it seems that his physical strength will be 
affected. Thatʼs something critical.

Just like that I keep pushing him in order to make him fall from 
the cliff.

And the Dark Worm finally falls from the cliff.

Because of the force of the roll and its acceleration I fall on top 
of the Dark Worm.

Itʼs a good thing that I possess the [Fall Resistance: Lv2] skill, 
and he doesnʼt.

Itʼs over. It was pretty tough for a moment I thought i wouldnʼt 
be able to do it.

[Ajiiii!]

We crash against the ground!

I use the Dark Worm as a cushion in order to evade the blow on 
myself.



The front part of the Dark Worm looked as if it was dented, and 
he was vomiting some black bodily fluids.

tsutsu..., Iʼm also quite hurt too. Did I trust a bit too much on 
[Fall Resistance]?

Ah, but in the end I seem to be alright...

Unsteadily the Dark Worm starts to stand.

Eh, are you serious?, this is impossible!, there is some blood-like 
substance coming from his mouth and body!
You should be lying down!

(ダークワームはその虚ろな双眸を俺に向け、ぐぐっと後⽅部で踏ん張
り、⾃らの上体を持ち上げる。) 

The Dark Wormʼs hollow eyes were focusing me, he held his rear 
part and began to lift himself up.

What?, what is this feeling?
He seem to be extremely mad!

[KishaaaaaaAAAaa!]

For one last time he cried and fell to the ground once again.



I felt really nervous for a moment there... Wait, does this mean 
that he finally died?

[12 experience points were obtained.]

[Because of the effects of Title Skill [Walking Egg]. Another 12 
experience points were obtained.]

[The level of [Dragonʼs Egg] raised from 1 to 5.]

[ [Dragonʼs Egg] has reached its MAX level.]
[The evolution condition has been satisfied.]

I won!, I really won!

I beat an opponent that I thought I could only run from.

Even if I leveled up in one go, was it because of the effects of 
[Walking Egg]?
Although I don't seem to understand how it works, it seems to 
give me bonus exp.
For it to give twice the experience, isn't that amazing?

How do I say this... wasnʼt that last cry kind of strange?

That was a higher pitch than his usual cries. Well, not like he can
do anything now that he is dead.



Then, what shall I do now.

I suppose that I should eat him.
The idea of eating this giant caterpillar is quite dreadful if you ask 
me.

But I suppose that it should give me good nutrients for my 
growth.

A hole in the eggʼs shell opens where the mouth should be and I 
begin to chew on the Dark Wormʼs back side.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

<<<                                      >>>
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Graduating from being an egg

Haha!, i was able to finish it before i had to go to school!. Though i didn't have
enough time to edit it... anyways i'll leave it as it is right now and check it once i
have time or i return from school. I hope ya'll enjoy the chapter!.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

4.卵からの卒業
4.-Graduating from being an egg.

Now that I finished eating the Dark Worm, I suppose that i 
should check my status.

If I remember correctly, a while ago it said that i was able to 
evolve.

---------------------------------------------

Race: Dragon Egg

Status: Normal
Lv: 5/5(MAX)
HP: 5/9
MP: 5/5
Attack: 5
Defense: 8
Magic: 3
Agility: 15
Rank: F



Special Skills:

[Eggʼs Shell: Lv--]
[Godʼs Voice: Lv1]

Resistance Skills:

[Physical Resistance: Lv1]  [Fall Resistance: Lv2]  [Hunger 
Resistance: Lv1]
[Poison Resistance: Lv1]  [Solitude Resistance: Lv1]

Normal Skills:

[Roll: Lv2]
[Inspect Status: Lv1]

Title Skills:

[Dragon Kingʼs Son: Lv--]  [Walking Egg: Lv--]
[Clutz: Lv2]  [Straight Fool: Lv 1]

---------------------------------------------

It went up!, it went up!

My status raised!
My level also reached its maximum.



I should be able to evolve now that my Lv reached its 
maximum.

But, how?, how do i evolve?

[Do you wanʼt your evolution options to be displayed?]

Oh, my thoughts were answered. Words were floating in my 
head.

I thought it was cold and evil but it's unexpectedly considerate!

I request of you, I donʼt want to be an egg anymore!.

---------------------------------------------

[Next]

[Baby Dragon]: Rank D-
[Little Dragon]: Rank D+

---------------------------------------------

[Current]

[Dragon Egg]: Rank F

---------------------------------------------

[Previous]

---------------------------------------------

Whatʼs this.



[Baby Dragon], [Little Dragon], do i have to choose the one that 
i like the most?
Being given a choice is quite refreshing.
But isnʼt there a plus sign attached to one?, wouldnʼt Little dragon 
be the better option?

[ [Little Dragon: Rank D+] ]

[A small type dragon, Is called little because of his size, it's as 
big as a bear.]
[Its fire breath attack is feared by adventurers.]

Ohh, it gave me an explanation.

This day you have been really gentle, are you a tsundere or 
what?
Little by little my loneliness is disappearing.

Fumu... [Little Dragon] seems to be good enough but.

Would it be able to compete with other monsters?
Anyways, show me the other one.

[ [Baby Dragon: Rank D-] ]

[They have tender meat, and are extremely delicious, they also 
go well with sauce.]
[They have a low combat ability because of their short fangs and 
talons, but they have the most potential as they can evolve into 
different types of dragons.]



[Because of that, they are mostly hunt by other monsters and 
adventurers.]

That one seems painful.

The first thing it told me is how good of a food it was, and then 
its potential.

No, not this one.

With Littleʼs ability, I donʼt think that i would be scared to live 
tomorrow.
This one seems to be the best evolution to choose, its power 
ability is guaranteed.

[Become strong.]

Hah?, what was that, some letters appeared in my head... Godʼs 
Voice is that you?

This is strange from you.

[Become strong.] [Become strong.] [Become strong.]

[Become strong.] [Become strong.] [Become strong.]

Eh?  Eh?



[You should be aiming to be the best] [To be the top]

[Like no other] [Like the stone that shines the most]
[You should]
[I have a lot of expectations on you]

Is this really Godʼs Voice?

Why are you...

[ [Godʼs Voice] level increased to 2]

Now? With this timing?

The level rises just as Godʼs Voice stopped.

It's as if it is in a rush.

It felt like as if it was a game bug, it was as it it was scared.

What to do, does it want me to go with the Baby one?

If not i feel like Godʼs Voice-chan would get mad, is that right?.
The other monsters seem to be looking this way which is making 
me scared.



Aim for the top, huh.

That is really something that i would like to do.

But i suppose that turning into a baby should make me stronger 
than as I am right now... If thatʼs the case, I think it would be 
strong enough to protect myself.

More than an unknown enemy, is more scary to go agaisnʼt 
Godʼs Voice.
Moreover... if it has some expectation on me, i suppose i should 
answer them, right?
The idea of ʻbeing the strongestʼ also attracts me.

Yosh, I have decided, Iʼll choose Baby Dragon

Letʼs do this, this is my last decision. Do it before i regret it.

The moment i decided my shell began to make cracking noises 
and divide itself.

I became considerably light.

[Special Skill [Eggʼs Shell: Lv--] has been lost]

[Special Skill [Dragonʼs Scales: Lv1] has been obtained.]

[By the effects of Title Skill [Dragon Kingʼs Son: Lv--] the level 



of every resistance skill under level 5 have been raised.]

Seriously?

Isnʼt that a pretty good cheat?

[Normal Skill [Baby Breath: Lv1] was obtained.]

[Normal Skill [Whistle: Lv1] was obtained]
[Normal Skill [Sweet Bite: Lv1] was obtained.]

Oioi, my skills also favorably increased.

But this sweet thing, how is it useful?

---------------------------------------------

Race: Baby Dragon

Status: Normal
Lv: 1/25
HP: 5/15
MP: 5/5
Attack: 6
Defense: 5
Magic: 6
Agility: 10
Rank: D-



Special Skills:

[Dragon Scales: Lv1]
[Godʼs Voice: Lv2]

Resistance Skills:

[Physical Resistance: Lv2]  [ Fall Resistance: Lv3]  [Hunger 
Resistance: Lv2]
[Poison Resistance: Lv2]  [Solitude Resistance: Lv2]

Normal Skills:

[Roll: Lv2]  [Inspect Status: Lv1] [Baby Breath: Lv1]
[Whistle: Lv1] [Sweet Bite: Lv1]

Title Skills:

[Dragon Kingʼs Son: Lv--]  [Walking Egg: Lv--]
[Clutz: Lv2]  [Straight Fool: Lv1]

---------------------------------------------

This is the type of evolution that becomes powerful once it 
matures isnʼt it?

It seems that it returned me to Lv 1.
Well, it was a miracle that i was able to fight as an egg.

Letʼs go to the nearby lake, I want to see how my appearance 



looks like.

Yellow body, round eyes, tiny baby-looking wings that grow 
from my back.
So cute isnʼt it.
But I donʼt seem to be able to fly yet, i donʼt have a particular 
skill that tells me so.

Trying my best I begin to try to move my wings, but they only 
shake a little.

After that my hopes died.

Aim for the top, huh.

Fine, Iʼll aim for it with all of my power.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

<<<                                      >>>

http://tabikonotrans.blogspot.mx/2015/08/3-battle-against-dark-worm.html
http://tabikonotrans.blogspot.mx/2015/09/5-swarm-of-caterpillars.html


A swarm of caterpillars

I was able to finish this chapter today because some classes got canceled, lucky!.
Anyways here is the next chapter guys i hope ya'll enjoy it.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5.⼤群芋⾍
5.- A swarm of caterpillars.

 

Puhaa, delicious!

It was so difficult to drink water when I was an egg!
I needed to frantically try to pour the water on the eggʼs hole!
I feel as if I just have been born! Well, until now I was an egg!

I start to hear some unpleasant sounds behind me as I drink the 
water of the lake.

I turn my head to try and see whatʼs the origin of that sound, 
and from the insides of the forest I see multiple shadows.

[Shaaa!] [Shaaa!] [Kishaaa!]

[Shashasha!] [Shashaaa!]

Oioi, isnʼt that a swarm of Dark Worms!



And it seems that they are all coming here.
I see at least 20 of them.
Quite the spectacle.

Ah, they are possibly coming for me!

If I remember correctly, after I beat the other Dark Worm he 
suddenly stood up and made one last cry.
Now that I think about it, he had a skilled called [Group Call: Lv2]
That last cry must have been him using the skill.

Oioi, but what is with this amount.

How many hardships have I been thrown so far... If I think 
about it, itʼs a miracle that my heart hasnʼt jumped out. Even if 
itʼs bad Iʼm no longer an egg now.

As the Dark Worms encircle me I start to breath out a warm air 
towards their direction.

That was the [Baby Breath] skill.
The Dark Worms that are in that direction seem to falling.
Itʼs working, Itʼs working.

As I seem to have overturned the Dark Wormʼs assault and I 
step on one of them with all of my strength.

[Gishaaa!]



I keep stepping on him and then I grab him from the back.

Oraora, come!
Even if it bites me it doesnʼt hurt at all.
Iʼm no longer the same as before.

The Dark Worms start to attack me from all directions.

I twist my body and jump in the direction of one of the Dark 
Worms and land on his abdomen making him fall.
And then I use another [Baby Breath]!
The weakened Dark Worm dies.

4 down, and 16 remaining.

I need to keep this up!

[48 experience points have been obtained.]

[Because of the effects of Title Skill [Walking Egg]. Another 48 
experience points were obtained.]
(TL/N: I previously had a confusion with this skill and gave it another meaning but now is fixed in both chapters that the effect appears.)

Huh, I still have the [Walking Egg] skill?

I thought I had lost it since I donʼt have [Eggʼs Shell], wasnʼt 
that its characteristic?
Does that mean that I will continue to obtain an experience 
bonus?
Doesnʼt that smell like a cheat?



[ [Baby Dragonʼs] level has increased from 1 to 7]

[Title Skill [In-Fighter: Lv1] was obtained]
[Normal Skill [Dragon Punch: Lv1] was obtained]

Oh, my strength increased!

The Dark Wormʼs seem to falter, but I wonʼt let any of you 
escape! all of you will be my experience points!

I kick the ground to boost my jump and throw a punch at 
another Dark Worm.

He bites my fist but his teeth weren't able to pierce my scales.
And my punch finally hits.
That was my [Dragon Punch]!
My fist is covered in fire and I break his teeth, thanks to the 
strength of the punch I send him flying. Once again I jump into 
the air and hit another Dark Worm that was behind me.

[[Ajaaaaaaa!]]

2 more down.

If I keep up this pace Iʼll end this fast.
Iʼll repeatedly defeat what destiny throws at me.
This Dark Worms that I once considered a worthy rival are now 
no more than just mere experience for me.



[Kijaaaa!]

I send the last one flying with [Dragon Punch]

It took me 5 minutes to deal with all of the Dark Worms.
I keep leveling up during the fight which kept making me 
stronger. The strongest 10 minutes old Baby Dragon.

[12 experience points have been obtained.]

[Because of the effects of Title Skill [Walking Egg]. Another 12 
experience points were obtained.]

As I thought, that is a cheat isnʼt it?

My level just keeps going up because of it.
The next evolution is until level 25... Unexpectedly, I might reach 
it sooner than I thought.

[ [Baby Dragonʼs] level has increased from 14 to 15]

[Title Skill [In-Fighterʼs] level has increased from 1 to 2]

---------------------------------------------

Race: Baby Dragon



Status: Normal
Lv: 15/25
HP: 3/57
MP: 1/55
Strength: 51
Defense: 35
Magic: 48
Agility: 35
Rank: D-

Special Skills:

[Dragon Scales: Lv1]
[Godʼs Voice: Lv2]

Defense Skills:

[Physical Resistance: Lv2]  [Fall Resistance: Lv3]  [Hunger 
Resistance: Lv2]
[Poison Resistance: Lv2]  [Solitude Resistance: Lv2]

Normal Skills:

[Roll: Lv2]  [Inspect Status: Lv1]  [Baby Breath: Lv1]
[Whistle: Lv1]  [Sweet Bite: Lv1] [Dragon Punch: Lv1]

Title Skills:

[Dragon Kingʼs Son: Lv--]  [Walking Egg: Lv--]  [Clutz: Lv2]
[Straight Fool: Lv1]  [In-Fighter: Lv2]  [Harmful Insects Killer: 



Lv1]

---------------------------------------------

Iʼm doing well~

I recovered my lost levels, but my HP is dangerously low.
I should take a break until my HP recovers.

But I feel that my agility is too low for my level.

Anyways, not like I wanted to specialize in speed.

It seems that taking the top wonʼt be that hard after all.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

<<<                                      >>>

http://tabikonotrans.blogspot.mx/2015/08/4-graduating-from-being-egg.html
http://tabikonotrans.blogspot.com/2015/09/6-young-lady-and-dragon.html


A young lady and the dragon

6th chapter is done guys~, read it while it's hot. Anyways I'll check it again later
to look for any errors. Hope you guys enjoy it! this days i have been really lucky
because i have had quite the amount of free time to be able to finish this
chapters before school.

Thanks to Guro-san for giving a rough translation of the greek parts which will be
added in a smaller text below said lines.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

6.- The young lady and the dragon.
[KyaooOOo!]

The wolf I hit howls as it was sent flying until he crashed his back on a 
tree.

Incidentally that monster’s name is Grey Wolf, even if he is twice my size 
he was a disappointment. 

The day slowly starts to end, I suppose this guy will be today’s last spoil.

[24 experience points have been obtained]

[Because of the effects of Title Skill [Walking Egg] another 24 experience 

http://gurotranslation.blogspot.mx/


points were obtained.]

Since I repelled the swarm of caterpillars I have been attacking other 
monsters, I have been targeting monster who have lower status or rank 
than me, but my level hasn’t increased that easily nor I have gotten any new
skills.

Well I did get one skill though, Title Skill [Careful Thinking: Lv1].
But getting that skill made me feel as if I was getting rebuked.

Also [Solitude Resistance] and [Inspect Status] did increased a bit.

Because I have been constantly inspecting the monster’s status.
And about [Solitude Resistance], there was nothing i could do about it, I’m 
pretty lonely. I would like to talk more with God’s Voice-chan

It has passed 3 days since the Dark Worms attack, and my level has 
increased 5 times making it 20.

Just 5 more levels and I will be able to evolve.

I frantically hunt for the low level Grey Wolves.

The ones around Lv 6 are easy to beat, as they are not able to hurt me. 
The one I fought a moment ago was a lone lv6.
However, I would like something a little more dangerous.

I would like to get into a reckless fight that way for sure it would give me 



enough experience to evolve. At least that is what I think.

I suppose that idea is the most different that what I would think in Japan.

But, what’s up with that.

I haven’t felt as if it was troublesome to keep living, once in a while I hear 
God’s Voice in my head, telling me to hurry.
It just says one word, “Become strong”
I don’t feel as if I was blindly following that belief, but it’s more like as if 
someone was pulling me by the back of my hair.
Although I don’t have any hair right now.

I roast the Grey Wolf with [Baby Breath] in order to eat it.

It’s smelly and grotesque but this is a feast if I compare it to eating a giant 
caterpillar.
Still, I wish I had some pepper.

「Κάνω εγείρουν μου-όπως το όνομα. Και είναι σε θέση να εργαστεί 
σταθερά!」
(I will raise my name(fame) in order to be able to work more regularly!)

Eh, what’s that voice?

「……Εγώ, τρομακτικό」
(I'm scared...)

「Και επειδή αναγνωρίζω μόνο το χέρι της μαγείας, Διαβάστε σωστά」
(This wasn't translated but it's something about magic according to Guro-san)



As I’m eating my meat the I begin to hear voices of the people.

The owners of the voices seem to be a young boy, a young girl, and an 
old person.
The young man seems to be having fun while the young girl is scared, and 
the old person seems to be a modest person.

Eh, seriously?

All this time I've been lonely, because inside of it forest there is only 
monsters and no one to talk to it would be impossible to not feel alone.
Until now the one thing I have craved the most was for some human 
contact.

Although I can’t understand the language, there is always something than 
can be done.

There is Body Language for example.

Let’s eat the wolf’s meat as fast as I can.

I’ll eat it quickly and then join them.

After I finish I run towards the direction of the voices.

Because of the many trees between us I can only barely see a man 



wearing an armor.

The other two are probably near him.

[Gaaa!]

I try to muster out my voice, and from my mouth what comes out is a 
dragon's roar.

Waving my big ‘hands’ in order to show that I’m not dangerous.
It seems that I really am an idiot, I just look like a fool. 

When the man looks my way he stops laughing and walking.

After him, the other two also stop and their figures enter my field of 
vision.
Their voices really fit the outward appearance of the other two, one is 
wearing an armor, the other a robe, and the girl really looks out of a fantasy 
book.
They were expecting to see at least one monster, well, nothing I can do 
about that this world is “that type of world” after all.

Anyways, leaving that aside… were my friendly tactics successful?

The one that looks like the leader seems to be happily laughing… 
laughing.
While laughing he takes out his sword and points it at me.



Even if there is distance between us, he slashes his sword which makes 
a white flash illusion, and while the attack comes at me it mows down the 
grass in its path.

Because I had both of my arms up the attack hit my abdomen directly.
Leaving an horizontal red line on it.

[Gaa!]

It seriously hurts! It’s really different from the wolf fangs!

Even if it’s late I will inspect his status.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

〖ドーズ・ドグルマード〗
(TL/N: You are welcome to give me name ideas if you can think of something better, since i'm bad with names)

[Douz Dogurmalt]

Race: Earthling - Human
Lv: 14/45
HP: 38/42
MP: 11/15
Attack: 40+12
Defense: 28+6
Magic: 17
Agility: 22

Equipment:

Hands: [Long Sword: D+]



Body: [Red Copper Armor: D]

Special Skills:

[Grisha Language: Lv6]
[Sword Talent: Lv2]

Resistance Skills:

[Soul Contamination Resistance: Lv3]

Normal Skills:

[Shockwave: Lv2] [Flame Slash: Lv1] [Intimidation: Lv3]

Title Skills:

[Beginner Soldier: Lv4]

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

.... I see, that last attack was [Shockwave]

His name is Douz and his race ‘Earthling - Human’... 'Earthling' I'll 
suppose that’s because he is a human who lives on earth?

Anyways, it seems that I have been thought to be an enemy.

Even though I don’t have any intent to kill.



While I’m frantically waving my hands to show that I'm not dangerous, he 
seems to be smiling

[Gaa, Gaagaa!]

While Douz is laughing he releases his second attack.

No good, that guy is full of determination, I have to escape from here.
Their levels are high, the three of them could kill me in an instant

Since I missed the chance to avoid I have to guard with my arms.

I receive the attack splendidly it’s pretty strong. After several attacks I 
raise my hands.

「Αποφάσεις αγοράς υπεραστικών έχει απομείνει για μένα！　φως 
μαγεία〖ακτίνα〗！」
(*Some kind of incantation* Light Magic [Ray]!)

The old person takes out a staff and points it at me.

Merciless.
His eyes just look at me disinterestedly as if i just was a prey.

From the back a bright light shines making me reflexively close my eyes.

In that moment I felt an intense hot sensation go inside my body.



What the, is he a magician!?

Because of his appearance and staff there is no other guess.
I never thought that there was such thing as magic.

[Gaa!]

Because of the pain I fall on to the ground.

[Resistance Skill [Magic Resistance: Lv1] was acquired]

I make some distance between us and change into a position in order to 
escape quickly.

I should have escaped from the beginning, that way there wouldn’t have 
been a fight at all.

It was my own carelessness that the humans were able to approach me.

And because of my longing for another person it was that I made a bad 
decision.
Right now, I'm not a human. I’m a monster. That realization is too bitter.

My body is becoming heavy and numb.



If i opened my status, it would probably say that this is paralysis.

Two of them are slowly approaching while the other one seems to be 
running.

「Δεν είναι εχθρότητα προς αυτό το δράκο！」
(Don't be hostile towards this dragon!)

I heard the young lady shout.

The girl lifts me by the neck and stands in front of me in order to protect 
me.
I don’t understand what they are saying but there are tears in her eyes 
which makes the other two stop.

The old man seems to awkwardly scratch his head while Douz with an 
apathetic face clicks his tongue and sheaths his sword.

was I… saved?

The young lady approaches me and pets my head.

「Ανάκτηση μαγεία〖υπόλοιπο〗」
(Recovery Magic [Rest])



The young lady seems to say something and then my body is wrapped by 
a gentle light.

The numbness and the pain in my body calms down thanks to this.
She looks at my face and then laughs in relief.

「καλός？」
(Are you alright?)

Those words that leak from her mouth.

Is the Grisha language which I don’t understand, I wonder what is she 
saying, but I feel that I understand what it is.
“Are you alright?” she said, by those words I check my body.

To the lonesome me, those words made tears come out of my eyes.

I was glad.

[Gaa....]

Thank you, that is what I intended to say.

As if understanding the meaning of that she starts to pet my head.

Douz tells the girl to hurry.

The girl then returns a short answer and Douz tried to say something 



again but the old man calms him down.
As both the old man and Douz walk away into the forest he clicks his 
tongue.

The girl seems to have stayed to see if the paralysis still remained in my 
body.

Although the three of them came together, is it okay to leave her alone?

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

<<<                                      >>>

http://tabikonotrans.blogspot.mx/2015/09/5-swarm-of-caterpillars.html
http://tabikonotrans.blogspot.mx/2015/09/7-persons-warmth.html


A person’s warmth

Hello again, Translator Tabiko here,  I hope ya guys enjoy this chapter as
much as I did. Also if anyone is good with names and could suggest better
ones than the ones I have right now please do so~

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

7.- A personʼs warmth
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

〖ミリア・ミレアニア〗
(again if anyone can think of a better name please suggest so~)

[Miria Mileana]

Race: Earthling - Human
Status: Normal
Lv: 6/70
HP: 18/20
MP: 4/20
Attack: 12+5
Defense: 14+2
Magic: 25
Agility 17

Equipment:

Hand: [Dry Wood Staff: F+]

Body: [Village Girl Clothes: F-]



Special Skills:

[Grisha Language: Lv5]
[Black Magic Talent: Lv2]

Resistance Skills:

Normal Skills:

[Rest: Lv2] [Fire Ball: Lv1]

Title Skills:
[Novice White Magician: Lv2](Thanks for everyone that helped me here, what seeps to have happened here is that the website that i use that tells me what 

the kanjis mean gave me a different meaning on the kanjis and didn't said that there three together meant magician which lead to my confusion.)

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

The name of the girl who saved me seems to be Miria.

She appears to be very young, I would guess around the age of 14 
judging by her appearance and her height, she also seems to have a bob 
cut.

She places my head on her knee and gently strokes my cheek.

As opposite of before I don’t feel like I want to escape now, as if losing all 
of my power I entrust my body to her. 



Honestly, the paralysis has already mostly ceased, but I only move my 
body a little and make my body tremble on purpose.

That’s because I’m scared that after she knew that I was able to move 
again she would go away to reunite with the other two.
Even if I don’t her reasons, but i understood that I was doing this because 
of my own selfishness.
I understand but, I’m still lonely.

Mira takes a peek at my face and says something like “Are you ok?” and 
“I’m sorry”.

I’m not able to understand what she is saying but somehow I can guess it 
because of the way she is speaking and the expressions she makes.

[Special Skill [Grisha Language: Lv1] was acquired.]

Oh?, was this because I was able to understand a bit of what she said?

[Title Skill [Liar: Lv1] was acquired.]

… You really like to accurately scoop out a person’s guilt don’t you.

Even if it is a simple title that anyone would have… neither Miria nor Douz 



have it.

Why am I the only one with this title?, Besides, that is just bad-mouthing.
I just wonder what is your reason.
I feel like God’s Voice is connected to this, It doesn’t feel like the skill has 
any usefulness.

Anyways, this girl’s level cap is really high.

While Douz’s cap is Lv45 hers is Lv70.
I don’t think that humans can evolve, but I think that this is what one could 
call as a person’s ‘Talent Barrier’
Miria and that punk soldier seem to be able to become very strong in the 
future.

While I was acting spoiled and clung to the girl we heard a scream in the 
distance.

It was the Old man and Douz.

Miria faced the direction and after several seconds she picked me up 
and laid me on a tree.

There is a fair difference between  Miria’s status and Douz’s status.
I wonder if she could come from behind, right now the difference between 
their levels is almost doubled.
Douz’s scream is heard once more he seems to be in a pinch, Miria starts 
heading that direction and there is nothing I can do about it.
Naturally, i feel worn out.(当然、ボロボロの俺が行ってもそれは同じこと。)



It probably is because of her [Rest] a recovery skill that was relied on.

However, I don’t think that she used it.
A while ago I checked her status and her MP was almost depleted.

“Ga...gau…”

「……τα λέμε」
(... Good bye.)

That’s all that she said, then Miria made a lonely smile.

After that she waved her hand and began to run to where the voice was.

“Gauu!”

I tried to stop her, but when I tried to move my body I fell forwards.

There is still paralysis left. I wasn’t faking that I could not move my body 
on purpose, I misunderstood and thought that I was cured but I’m still 
feeling pain.

[Gaaa! GaAaAaa!”]



I shout at Miria’s back, she looks back at me seemingly about me but 
after narrowing her eyes she hangs her head down and begins to run.

Please wait!

Even if you go, I’m sure that you won’t be able to do anything! so...

“GugaaAaOOOOOoo!]”

From the inside of the forest a large voice resounds which makes the 
earth shake.

Douz and the others scream can be heard near it.
Compared to mine that roar was much more powerful and louder.

I have an unpleasant premonition.

But when I try to stand up my feet don’t move, they don’t move.

In the first place, my HP must not be close to full recovery.

Right now must be somewhere around half full.
But if I stay like this it might be possible that I end up becoming some 
monster’s prey.

Yet, I can hardly walk, at most I move unsteadily from side to side, but that 
didn’t stop me.



Walking little by little the paralysis seems to be ceasing better.
Good. If I continue like this I will eventually arrive at that place and will be 
able to move freely.

It will take me some time, even so step by step and I will reach the place 
where the voice was heard.

Now that the paralysis seems to have mostly stopped, I’ll check my 
status.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Race: Baby Dragon

Status: Paralysis (Low)
Lv: 20/25
HP: 38/72
MP: 59/68
Attack: 61
Defense: 46
Magic: 58
Agility: 42
Rank: D-

Special Skills:

[Dragon Scales: Lv1] [God’s Voice: Lv2]
[Grisha Language: Lv1]

Resistance Skills:



[Physical Resistance: Lv2] [Fall Resistance: Lv3] [Hunger Resistance: 
Lv2]
[Poison Resistance: Lv2] [Solitude Resistance: Lv3] [Magic Resistance: 
Lv1]

Normal Skills:

[Roll: Lv2] [Status Inspect: Lv2] [Baby Breath: Lv2]
[Whistle: Lv1] [Sweet Bite: Lv1] [Dragon Punch: Lv2]

Title Skills:

[Dragon King’s Son: Lv--] [Walking Egg: Lv--] [Clutz: Lv3]
[Straight Fool: Lv1] [In-Fighter: Lv3] [Harmful Insects Killer: Lv1]
[Liar: Lv1]

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

As i thought, my HP is only half full.

The opponent’s status must be high, but if I cooperate with Miria and the 
other I suppose that we could repel him.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

<<<                                      >>>

http://tabikonotrans.blogspot.mx/2015/09/6-young-lady-and-dragon.html
http://tabikonotrans.blogspot.com/2015/09/8-little-rock-dragon.html


Little rock dragon

Is out boys~, anyways like i said I won't be able to always update daily
guys. I'm also quite busy and besides there are other things that I like to do
besides translating ya know~?, Anyways this is today's chapter so enjoy it!.
Also this chapter actually confused me quite a bit in some parts so expect
something here and there to be wrong.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

8.-Little Rock Dragon

[GaaAaOOOoo!]

The dragon in front of me triumphantly roared.

It seems that I arrived too late.

In comparison to the dragon we are small, the dragon in front of us is at 
least 3 meters tall.

The middle of the dragon’s body seems to be covered by a rugged rock.

Since the moment I saw him I wanted to escape.



From his silhouette and footsteps one can tell that that guy clearly isn’t a 
normal existence. 

While I was hiding myself I noticed that under one of his large feet was 
Miria, she and the other two adventurers have blood coming out of them.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Race: Little Rock Dragon

Status: Paralysis (Low)
Lv: 14/55
HP: 197:212
MP: 45/87
Strength: 168
Defense: 224
Magic: 82
Agility: 46
Rank: C
(Decided to change Attack to Strength)

Special Skills:

[Dragon Scales: Lv3]  [Strength Buff: Lv1]
[Auto HP Recovery: Lv1] [Earth Attribute: Lv--]

Resistance Skills:

[Fire Attribute Resistance: Lv5] [Physical Resistance: Lv3]
[Magic Resistance: Lv2]



Normal Skills:

[Sand Breath: Lv4] [Bite: Lv3] [Rock Claw: Lv3]
[Self Recovery: Lv2] [Earth Tremor: Lv4] [Stone Press: Lv6]

Title Skills:

[Final Evolution: Lv--]
(TL/N The kanji’s for this one meant something like “The final evolution person”, and i thought to name it 

something like “One who reached the final evolution” but i decided just to left it as “Final Evolution” because it can be 
understood that he got it because he reached the final evolution, and because it’s shorter.)

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

So far because of its low level [Inspect Status] couldn’t display 
successfully from far away, even so this time I still could clearly understand 
this guy’s status.

Besides being twice my size, his status were thrice of mine.

When our eyes meet my I begin to be attacked by fear making my body 
tremble all over.

Did the thought that I would be able to win against such guy with just me 
and the three humans ever crossed my mind. There was no injury to be 
found in his strong-looking body.

His defense is high enough that a direct attack wouldn’t faze him.



[GaaAaOOOOOo!

It was a dull low cry but that same cry made the air inside the forest 
tremble, after that came the sound of silence

[Run]

[Away]
[Please] [Run] [Away]
[It's] [Impossible]

God’s Voice words are displayed in my head.

My brain felt as if it was shaking, making me nauseous.

No.

I don’t have any skill to beat this guy, none.
My best skill is [Dragon Punch], but against him it would be powerless.

From my experience, even if I hit him thirty times on the head with 
[Dragon Punch] I don’t think that that would bring him down, that’s how much 
of a difference there is between us.

Even if i were to hit him with wider swings, by my calculations he wouldn’t 
even need to use [Self Recovery]. In the first place just by taking in account 
the height difference I would not be able to aim for his head, also my MP is 
not enough to use [Dragon Punch] thirty times.



In short, my chances of winning against him is a perfect zero. 

And to make matters worse, the three who I expected to serve as 
additional force were lying on the ground without consciousness.

Thanks to [Inspect Status] I can see that none of them are dead, their 
status show [Fainted - Bloodied].

The one who protected me and who had a kind smile was also losing 
blood while lying on the ground expressionless.

Fortunately, the speed of the opponent is slow.

If I hit him in order to aggro him and get him away of the other three, that 
way I hope that they will be saved.

If that’s the case.

I remember my certain kill technique which consisted on using my agility 
and strength that I learned during my egg era.

I approach him with a run and then kick the ground hard.

Without change my hands and knees folded, making a circular shape.
Even when I evolved it’s still useful, the [Roll] skill.

I ambush the Little Rock Dragon and swing my arms.



Right, left, jump, I splendidly evade.
The ground made a sound as if breaking, but he didn’t care, didn’t even 
care about it.

Now i just simply focus on his movements.

Evade, evade, evade.
I look around while searching for a chance.

He attacks from both sides with his claws!

I use my strength to jump and with that I just barely evade his attack by a 
paper thin difference.

[Title Skill [Evasion King: Lv1] was acquired.]

Here it is!

With all of my strength I tackle the rugged face of that monster.
When it hit his head, his forehead raised backwards thanks to the force.

After that I fall on to the ground and involuntarily begin to roll away from 
him.

It seems that it was a bit effective.

Come! follow me! 



I felt an overwhelming killing intent on my back.

Immediately after that, the ground in the vicinity was overturned.

Iya, even I felt that. My vision is blurred because of all of the dust around. 
I only see the trees in front of me fall down.

What happened.

That probably was his [Earth Tremor] skill.
He must have hit the ground strongly in order to cause that.
Luckily I was far away, but those who were near would not be safe.
The area of effect of the skills seems to depend on the strength of his 
body, because it’s relatively low was that I was saved.

(Actually in this part the skill uses another set of kanji which aren't listed on his status so i linked it to Earth Tremor. 〖地鳴らし〗)

Because I fell to the ground the Little Rock Dragon comes at me at ease.

Damn it…

I can’t lift myself up, my body is heavy.

Iya, this guys is really negligent.

Rather, this is a good opportunity. For now I should obediently stay down.



The rock dragon approaches me, he opens his big mouth and brings it 
near me.

I aim inside open mouth and with all of my strength I throw a [Dragon 
Punch].

As my fist enters his mouth it grazes one of his tusk opening a cut on it, 
but still the hit was a success.

As expected the inside of his mouth wasn’t rock.

[GugyaaAa!]

The Little Rock Dragon loudly cries while he steps back, seemingly in 
pain.

I did it, I did it.

That had to be fairly painful.
However, it’s still impossible for me to beat that guy.

I run towards the other three.

I check the old man’s status, but it’s already too late his HP is already 0.
I can’t think of anything for a moment, however I get away from the old man.



Next I find Douz.

With my claws I cut open his chest plate and from it blood pours out.
And because of [Earth Tremor] it seems that one of the trees that fell down 
crushed his legs.

I try to lift the tree with my hand, but I wasn’t able to.

With only me it’s impossible.

ShuuUu, a sound as if water evaporating is heard.

I look turn my head to look at the source of the sound, and I see that 
there is smoke coming out from the mouth of the Little Rock Dragon .
My instinct tells me that that must be his [Self Recovery].
The attack that I risked my life on was recovered just like that.

That’s unreasonable.

That’s stupidly strong, Is that really just a [Little] rock dragon?
In what way is that a rock dragon.

I immediately use [Roll] to run away, I find Miria who had fallen in a remote
location.

Her body was about to be swallowed into the broken ground, I found her 
too late.
I take her out by grabbing her by the neck with my mouth, since my body 
was too small to carry her on my back.



And then I run with all of my power.

I run through the forest with all of my strength.
I’m still able to heard the sound of the humans being crushed, but still I 
never turn my head back.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

<<<                                      >>>
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First magic

Alright guys, i know i made you wait a long time, beside that i was quite busy,
there was also some laziness that played a role. Anyways this chapter was
actually quite difficult for me so there might be a lot of errors from my part.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

9.- First Magic.
I was carrying Miria while running through the forest.

But this time I wasnʼt running from the Little Rock Dragon, this 
time what was chasing us were some grey wolves who seem to 
have been attracted by the smell of blood.
Moreover is not only one, multiple are following me. There must 
be at least three of them.
I could defeat them if we fought, but I donʼt know how I would 
protect Miria while fighting them.

The grey wolves donʼt seem to be coming this way anymore.

However a faint unnatural sound reaches my ear.
And it doesnʼt seem that it was environment that did that, I 
should prepare myself.

Since the enemyʼs potential was unknown I was considering on 
evacuating from here, and there could be the chance of it being 



higher as I donʼt know if he had called for more comrades. Now I 
understand that I shouldnʼt have lost sight of him.

Also the Grey Wolves could sniff out if I had any company, so 
their next course of action would be to come out.
Such was the explanation of Godʼs Voice.

As it doesnʼt seem that an attack would come out any time 
soon, I believe that my only choice would be to escape.

I canʼt afford that the same thing happens to Miria as when she 
fought that guy before.

Both her HP and MP were already so low.

Moreover her HP was still occasionally reducing.
At first I thought it was my imagination, but after checking quite 
often my worry was confirmed.
The reason of this must be because of the [Bleeding] status.
 If this continues at this pace I donʼt think that she would be able 
to survive for more than five minutes.

Iʼm weak.

I hunted lower rank monsters in order to become strong, but 
Iʼm weak.
I canʼt fight at all.
I had finally been able to find other humans, and with some 
difficulties I made a friend, but I couldnʼt protect that single 
person.



「Gaaa!」

The baby dragonʼs roar.

Unlike that little rock dragonʼs roar, it isnʼt able to threaten the 
surroundings.
That was to inform the unknown enemy to not come close.
Even if I think about it, I could not help but cry. In my heart there 
was a mist swirling around that I wanted to clear out.

I want to become stronger,

To be able to easily pulverize that kind of weird shaped dragon, 
thatʼs how strong I want to be.

As I run, I feel how Miriaʼs lukewarm blood flows on my body.

That just means that her body is being stolen of its life force.

「GaaaAA!」

Iʼm crying.

I really want to scream for help.
But the voice that came out was that of a ferocious monster, 
unlike my pitiful, low voice.



【Title Skill〖Spirit Relief: Lv1〗was acquired.】

Even if I get such thing... itʼs only a feeling, it canʼt do 
anything...

Iya, wait. Are this “title skills” supposed to be like this.

For example the〖Walking Egg〗title skill which doubles my 
experience obtained.
In the first place, one would normally consider if there really is 
such a convenient〖Skill〗 . Could this possibly have something to 
do with that?
Oi, answer me Godʼs Voice!

【Special Skill 〖Godʼs Voice: Lv2〗 is unable to explain.】

Stop joking!

A life depends on this!

【Special Skill 〖Godʼs Voice: Lv2〗 is unable to explain.】

I canʼt believe it!

You are the one who sent those messages that said 『Become 



strong』and『Run away』, why did you think that you could just 
screw your intentions into me!
I donʼt even understand who you are, donʼt you think that such 
thing is inflexible?
I donʼt have anymore time!.

【Special Skill 〖Godʼs Voice: Lv2〗 is unable to explain.】

The same answer.

It just feels like throwing a ball to a wall, unproductive.
Like feeling a bottomless unidentified object, a strange situation.

Godʼs voice you arenʼt useful.

What should I do?

How can I save Miria?

Think, there must be a rule that is inconsistent in this system., If 
I keep thinking I should be able to reach at least one answer.

When I somehow was able to understand what she was saying I 
acquired the 〖Grisha Language〗special skill.
However, the skill hasnʼt developed since I was able to obtain it.
I couldnʼt even understand a small portion of anything that she 
was saying.

So, in other words isnʼt that the opposite of the idea.



To obtain a skill it doesnʼt depend on what I do, but about the 
status I should have taken notes of how it was changing, that kind
of idea.
Itʼs like this world is tied up to the numerical values, but I donʼt 
think thatʼs quite it.
Is the opposite.
I donʼt think that itʼs the status that makes up the world, since the
status is more like reading the data.
But still there is an enigma that remains and it isnʼt a speculation, 
but that makes it more realistic in a sense.

In other words, skills arenʼt born or pop out of nothing.

For example the structure of the body and the extent of oneʼs 
ability, those kind of things are the ones that affect skills.

I have magical power.

Though I donʼt have any practice, but still I should be able to 
use Recovery Magic.
Iya, even if itʼs imperfect Iʼll never know if I donʼt try right now..

Letʼs lay Miria down on the ground.

Remember, remember that time when she used her magic on 
me, that light, that sensation.

I check Miriaʼs status to look for the skill, it seems that it was 
the 〖Rest〗skill.



From the inside of my heart I pray silently〖Rest〗and I try to 
frantically recreate the memory I have of the magic.

〖Rest〗,〖Rest〗.

No good, itʼs not working.

〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!

Right now I was able to grasp a feeling.

〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!

Itʼs shaking violently, it feels as if my brain is shaking and Iʼm 
starting tired.

Tired? only because of using the skill?
My MP is decreasing, doesnʼt that mean that the magic is a 
success?

〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!

〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!
〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!
〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!〖Rest〗!



How many times have I used it, a warm light envelops Miria and 
her injuries start to recover a little.

Itʼs working!
My physical strength is fading away, must be because of using 
〖Rest〗repeatedly.

My breath is becoming heavy, this must be my limits I should 
check my status.

It seems my MP became 0, and it seems that Miriaʼs HP 
recovered a little.

I used all of MP on this.

Iya, however it seems that the 〖Bleeding〗bad status 
disappeared.
She was able to escape death thanks to this.

【The Title Skill〖Spirit Relief〗leveled up from 1 to 3.】

The title skill is good, but I wonder if the〖Rest〗skill was 
acquired...

It feels like it is around 1/5 of the original effect.

For the time being it seems that she wonʼt die from bleeding, 



but her HP is still low so I need to take her to a safe place.

I need to get out of the forest in order to look for a human 
village.

When I found out that her HP and MP werenʼt decreasing 
anymore, somehow my fatigue went away.

There must be a human habitation unexpectedly close.
I should try going the direction which Miria and the others came 
from.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Attack of the grey wolves

Chapter 1 – 9

10. The attack of the grey wolves

2 grey wolves come chasing from behind.
These guys finally exposed their figures to me.
They appear to have chosen to fight instead of withdrawing.
That is to say that they have a way to gain victory, it’s pretty dangerous.

While maintaining a perfect sense of distance, they pursue me while
approaching and distancing repeatedly.

Lv7 and Lv8.
If it’s presently, it’s highly possible for me to be their opponent even if I
am carrying Milia.
However, that is if we are just talking about these fellows only, naturally.

However, the pair in front is a dummy.
They are drawing my attention by purposely showing me the 2 small build ones
among the pack.
If the appearance of me taking on the provocation and slowing my foot to
counterattack is seen, the other 3 hidden ones clinging on will show their
appearance.
That’s the standard move of these guys.

If it’s usually, it would be fine to take on about 5 of them together as an
opponent too.
I have the confidence to send all of them flying.

But, Milia is on my back now.
I have no choice but to run away.

Damn! Is this the meaning of stalker wolf!

Although I increased my speed to shake them off, but still, they are catching up
without fail.

A high level dragon would do as it wants here, but I do not have much stamina

http://tabikonotrans.blogspot.com


left due to depleting all my MP from using recovery magic forcibly.
Despite being able to scatter these fellows if it’s usually……….it’s useless to be
vexed.

“Garuaaaaaa!”
“Gururururu……”
“Gauraa!”
“Gauu!”
“Guoooo!”

The wolves howl.
Did they judge that I did not take up the provocation? Or was it because they
notice that I was worn out particularly? The ambush tactic was abandoned, and
they chase after me with their full strength with the stern looking wolf boss at
the head.
It’s also unpleasant to have all 5 of them.

The vanguard just now was lv7 and lv8……that is fine.
It’s a class I can almost hunt with no damage.

And, the 2 trying to match up to the boss wolf in the middle are lv10 and lv11.
When it comes to around this, I will only hunt them if there is suitable margin
normally.
Although I would not be defeated, it’s because there is the also the possibility of
magical beast entering to profit while we are fighting since a battle is tiring.

And the last one…….shit, isn’t the boss wolf lv15!
It’s the first time I am seeing such a high level grey wolf.
It’s an opponent I will ignore even if I am in a perfect state normally.
Now that my body is heavy and covered by injuries and my MP is 0 too, it’s
something I never want to fight.

Aaah, Mou! How persistent!

Although I am making frantic efforts to run too, the distance is rapidly
shortened.
The boss wolf is damn fast.

I looked at the status, but it’s speed is only roughly similar to mine.
It even holds the title called [Hunter of the forest].



That guy is a considerable fellow among the grey wolf.

Fortunately, the distance between the boss wolf and its followers are quite
wide.
It’s a dangerous bet, but it may be possible to defeat the boss wolf even while
protecting Milia.

It will only go into a frenzy even if a follower is defeated, but I should be able to
escape if I crush their leader.

If it’s not possible to escape, at most I’ll attack.

I wanted to take the preemptive attack reliably with breath, but as I have no
MP, there is no choice but to exchange blows.
Although it will be lying if I say I’m not uneasy about defending Milia completely,
there is no other method if I go for an attack given that it’s that or escaping.
If I consider overlooking the matter of the little rock dragon plainly, the painful
situation so far might be the first time I’m driven to a corner.

I raise my speed in one go.
Opening the distance with the boss and follower wolf, it was so that they
would not interrupt the battle.
It’s beyond my power when it becomes a group fight.

Although I had hope that it was possible to shake them off by speeding up, it
isn’t such a lucky story.
Though I didn’t expect much too.

Dropping my speed rapidly, I stopped and look back after jumping onto the
branch of a tree nearby.
The boss wolf was puzzled by my unexpected movement.
I trample the head of the boss wolf by kicking the branch and jumping down.

“Gyan!”

I gave a hard blow with my full strength without reservation to the back of the
head that became exposed like that.
Kicking the boss wolf that was stepped on while glaring at the followers catching
up, I jump back with that recoil and started running once again, changing
direction without killing the momentum.



It was according to the simulation pictured in my head, but there was only 1
miscalculation.

“GUOOOOO!”

I wasn’t able to kill the boss wolf.
Nonetheless, if I held out more than that, I would not be able to escape from
receiving the attacks of the followers.

It can’t be helped.
Probably due to my fatigue, it seems that the force of my attack that didn’t
reach was more than expected.

Although it would be good even if it had fainted, the boss wolf is furious.
Rebuilding its posture quickly, it glares at me with red eyes. With a speed above
that so far, it chase me after sending a concerned follower who rushed over
flying with a strike of its claws.

The boss wolf gouges the ground with its claws and accelerates violently,
disregarding its stamina.
Its state became [Rage].
Around a quarter of its HP still remains.

The distance that I have gotten with much effort is shortened again.
What should I do? Do I attack again somehow?

There was an advantage just now as I was showing the posture of [I’m
escaping].
If we come face to face again, I may not necessarily be able to obtain the
initiative.
It’s also a problem that the reckless movement of the opponent is hard to read
due to the result of [Rage].

If I take a single blow, it will become fairly severe in my present condition.
My HP is so too, and there is also Milia’s situation.

If there is MP for [Baby breath]………I can’t go into lamenting.

Turning my body around in midair after jumping, I changed my course
suddenly by kicking on a tree with my hind legs.
However, the Milia’s body is pulled by the centrifugal force, my balance was lost



backwards. That is bad.

“GuOOOOo!”

The boss wolf attacks with its claws.
As a result of swinging that down diagonally, I received it in front from my chest
to my stomach.

I nearly drop Milia and shouldered her again.
As if mocking me who diverted my awareness from the enemy in front of my
eyes, it presses another follow up.
A reverse diagonal strike of the claw.

“Gahaaa!”

Although I guarded with my shoulder, the wound is deep.

The second fastest wolf in the pack catches up, and goes around to my back.
I twisted my body at once, receiving a blow on my side from my blind spot.
That was dangerous, Milia nearly died.

I fling Milia to the ground.
Even if the damage when landing was severe on her presently, it was necessary
to separate her from this place.
I who became light avoided the attacks coming from my front and back, and sent
the boss wolf flying with a strike to its nose with all my strength.
HP 0 is confirmed. Its dead for sure this time.

[60 exp obtained]
[Due to the title [Walking egg : Lv–], an additional 60 exp was obtained]

[ Level of [Baby dragon] increased from 20 to 22]

Haa……Haa, I’m considerably tired.
Although it’s good that my HP recovers when leveling up.

I tried raising my fist, but my arm doesn’t go up.

“GuoooooO!”

My shoulder was bitten by the follower wolf that sprung from my back.
Shaking it loose, I kick it away. I tried to carry Milia and run again.



They seem to have perceive that I have weaken considerably, and the wolves
doesn’t stop chasing me.
Even though they should be frightened if I defeated the boss wolf, was it because
I am not able to bring down the wolf that bit me at the end? They seem to make
light of me.

My consciousness is dim as I only have a small amount of HP.
I have a headache.
The claw wound is painful.
It’s painful at my shoulders where I was bitten.
My feet gets heavier progressively.

“Gaaa!”

The wolf that caught up to me extends its claws to my back.
Twisting my body to protect Milia from the claws, I receive the attack on my
body.
Due to my body becoming heavy inevitably when such a thing carries on, my
consciousness faded for a moment suddenly.
These fellows are not so kind as to overlook the chance.
Cleanly.
I hear the sound of meat being gouge out from my back.
Ah, did I die?
Strangely, there is no pain. It’s may the way it is.

Huh? But my body still moves, and there is feeling of my back too……huh?

Waking up my brain that has lost its normal thinking, I realize after a delay.
The body that has been gouged, was Milia.

Her HP shave off drastically once again, and there was a bad status, an
abnormal state of [Bloodshed].
Her life that I somehow manage to connect, is starting to waste away again.

Blanking out, I bellow.
The four wolves dropped half a step like they felt something.

[Condition became [Rage] ]

 



Previous | Next

TN: I’m not picking up this project, just translating while waiting for someone
else to pick it up. (And because I want to read it.) Translation would be rough, as
I did it at work.



A tiny hero

11. A tiny hero

…………。

…………………。

Vaguely, my consciousness returned.
My body is painful all over. It’s heavy. If I slightly pay attention to my body, it’s
covered by painful looking injuries all over.

I don’t want to do anything.
I’d like to sleep on the cooling earth of the forest the whole time already.

No good, I seem to be succumb to the pain and suffering.
My current state……At any rate, I ought to understand my current state.
What happened to Milia? What happened to me?

I directed my awareness before my eyes.
A grey wolf came into view.
Seeing that, I was convinced that I lost.
If perhaps, when I woke up there is no wolf and Milia is also safe……such an
expectation is cut down with a single stroke like this.

It’s so, damn it, it’s your win.
Do as you like. It’s troublesome to stand up too.
Kill me quickly.

“　　　　　　　　　”

Probably because my consciousness has not recovered, I do not understand
what the grey wolf is howling.
However, without finishing me off uneventfully, the grey wolf disappears into the
depths of the forest in a hurry.

Ah, what is it?
Which reminds me, there is a out of place feeling from my mouth since a while
ago.
What have I been holding in my mouth all the time?



The power of my jaws is approaching its limit, and the item held in my mouth
drops to the floor naturally.
It’s a bloodstained grey wolf.

[44 Exp obtained]
[Due to the skill called [Walking Egg : Lv–], additional 44 exp is obtained]

[ Level of [Baby dragon] increased from 22 to 23]

…..Ah, it seems like I will evolve soon.

When I raise the neck that was even troublesome to move and try looking left
and right, the portion of remains for 2 grey wolf rolls over.
Did I bring them down? These guys, I defeated them?
Even if I consider from the speed the level rose, it seems to be correct.
It’s consistent to think that I rampaged after losing half my consciousness when I
was close to death just now.

That’s right, Milia……where is Milia?
Milia? Milia?
Ah……

I spot Milia who had fallen on the ground, and rush over.
She’s alive. Still alive.
Although her HP continues to be shaved off by bloodshed, she is still alive now.

Carrying her on my back, I started running, dragging my tattered body along.

I pulled out of the forest before long, and rows of raised soil comes into my
vision.
Is that…..a field? Then, is there a human habitation nearby?
In time, I made it in time.

It’s bad but because I do not have the strength to take a roundabout way, I
stepped over the field and cut straight through it.
Whenever I took a step, I even felt the illusion similar to my body becoming light.
Something like a house came into sight.

I walked into the village while staggering.
As it’s at night, the figure of people are not readily found.



Milia doesn’t seem like she has such a long time.
She needs treatment even right now.

I raised a loud voice when I came to a place in the middle of the village.

“GUOOOOOO!”

Somebody, please help Milia!
Come out!

“GUOOOOOOOOOO!”
“GuuOOOOOOOOOO!”

I cried over and over again, pleading desperately.

And with a [Kyi] from behind, I heard the sound of door opening.

Good, Milia would be rescued with this.
And, I am already close to dying too.
Earning their trust through Milia somehow, I want to rest my body.

If it goes smoothly, I might remain in the village and abandon the life of the
forest from today.
Learning [Gurisha language : Lv 1], mutual understanding should slowly be
possible sooner or later if I am taught carefully.
Hunting with humans, I may be unexpectedly useful even if it’s fieldwork even
just because of my strength.

I turn around towards where the sound was.
There was a man’s face peeking from the opened door with a half vigilant feeling.

「τέρας！」

Immediately following, an intense pain ran through my shoulder.
An arrow was stuck deeply.

The man who shot me, glared at me like that while preparing his bow.
Biting my lips, I stood up although my feet were trembling.

Is that so……that’s right, I am a dragon.
Then, there is no choice but to attack if a dragon walks to the middle of the
village at night and howls while  bringing a bloodied human along.



The man stop moving when our eyes meet.
He might be regretting for not defeating me in a blow.
Looking at the status, there is no big difference with Milia without skill.
The person seemed to understand too, that he couldn’t fight against a monster
directly.

I dropped Milia in that place, and ran away from the village.

The man drops his bow, and the sound of his knees dropping is heard.

Surely, Milia will be saved with this.
This is all right. It’s good with this.

Anyway, I will look for a place that will allow my body to rest.

[Level of skill titled [Spirit of relief] went up from 3 to 4]
[Skill of title [Tiny hero : Lv 1] was obtained]

|



Sequel of a certain girl (Milia’s viewpoint)

12. Sequel of a certain girl (Milia’s side)

When I woke up, I am not in the forest, and was on top of a bed.
The only proper white magician in this village and my master, Marielle is standing
beside me.

Although Marielle is an elderly, her appearance is younger than me.
It seems that she has some elf blood in her, and her aging is slow because of
that.

Although sometimes it becomes doubtful as to whether she is actually an
elderly, when I see her glaring at me intensely with moist eyes while her pretty
orange braided hair dangles.

“Really, a shocking thing!  I wonder what Dawes said to instigate you to that
extent!”

Although Marielle who saw me waking up is visibly relief and broke into a
smile, she immediate tightens them again and shouted in loud voice.

“What about D, Dawes and Granz!”

The upper body that I almost raised was stopped by Marielle pressing on my
forehead.

“……Granz died. His body is discovered in the forest. Really, to get involved
with a rock dragon, this idiot!”

“Granz is……err, then Dawes is……”

“His body isn’t found. However, looking at the situation, it might be valid to
think that he was eaten up.”

…..Only I survived.
More, I should have tried to stop it more.
The strongest monster in the vicinity is the rock dragon, is the common
knowledge in this village.

Marielle lets out a breath from her mouth while looking at me with tears



streaming down my face, and puts a hand on my body after that.

“……Even if just Milia is safe, it’s really good.”

While holding my head, I slowly recalls the event in the forest.

Dawes is the most powerful person in the village.
Although his character is slightly scary and gets angry quickly, he is the one who
contributes most to sending monsters that comes to the village away.
In that aspect, everyone place their trust on him.

However several years ago, he went out hunting and got involved with the rock
dragon and it was more than he could chew, and due to escaping while
abandoning his comrades, he was often criticized.
There were many situation that he incur the enmity of others due to his original
character.
Although there was also the side coming from the dead people, but it seems that
the malicious people who bore a grudge against Dawes allowed the rumor to
spread even more.
But, he is given the highest achievement in the village in terms of armed might.
That, as yet, became a brake, and few people said anything openly.

However the other day, a self-proclaimed swordsman traveler appeared in the
village.

“Although I have no money, there is meat and fur of monsters hunted in the
forest. Give me a bed and meal.”

Among those, there is the meat of Rock Dragon too.

That comparison produced provided a chance for people to come out and
mock Dawes, and it became a brawl between Dawes and the traveler in the bar.
As a result, Dawes said [if it’s the present me, I can defeat it] in a verbal
exchange of insults, and asked Granz who was a former wanderer who settled in
this village and Marielle who can use recovery magic for their cooperation.
Having been turned down by Marielle, Dawes turned his eyes towards me, who
was her pupil.

Although I didn’t want to follow him, and I ended up following them in a half
threatened manner when he said [I will go even if you do not come along. If so,



Granz and me may both die].
Granz seem to dislike it a little too. In the position of a former wanderer, it might
have been hard to refuse.
Dawes was someone who was good at attacking the weakness of a person.

We found a considerably small rock dragon in the forest…..and then……. in the
end, it’s beyond our abilities too……

Was I overlooked?
No……come to think of it, I feel that I was helped by someone.

“E, erm……The person who helped me was…….”

“Is it Olas? When you were attacked by the monster who came into the village,
Olas with his bow…..”

“N, no…..Um, the person who carried me from the forest……”

“Such a person should not exist. That night, there wasn’t anyone who went to
the depths of the forest alone, and there isn’t any reason remain quiet about
this too? Didn’t you escape by yourself?”

Marielle judged it to be impossible.
However, I can say with confidence that there was certainly somebody.
Carrying me on his back, someone who desperately escaped from the group of
monsters……
…..Was it really a person?

“Maybe you were having a dream?”

“It, it’s not like that! I absolutely should not be able to come out if I’m
alone……”

“Milia is still confused. Wait for a moment, I will warm the chicken soup made
this morning again. Drink that first and get some nutrients. After that, let’s
slowly hear your story.”

“Certainly…….I……”

The feeling of someone’s back who carried me.
Although it was amateurish and feeble, the recovery magic was warm.
And it’s slight but, my hands, legs and body remembers the existence of



someone who saved me.

“By any chance, that dragon……”

Milia looks out of the window while saying.
Of course, there is no possibility of finding the figure of that dragon.

|
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Rest

13. Rest

I woke up in a room of soil that feels damp.
I. who escape from the village and came to the forest once again. rested in a
small cave made under a cliff and waited for my injuries to recover.

Yawning once, I confirmed my status.

---------------------------------------------
Race: Baby dragon
Status: Normal
Lv: 23/25
HP: 41/78
MP: 40/72
---------------------------------------------

Full recovery……although I didn’t reach there yet, well, I recovered halfway
huh.
Although I have still not come out from the physical tiredness and dread, I won’t
be able to eat if I do not go hunting.

For the time being, HP is given priority rather than MP.
It’s not necessary to depend on skills if I only hunt prey to satisfy my appetite,
and it will be fine to runaway if I meet a dangerous fellow.
Then, to prepare for emergency, I want to recover HP even just a little.

[Rest]!

I chant an incantation that is not even recognized as a skill.
A faint light wraps around me, and heals my body just a little.

The HP restored was only 2, whereas MP decreased by 8.
Although it’s a drop in the bucket, it’s better than none at all huh.
I may acquire it as a skill if I practice repeatedly.

I repeated rest for 5 times continuously.

---------------------------------------------



Race: Baby dragon
Status: Normal
Lv: 23/25
HP: 53/78
MP: 0/72
---------------------------------------------

In the 5 attempts, I recovered approximately 3 points twice.
Yeah, if I raise it patiently this way, it should become something useful
eventually.
Because it will restore about 20 points if I keep shooting it with full MP now,
there isn’t a reason to call it entirely useless.

The physical weariness that attacked my body was also somewhat removed.
Okay, first of all is to obtain food……and then, I want to have the maximum level
by the end of today.
Also, an evolution should be waiting.
If I do that, I should reach the neck of the little rock dragon sometime soon.
When it becomes so, it’s similar to securing my life here too.
Among those I’ve seen up till now, that fellow is the strongest.

When I am able to have the leeway…….still, I want to try going to the village
too.
Will I only be feared?
If I repeatedly help the people who come to the forest, I may be talked about
eventually.
When so, perhaps……

When I’m walking while thinking, a dark worm crawling on the ground was
found.

The dark worm that comes across me tries to run away at full speed.
How nostalgic.
I was chased after by the dark worm, and escaped desperately in the olden days.

Even so, it’s unusual.
After I fought against a large crowd once, dark worms were never even seen.
I had certainly thought if they had perished, but I didn’t think we would meet in



this way again.
I had traveled quite a bit to look for a village.

I jumped suddenly and went round to the front of the escaping dark worm,
and gave a hard blow to its face from the front.

“Shigya!”

[12 Exp obtained]
[Due to the skill titled [Walking egg : Lv–], additional 12 exp was obtained]

A window message that looks like a game pops into my head, and inform me of
the death of the prey.
I move to have my meal after putting my small hands together.
Biting at the back, I devour that meat.

[Buchuri], [Buchuri]
While listening to that chewing sound, I smile wryly as that meant that I have
also gotten used to the life here completely.

As I was about to finish having my meal too, I wonder if I should try to raise my
level all out.
I’d like to maximize my level and evolve quickly.
It’s said that there should be a lot of branches of evolution for Baby dragon.

|



The second evolution

14. The second evolution

I, who was satisfied with the finished meal, encountered a dark worm again
while searching the forest.
What, aren’t there many of them?
If it’s this amount, there is still more.
Did the time for the realization of my previous thinking of raising the level arrive?

I purposely chase after the escaping dark worm slowly, leading it towards a
narrow path.
Chasing it down until a spot with a big rock, I cut off its path of retreat.

The dark worm realized that there was no escape.
Opening its mouth widely, it threw itself on me.

I avoided the the biting attack of the other party, and dropped a light blow to
the side of its head.
It took on the form of being suspended in midair as I caught and raised the tail
portion of the opponent which faltered.

“Shigii! Shigii!”

Once it come to this, there is no way for the dark worm to oppose me even if it
weep and shriek.
It tries to wave its head frantically to bite me, but there is no way that can reach.
Ouch! It reached a little!

[Level of title skill [Clutz] increased from 2 to 3]

Aah……there was a skill like that.
I do not understand this judgment well, damn it.
Well, whatever. The matters of this skill is inconsequential.

There is a reason why I caught the dark worm alive.
It’s not to make it my underling, nor for making it dance and bite.
The purpose is to get it to use the skill of dark worm, [Group call].

Although it’s unwilling as it’s like a desecration towards living things, this



fellow should call a friend eventually if I continue cornering the dark worm in this
deadlock state.
That way would be much more efficient than hunting around for monsters.
If fact, it was a large group of dark worms that raised my level from 1 to 15.

“Shigyaaaaaaaa! Shiigyaaaaaaa!”

Hanging and shoving it around for 5 minutes, I began to feel some kind of
glance from my surrounding.
Turning around, it’s a large amount of dark worm. They seem angry to see their
comrade being suspended in mid air.
All of their state have become [Rage].

It’s just as planned.
It’s bad but get turned into nourishment.

The mountain of dark worm that attacked got torn up and defeated, torn up
and defeated.

Hai!

[12 Exp obtained]
[Due to the title skill [Walking Egg : Lv–], an addition 12 exp was obtained]

Hoi!

[12 Exp obtained]
[Due to the title skill [Walking egg : Lv–], an additional 12 exp was obtained]

Yoishoo!

[12 Exp obtained]
[Due to the title skill [Walking egg : Lv–], an additional 12 exp was obtained]

[Level of title skill [Pest Killer] increased from 1 to 2]

When I noticed, there wasn’t any dark worm left in the area.
It’s nothing but tragic remains that were scattered about. A little sense of guilt
springs.
You who rushed to the crisis of your comrades were brave, dark worm.

[ Level of [Baby Dragon] increased from 24 to 25]
[ Level of [Baby Dragon] is now MAX]



[The requirements for evolution was met]

Because of the memory of the bad aftertaste that I could not recover from at
all, I promise that I will never use this method again.

[Obtained title skill [Path of Evil : Lv1]]

Without fail, it arrives to apply salt to the wound heavily.

Leaving aside the title skill that acknowledges my bad character, it’s evolution
for now anyway.
If I evolve, it will get easier handling enemies too, and there is also less risk of
getting mistakenly killed when I appeal my lack of malice to humans.

Besides……although I cannot express it well, I feel a strange purpose saying [I
must become strong].
Is it because of God’s voice?
There was a rushed memory of that once.

God’s voice, please show me the evolution list!

[Display the evolution ahead?]

Of course, it’s yes.

---------------------------------------------
[Future]
[Small Angel Dragon] Rank C
[Small Dragon] Rank C-
[Plague Child Dragon] Rank D+
[Kid Marbled Dragon] Rank D+
[Kid Dragon] Rank D
---------------------------------------------
[Present]
[Baby Dragon] Rank D-
---------------------------------------------
[Past]
[Dragon egg] Rank F
---------------------------------------------

Oi oi……. it increased in a go.



Although it was 2 choices previously, 5 choices in a go huh.
Some disquieting ones are mixed in too. Particularly, the guy in the middle.

Although I do not know it well, what is the difference between little, kid, baby
and small?
I am worried about the child dragon too.

As far as I see it, it’s the feeling of Baby < Kid < Small?

[Concerning the evolution form of some monsters]

Hmm?

[ [Little] doesn’t mean that it’s on the way of evolving, it’s used for the species
that will stop growing at that size limit]
[Although status are raised quickly for the [Little] group, the number and ability
of the former’s evolution is inferior compared with the [Baby] group]

I see.
If I look at the long term, [Little] is said to be a failure huh.
If I look at it from the aspect of maturing slowly in the natural world though, it
may not be necessarily so.
Did I become this form as I supplemented for the slow growth by completely
avoiding dangerous looking enemies because of my human intellect and skill of
[Inspect Status]?

[The [Kid] group is used as a higher rank of the [Baby] group]

[Although the evolution of the [Small] group is narrowed first, stable evolution
is guaranteed first because of that]

Hou Hou.
Thereupon, the voice stops. there was no explanation about the child dragon.
Well……I think it will be similar to kid, probably. Because that’s the literal
translation is the excuse.

However……I do not know well how much it will talk.
I wonder if it would be better to raise the skill level by surrounding God’s voice
with inquiries more proactively?
Because it’s somewhat eerie since it runs wild and fills the inside of my head with
strings of character occasionally.



But it’s certainly useful.

Well, it’s something similar to a freebie for the name.
I want to hear about the details regarding [Small Angel Dragon], [Kid Marbled
Dragon], [Plague Child Dragon].

[ [Small Angel Dragon : Rank C] ]
[ Awakening [Relief spirit], a dragon that vow to live for others]
[Although it can handle a large number of white magic, its combat efficiency is
not so high]

It seems like the evolution ahead differs due to the title skill.
It’s said to be the small group even if few words were said just now……and the
lack of combat ability is also a little……
But, white magic huh…… It’s probably recovery magic?
It seems to be easy to become familiar with mankind too.

[ [Kid Marbled Dragon : Rank D+] ]
[A dragon that leads to mutation. Its skin has a water drop shaped pattern]
[Magical power is higher than normal dragons]

Looking at it in long terms, I also think this seems good.
I am somewhat intrigue by the mutation.

[ [Plague kid dragon : Rank D+] ]
[The first step of a wicked dragon spreading disaster. However, it’s still slightly
on the wrong path, and it’s possible to turn back]
[Although there have been occasions where highly intelligent ones have used
[Art of Human form] to descend into human habitation, most do not do a decent
job]

Oh? If it’s [Art of Human Form]?
If there is this, is it possible to visit the village as a human?
It’s somewhat disturbing but I seem to be able to turn back, and for now
evidently, only the existence of [Art of Human Form] is remembered clearly.
That is surely fine.

It doesn’t mean that there is no uneasiness.
Judging from the name, it’s too direct and frankly, I only have a bad feeling.
But still, the [Art of Human Form] is attractive. I want it, right or wrong, I want it.



I absolutely need it.

How did Milia turn out after all that? I am anxious about that too.
There is only this for me to go to the village.

I evolved into the plague child dragon.

My body that looked like a baby’s figure becomes thin, and the wings on my
back grows too.
And then, my scales are eroded by black pigments rapidly.
Hot, my eyes are somewhat hot, but is this okay!
My eye level changes.
The height that was around 60cm until now grew to nearly 2 meters.

[ [Plague Child Dragon] is evolved from [Baby Dragon] ]

[Characteristic skill [Flight : Lv 1] was obtained]
[Characteristic skill [ Dragon scale powder: Lv 1] was obtained]
[Characteristic skill [ Darkness attribute : Lv –] was obtained]
[Level of characteristic skill [Dragon’s scale] was increased from 1 to 2]

[Resistance skill [Resistance to darkness attribute : Lv 1] was obtained]

[Due to the title skill [Son of Dragon King : Lv–], all resistance skills of less than
Lv5 possessed is raised]

Is that good? Dragon scale power. [TN: It’s similar to a moth]
I have a somewhat unpleasant premonition. That guy is probably no good.
Isn’t it for spreading poison?

[Normal skill [Breath of disease : Lv 1] obtained]
[Normal Skill [play-biting : Lv 1] was converted to [Poison fang : Lv 1]]
[Normal skill [Numbing poison claws : Lv 1] obtained]

I don’t need it! Because I don’t want it!
Because I do not need such a skill! I think this is stepping off the wrong path
considerably!

[Level of normal skill [Status inspection] increased from 2 to 3]

[Level of normal skill [God’s voice] increased from 2 to 3]
[Details of your skill can now be examine]



Oh, this is quite convenient, isn’t it.
There are too many things I’m worried about on top of the ambiguous title skill.

[Level of title skill [Path of Evil] is increased from 1 to 2]
[Skill title [Disaster : Lv1] obtained]

The correction is really effective huh, this.
Although I had want to quickly walk on the path of righteousness after acquiring
just human form……

………….
…………………….

Eh, is it over?
Huh, [Art of Human Form] isn’t acquired?
Wait a minute, that’s not what you said…….

---------------------------------------------
Race: Plague child dragon
Status: Normal
Lv: 1/40
HP: 37/50
MP: 0/55
Offense: 47
Defense: 37
Magic: 44
Speed: 40
Rank: D+

Characteristic skill:
[Dragon’s scale : Lv2] [God’s voice : Lv3] [Gurisha language : Lv1]
[Flight : Lv1] [Dragon scale powder : Lv1] [Darkness attribute : Lv–]

Resistance skill:
[Physical resistance : Lv3] [Drop resistance : Lv4] [Hunger resistance : Lv3]
[Poison resistance : Lv3] [Loneliness resistance : Lv4] [Magic resistance : Lv2]
[Darkness attribute tolerance : Lv2]

Normal Skill:
[Roll : Lv2] [Status inspection : Lv3] [Baby breath : Lv2]



[Whistle : Lv1] [Dragon punch : Lv2] [Disease breath : Lv1]
[Poison fang : Lv1] [Numbing poison claw : Lv1]

Title skill:
[Son of dragon king : Lv–] [Walking Egg : Lv–] [Clutz : Lv4]
[Straight fool : Lv1] [Infighter : Lv3] [Pest killer : Lv2]
[Liar : Lv1] [Evasion king : Lv1] [Relief spirit : Lv4]
[Tiny hero : Lv1] [Path of Evil : Lv2] [Disaster : Lv1]
---------------------------------------------

There isn’t! It isn’t there no matter how many times I see it!
There isn’t [Art of Human Form]! What kind of thing is this, OI!
Why do you think I evolved into Mr.flying disaster, damn it!
Why!

Picking it up or something like that if I level up, is it such a feeling?
Is it so? Huh?

|



Skill investigation

15. Skill investigation

Now, since it has sort of become checking up on skills with God’s voice, do I
investigate a little as it’s from a suspicious fellow?
I started obtaining nothing but strange skills at a crazy speed after evolving to a
plague child dragon.

---------------------------------------------
Characteristic Skill:
[Dragon’s scale : Lv2] [God’s voice : Lv3] [Gurisha language : Lv1]
[Flight : Lv1] [Dragon scale powder : Lv1] [Darkness attribute : Lv–]

Resistance Skill:
[Physical resistance : Lv3] [Fall resistance : Lv4] [Hunger resistance : Lv3]
[Poison resistance : Lv3] [Loneliness resistance : Lv4] [Magic resistance : Lv2]
[Darkness attribute resistance : Lv1]

Normal Skill:
[Roll: Lv2] [Status inspection : Lv3] [Baby breath : Lv2]
[Whistle : Lv1] [Dragon punch : Lv2] [Disease breath : Lv1]
[Poison fang : Lv1] [Numbing poison claw : Lv1]

Title skill:
[Son of dragon king: Lv–] [Walking egg: Lv–] [Clutz : Lv4]
[Just a fool: Lv1] [Infighter: Lv3] [Pest killer: Lv2] (TN: It’s translated as straight
fool previously)
[Liar: Lv1] [Evasion king: Lv1] [Relief spirit: Lv4]
[Tiny hero: Lv1] [Path of Evil: Lv2] [Disaster: Lv1]
---------------------------------------------

Then, should I try asking from [Dragon’s scale] first of all.

[Characteristic skill [Dragon’s scale]]
[Due to the tough scale the dragons possesses, attacks are blocked]
[All damages are reduced]



Houhou.
It’s the place I want to power up without fail.

Then, next is [Dragon scale powder].

[Characteristic skill [Dragon Scale Powder] ]
[By spreading one’s wings, a miasma that weakens others except dragons is
spread]
[With Lv Max, the above have the power to the extent of destroying a country
that it passes through]

Nevertheless, it’s decent.
Isn’t it already a biological weapon.
Eh, can I fit into humankind having such a thing?

Well, I would hardly use it too……the skill level would probably not rise.
Or rather, would this scatter on its own if I spread my wings to fly?
This would be bad if I cannot fly.

It’s the God’s voice that I’m most worried about.
There are too many doubtful points.

[Characteristic skill [God’s voice : Lv3], that explanation cannot be done]

……I had such a feeling, for some reason.
It’s somewhat ominous.
Although it rises up to its role, I also do not want to raise the level of this skill.

It was just the name for those related to resistance.
It seems that Lv 1 is approximately a temporary relief, and Lv Max negates the
effect fully.
My resistances though, are being raised steadily equally.
Won’t I become invincible eventually with this?

There isn’t anything that I’m worried about particularly for normal skills too……
there is just one.
Although I absolutely do not mean to use it……I’d like to know the details.

[Normal Skill [Disease Breath]]
[Breath attack that scatters miasma that contains disease]
[Not only does it cause strong status abnormality indiscriminately, it’s also



contagious]
[2000 years ago, [Evil dragon Jabberwock] is said to have destroyed the happiest
country in history [Carol] using this skill]

What a guy who likes country destroying!?
I completely entered the route for the enemy of mankind with this!
Hereafter, will course correction work with this?
It’s unlikely. Absolutely impossible.
If I am a human, I will absolutely not leave a monster holding such a skill at large.
It’s a level that the world will join forces and become frantic to hunt and kill.
I made a wrong choice completely, this.
Restore it! Restore it once!

Ah damn, I felt that the small angel dragon was good.
……Well, it cannot be helped in this regard.
By accumulating good deeds and similar to influencing it with actions, I’ll try to
evolve into a somewhat holy dragon-like fellow quickly.

Should I check the title skills occasionally?

[Title skill [Son of dragon king]]
[The proof of being someone who descended from the dragon king]
[Reduction in necessary experience, and it’s also easier to acquire some basic
resistance skill]
[In addition, level of resistance skill that is less than Lv. 5 is raised at each
evolution]
[It also greatly influence the evolution ahead]

Oi Oi, this is a vigorous cheat.

Or rather, why is the child of the dragon king abandoned in the forest!
Where did my useless father go! Properly bring me up carefully in a castle or
somewhere!
The dragon king have not been seen in the forest!

[Title skill [Walking egg]]
[The proof of the matter of obtaining consciousness while in the egg state]
[It has good memory with wisdom]
[Bonus experience are obtained after battles]



Looks like it probably won’t disappear as it is.
I see, was the state of the usual experience-doping effective due to the combo of
title of dragon king and egg?
I was complaining because my level wasn’t going up easily here, if there was a
guy training seriously, don’t get angry.

……It’s annoying, but do I also check [Just A Fool] to be prepared?

[Title skill [Just a fool]]
[Proof of the matter of being not too wise]
[Becomes easy to fall into an abnormal mental state]
[It influences the evolution ahead too]

I was told that I have a good memory with wisdom just now!?
Because I remember it, Oi! Stop dropping me after lifting me up, as I was just a
little happy!
Talk about an straight fool! What is [not too wise]!
I didn’t see the concerned spirit at all but the indirect way of speaking makes me
extra angry!

Did this influence the evolution earlier?……It’s unpleasant, did a dumb-ass
dragon or something appear?
Though in a sense, I would not cause vigilance from mankind, but it seems that
stones will be thrown at me from children.

[Title skill [Tiny hero]]
[Meager courage. That will lead someone who is merely kind to be a hero
someday]
[The damage given by weapon increases slightly]
[It influences the evolution ahead to a large extent too]

This, when did I obtain it.
I mean, I have it when I noticed……I do not even remember doing a thing that
stirred up such a sense of justice.
Hero….. If I increase the skill level of this, it seem to escape the evil dragon route.

[Title skill [Path of Evil]]
[Building a mountain of corpse. a heinous outlaw that laughs while counting the
bodies]



[Damage given by darkness attribute attack rises, but resistance to light
attribute becomes weak]
[Moreover, it causes white magic to become hard to acquire, and the recovery
amount by white magic decreases too]
[It greatly influences the evolution ahead too]

I had an unpleasant hunch, but isn’t this a shitty skill as expected!
This certainly distances the path towards the recovery magic [Rest] that I’m
trying desperately to learn!?
I don’t need it, such a thing like a same day cooling-off period!
Didn’t you hand a hero something strange! Return me who was clean!

Haa……Haa, well, there is no help for the thing I have become.
Again, I will quickly raise my level and correct my path. That’s so, that is good.
I will become the hero king.
Who dashes through something such as a demon king’s path?
Influencing my evolution ahead, you’re intruding.

|



Poisonous spider, Talan・Rouge

16. Poisonous spider, Talan・Rouge

After resting my body properly for a day, I am walking in the forest to raise my
level for the time being.
I don’t want to move too far.
I’d like to try and go to the village after learning [Art of Human Form].

Also, it looks like I can even bid farewell to the days of continuing to chase
after low level Grey wolves huh.
But, that much is after I raise my level to 40……

Aren’t there weak monsters that are somewhat rich in experience.
I know that my level will not increase easily if I do not fight with fellows of the
same or higher rank as me, but if I continue risking my life in battles to death, I’d
absolutely die someday.

If I consider the possibility of victory with a same class as half, then what
percentage are the chances for others to obtain victory against me who is an
imposing dragon?
I think I wouldn’t be at too much of a disadvantage.

In this sort of game mostly, they merely have outstanding defense and no
combat ability, but bonus monsters that have high experience and gives money
freely are needed.
Even here, if there is an existence like that, it would save me a lot of trouble.

For the time being, as I am level 1 and have just evolved, I’ll hunt small fry for
stability.
For efficiency, I should worry about it after increasing my level a little…….and
when I was thinking so, my body couldn’t move suddenly.

No, it isn’t paralysis……although it moves a little, should I say that some kind of
invisible thing is twined around my body……..
I try checking my status, but it wasn’t due to falling into an abnormal state too.

Gasari, a huge spider fell from on top of a tree.



The fellow whose who body was colored a flashy bright red, was about the same
size as me.
Baring 2 sharp deep crimson fangs, it’s long purplish red tongue stretches out
from the middle.

No way, this guy is not the spider I knew of.

However by seeing the appearance of the other party, I guessed that my
immobility must be due to the threads of this fellow.
Straining my eyes, I can see a faint but thin white thread.

First of all, I checked its status verification.

---------------------------------------------
Race : Talan Rouge
State: Normal
Lv: 17/30
HP: 78/78
MP: 59/65
Offense: 88
Defense : 54
Magic: 74
Speed: 75
Rank: D

Characteristic Skill:
[Stealth: Lv4] [Poison belt: Lv2]
[HP automatic recovery: Lv1]

Resistance skill:
[Poison resistance: Lv3]

Normal Skill:
[Bite: Lv3] [Spider’s thread: Lv4]
[Paralysis tongue: Lv2] [Toxic poison: Lv2]

Title skill:
[Assassin of the forest: Lv4]
[Tenacity: Lv3]
---------------------------------------------



Crap, this guy is much stronger than me.

Although it’s fine that my level resets when I evolved, my status fell along with
it too.
To raise my level by hunting suitable small fries……although that was what I
thought, I didn’t think I would get caught by a D rank monster within such a
short time.

I underestimated this forest.

My level is slightly insufficient to compete with this large spider.
I mean, the offensive ability of this fellow alone is outstanding.
Its feet are much faster than mine too.

I blundered.
There was this naive thinking in me that said that I would be able to somehow
check its status and escape.
Even though there would be no meaning in making a preemptive attack if it’s like
that.

When I evolve next time, I will be sure to crucify a dark worm and make it call
its friends immediately.
That is probably the best for leveling at low levels.
It’s slightly pitiful, but it can’t replace my life.

The Talan Rouge is slurping and licking its lips. I’m offended by that
bewitchingly pointless action.
Drops of sticky dark green fluid are dripping from its mouth.

Dangerous, I’ll be eaten.
If I’m jumped at by that high offensive power, there would be no second shot.
Or perhaps I should say, I have to negate this thread somehow first of all.

If it’s as now, I’ll just be eaten without resistance.

What is it, what is it, a skill that can get me out of this crisis!
Is there a damn skill to use when I’m in a suspended and immobile state…….wait,
there is?

Firing hot air with [Baby breath], the threads should ignite if it goes smoothly.
My body will catch fire too, but I can endure it then.



Do I escape after burning the threads or press on to defeat it in one go?……
Defeating it is a little unrealistic huh.

But, it would be better to choose soon and use it.
As a temporary measure, it’s extremely unlikely for me to get away, much less
win.
Its feet are also faster than mine too.
I must devote myself to observing here. If I misjudge it by one step, there is a
possibility that it will be decided by eating me in one go.

Staring straight, I keep the Talan Rouge in check.
When there is still an intention to struggle, that enthusiasm is attractive.

“Guooooooo!”

While shouting, I swing my arms around as much as possible.
Raise my feet. My claws cut through the air.

If these tactics fail, I will be killed quickly.
If it decided to eat my body, the most I can do is hit the forehead of the spider
with a single good blow before dying.
But if the Talan Rouge observes my violent manner even just a bit and takes a
safe approach, there is still sight of me escaping.

Although I don’t understand a spider’s expression at all, I felt like the Talan
Rouge laughed for an instant.
Like it’s scorning me who is struggling desperately.
Is it no good? Should I shoot [Baby breath] even from now?

And then, Talan Rouge turns its body, pointing its end towards here.

Seeing that appearance, I was relieved for the time being.
I had won the bet.

Threads are fired towards me from the end of Talan Rouge.
I can tolerate it if it’s the size of an insect, but threads coming from the bottom
of a life sized monster isn’t something that is rather becoming.
Furthermore, I think it’s obviously similar to that sticking to my body.
Uwaaa, cut it out!

Judging from Talan Rouge point of view, rather than biting me who was



struggling, it seems to be trying to bind my movements with the threads more,
but that is just as I expected.
Turning its bottom towards an opponent that is exchanging its life, and what’s
more spewing such things that catch fire easily, it seems to be saying something
similar to ‘please burn it’.

I opened my mouth wide, and breath jets out onto the threads.
Hoi, [Baby breath].
The hot air that seem to sway the other party collided with the threads, and
dyed that whiteness with a flaming red.

Following the threads, the defenseless bottom of the Talan Rouge is assaulted
by the fire.
With a moment’s delay, that bright red body is wrapped in the hot wind.

“Eaa!?”

Raising a scream that is hard to describe, the Talan Rouge became enveloped
in flames with its bottom remain directed at me, and collapsed on the spot.

Ah!
Although I understood, I also gave an Ah!
Even though I was able to neutralize the threads, Ah! If I’m careless, the one
dying with this would be me!
Ah, as I’m covered from head to toe with the thread! The fire turned around all
over my body, Ah!
Wasn’t there some other methods! Am I not an idiot! Ah!

[Resistance skill [Fire attribute resistance : Lv1] obtained]

Ah……did it become just a little better?

Huh, compared to what I thought, fire is effective, isn’t it?
Thanks to following the thread, flames seem to be able to strike inside its body
and I guess this is sufficient.

---------------------------------------------
Race: Talan Rouge
State: Burn
Lv: 17/30



HP: 62/78
MP: 56/65
---------------------------------------------

Aah……the damage was only 16……
Although I thought that it would definitely receive a larger blow getting hit
directly by my surprise attack, was it because I cast out the wide difference
between us?

Well, it can’t be helped.
Because originally, it’s a situation to abandon defeating it.
While it’s still confused without understanding the situation, I should put in
another blow.

I jumped on the back of Talan Rouge that was still stiffen, and gouge with all
my strength on its meat with [Numbing poison claw].
Dragons shouldn’t be underestimate, ORAaaaaaaa!

Gaji! Gari!

“aAaa!”

Body fluid starts flowing out from the surface of the black charred surface.
Dropping my head forcefully from my position, I repeatedly sank my teeth
through the wound.

“Ebe!”

Ushi, status confirmation!

---------------------------------------------
Race: Talan Rouge
State: Burn, paralysis (small), rage
Lv: 17/30
HP: 42/78
MP: 56/65
---------------------------------------------

How many abnormal state is this fellow carrying……

Although it’s good that I was able to inflict light paralysis, was it to the extent



to cause rage?
It’s dangerous as doing so much doesn’t shave off half its HP.

This fellow possesses [HP automatic recovery] due to it’s position as a spider,
there is no choice but to flee.
Recovering HP at the same time it’s being shaved off, it seems that my situation
is beyond gradually getting worse.

That skill seems to be excessively useful, I want it too.
But my self inflicted burns are bad.
I recover only by stopping and my recovery method is no more than sleeping, so
if a big damage is received, nothing more can be done the same day for a day.
Apologize to me seriously.

Hoping that the paralysis will last longer even for a second, I ran away while
stepping on the Talan Rouge.

|

 



The spider’s tenacity

17. The spider’s tenacity

I’m running.
I do nothing but just run.
While feeling the crisis of my life in the 8 footsteps approaching from my back.

Shit!
The paralysis was resolved immediately! Let me earn enough time to escape!
I should have destroyed one of the legs rather than burying my fangs into the
back!

There was a skill of [Flight] which I got when evolving to Plague Child Dragon,
but I wasn’t even able to float satisfactorily because the skill level was low.
The distance was shortened all the more because I gave up as the trial and error
went badly.

Somehow, I’m really just running away all the time.
Although what else can I do besides that with a higher rank opponent, and
getting suspended in addition!

It’s approaching rapidly.
Even if I’m running away normally, I don’t get caught this quickly.
Comparatively, this is seriously dangerous.
Can’t it be forced onto some other monster?

I curl up holding my feet in midair, and use [Roll].
This is faster than running. Although it’s tough that fine movements can’t be
done any more.

The footstep follows me separated by a fixed distance, but it’s not closing in
anymore.
Ok ok, I seem to be able to throw it off somewhat normally.
Going crazy and moving with a speed that disregards stamina, it should be
exhausted soon I think.

It will probably come apart if it recovers from [HP automatic recovery] and the



rage state.
The source of anger all along should be the pain of the burn. If the injury heals,
its anger would also go away.

It’s already 10 minutes of being chased rolling around in the forest.
Really, the speed of the other party shows no sign of declining.
Or rather, it looks like its accelerating subtly. No, or was it me getting slow?
Either way, the fact that the distance is reducing doesn’t change.

What is that monster? Where did that pointless will-power gush out from.

[Level of normal skill [Roll] increased from 2 to 3]

Yes it’s here!
Although just a little, the rolling speed increases.

Then, this alone, it won’t become a compulsory event of me running with full
speed and getting defeated!
OK, good timing! I can still run away with this!

[Title skill [Chicken runner: Lv1] obtained]

Are you saying I’m scared! It can’t be helped!
I would even fight bravely if there was a little chance of winning already!

Together to getting suspended……This is probably an escape-related skill?
Is it something that causes me to become slightly faster to run away?
Although if that’s the case, I’m willing to accept it despite whatever kind of
uncool name it has. My life depends on it.

However, getting away is hard even though I have this advantage.
I think [Roll] isn’t a skill that can be used continuously for such a long time.
Somehow, I’m already really tired.
Give it up soon, stupid spider.

Oh, shit! Isn’t it a cliff in front!
There is [fall resistance], but doesn’t it feels like there is quite a difference in
height.
Seriously, it’s a cliff.
There is probably a river or something with a very strong flow below if one falls
off.



That fellow will definitely die.

Do I have no choice but to curve before that?
No, that large spider wouldn’t be able to follow along if I got over that cliff?
Continuing this death race with the large spider like this is an unpleasant thing.
I’ll get caught in time.
Then even if it’s somewhat unreasonable, shouldn’t I force myself and cross the
cliff here if that’s the case?

But, it’s nearly 10m to the other side.
How do I go over……Although if it’s the case of ski jumping, they seem to be able
to overcome something like that splendidly.
I don’t have something just right like that.
It’s scary when there is something like a jumping platform in nature.

There is [Flight] too, is it because of the skill level? I’m not able to even float
decently……
No, I will be caught in the first place during the interval if [Roll] is canceled……

Then, should I not cancel that?

In the end, I did not curve, choosing to plunge into that cliff like that.
I spring up with all my strength while rolling over the edge of the cliff, and
extended my wings while my body is rolled up in the air.

Okay, I was able to ride upon the wind without killing the momentum well!
The wind feels extremely good.
This is good, I’ll try it again next time.
There is surplus for around 10m, isn’t it!

With this, I finally separated from that goddamn spider.
I’ll go around to raise my level.
I’ll harbor this hateful feeling until then, I’m spiteful.

I arrived at the other side.
Dropping sufficiently in height, I folded my wings while starting to roll again.
I cut down my speed slowly after arriving on ground, and canceled [Roll].

Yes, I got away!
I’ll remember it, I’ll remember that guy’s resignation!



Because I’ll come back and make it taste defeat by increasing my level! It isn’t
forgotten, stupid spider!

Aah…….I’m seriously tired already.
I intended to level up from today, but it’s canceled.
Tomorrow, I’ll get serious from tomorrow.

After hunting for the portion of a meal today, I’ll search for a cave or
somewhere that will let me sleep and eat peacefully.
Seriously, my body is aching all over.
My important semicircular canals has died completely.
(TN: The semicircular canals are part of the inner ear. They works as a type of
motion sensor. It ‘died’ from him rolling too much)

Although I looked back towards the cliff casually, there wasn’t a particularly
deep meaning.
It wasn’t something such as picking up a strange sound, having a unpleasant
premonition or something got caught particularly.
If anything, it was the hot sunlight falling on my head directly through the gaps
of the trees.
That’s about it.

I turn my eyes to the sun in the sky at my rear.
After that, my line of vision slowly lowered down.

A small bridge was made from thread, and there was the figure of a large
spider that was crossing over to this side.

|



Leveling Race

Translated by Axyl

18. Leveling Race

 

This was completely outside my expectations.

No, after all, I was easily 10 meters away.

No one would ever expected for the spider’s string to reach that distance.

I underestimated the monster’s limit.

 

If I knew it would do that I would have stayed put and burned the thread
bridge with〖Baby Breath〗and given up running; I was completely careless.

I won’t be able to make it when it’s already at this distance.

I’m a fool! A big fool!

 

Talan Rouge sticks out its long reddish purple tongue that’s unlike a spider’s,
crawling on it’s 8 legs and approaches me.

 

It’s pursuing me again?!

Isn’t this guy trying too hard!? Did I do something for this guy to hate me so
much!?

At worst I blasted him with fire in his ass! This fellow’s persistence is the worst
(limit)!

 

 

I face my body towards the cliff, and once again, ball up my limbs and head



and flee using〖Roll〗.

Even if I run, it means nothing if I can’t get away.

If I’m chased even after overcoming the cliff than it really is hopeless.

 

Since I haven’t mastered flying, I probably won’t be able to even fly away….

Rather than running, maybe it may be more realistic to look for a way to defeat
it or lower its interest in me.

 

Even if I look for another way though, I still have to run for the time being.

In one breath I accelerate, rolling through the spaces between the trees,
running at full speed.

 

are, Isn’t this bad?

This guy’s a crap ton faster but, was this guy holding back?

 

It may have thought that I might be able to escape if it misses this chance after
seeing me overcoming the cliff.

If I let up, it’ll catch up in a moment.

 

【Normal Skill〖Roll〗has raised from Lv3 to Lv4.】

 

It seems that my〖Roll〗skill level has raised again.

No, it can’t be helped but, somehow, won’t it awaken suddenly……?

 

However If I roll around with this speed, I’m bound to collide with obstacles.

If it turns out like this it’ll end in 1 volume.//It really says that



Requiring accurate movements now with〖Roll〗, I’ll need considerable focus.

 

Tree, Tree, Rock, Tree, Tree, Rock……

Right, Left, Right, Left, Right, Left, Right, Left……

 

With my sight moving at tremendous speed, I somehow turn my focus
(consciousness) behind me.

While Talan Rouge swings it’s tongue as if it were a pendulum, its drool is
sprinkling here and there, and its legs are moving with a rustling sound at
tremendous speed.

 

It’s keeping up well, that spider.

Could this one actually like me?

Sorry but I don’t that kind of preference. It’s a little intense.

 

When I came to my senses, there was a Gray Wolf straight ahead.

Ah, crap.

I can’t dodge at this distance.

 

Even if I dodge perfectly, I’ll clash with the gray wolf.

I’ll be sent flying.

 

The gray wolf flew through the air, crashed and stuck to a tree.

 

【Aquired 20 experience points】

【Because of title skill〖Walking Egg:Lv–〗another 20 experience was
aquired.】



 

【〖Plague Kid Dragon〗Level Raised from 1 to 3】

 

Somehow I’ll have to change my route diagonally or reduce my deceleration to
a minimum.

Dangerous dangerous.

I didn’t think that when I looked away, an interference would jump in the way.

 

There shouldn’t be a lot of monster in this area.

It takes my all just to dodge trees and rocks so don’t block my way.

I’m sure if a normal dragon rolled at full speed, they will make a path.

I can’t roll with a normal dragon’s full force. It was a skill I recieved as an egg
after all.

 

A large praying mantis’s〖Forest　・Cutter〗, a readheaded gorila with
inorganic eyes like marbles, an〖Orangutan〗.

A moving mushroom〖Vogue Mushroom〗and a huge butterfly with black
and white stripes〖Zebra Swallowtail〗.

 

Even with just this I’m unstable and yet, they decided to come out without
reservation.

Excluding the redhaired gorilla, their levels doesn’t seem so high, and the
acquired experience are quickly displayed after colliding.

This is a perfect Hit and run.

 

【〖Plague Kid Dragon〗’s Level has risen from 7 to 8.】

 



Huh? my level has risen pretty far.

I know within the low [levels], raising is quick but still.

 

---------------------------------------------

Race:          Plague Kid Dragon

Status:        Normal

Level:         8/40

HP:            28/71

MP:            12/75

ATK:           68

DEF:           57

Magic:         65

Agility:       62

Rank:          D+

 

Characteristic Skill:

〖Dragon Scales:Lv2〗〖Voice of God:Lv8〗〖Glisha Language:Lv1〗

〖Fly:Lv1〗〖Dragon Scale Powder:Lv1〗〖Darkness Attribute:Lv–〗

 

Resistance Skill:

〖Physical Resistance:Lv3〗〖Fall Resistance:Lv4〗〖Hunger
Resistance:Lv3〗

〖Poison Resistance:Lv3〗〖Solitude Resistance:Lv4〗〖Magic
Resistance:Lv2〗

〖Dark Attribute Resistance:Lv2〗〖Fire Attribute Resistance:Lv1〗

 



Normal Skill:

〖Roll:Lv4〗〖Status Check:Lv3〗〖Baby Breath:Lv2〗

〖Whistle:Lv1〗〖Dragon Punch:Lv2〗〖Poison Breath:Lv1〗

〖Poison Fang:Lv1〗〖Paralysis Poison Claw:Lv1〗

 

Title Skill:

〖Son of the Dragon King:Lv–〗〖Walking Egg:Lv–〗〖Clumsy:Lv4〗

〖Just a Fool :Lv1〗〖Infighter:Lv3〗〖Pest Killer:Lv2〗

〖Lie Spiller:Lv1〗〖Evasion King:Lv1〗〖Aiding Spirit〗

〖Little Hero〗〖Path of Evil:Lv2〗〖Disaster:Lv1〗

〖Chicken Runner:Lv1〗

---------------------------------------------

 

Nn? My level may lose to the large spider but my status seems to be catching
up.

Rank……more like my race is the cause?

 

Even if I say that, the great spider’s overall stats are much higher, and on the
other hand, with the〖HP Self Regeneration〗power, it’s HP has pretty much
recovered.

With those points I’m disadvantaed here but I have the skill advantage.

 

The two skills Talan Rouge has,〖Spider Thread〗and〖Poison Venom〗

doesn’t work on me.

I can burn down the thread with the breath attack, and against the poison, I
have a Lv3 resistance.

As for me, He practically has no proximity techniques.



 

Do I have a fighting chance with the stats that has narrowed until now?

 

Because my Agility increased, with〖Roll〗at full force I may be able to escape
but, even with just rolling for a long time, with my concentration decreased now,
I don’t have confidence in the consequence of increasing my speed more.

 

If both are dangerous, allow me to choose the more exhilerating option.

Should I continue my dangerous driving while saying “Hey you!”? or do I smash
that stalker?

I’ll obviously go with the latter.

 

|
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19. Strategy

 

I drop my speed in one go, and while looking back, I suddenly stop.

I lightly kick off the ground, extending my limbs in midair.

Also, putting my foot to the ground chafed the back of my leg with recoil.

 

I wanted to stop slowly but I don’t have enough space for that.

In order to crush it quickly, I must adjust my posture.

 

Talan Rouge, the crimson giant spider rushes this way.

The tongue is hanging down dripping vulgarly.

 

Lets figure out how I should act after confirming the skill that guy possess.

 

---------------------------------------------

Normal Skills:

〖Bite:Lv3〗〖Spider’s Thread:Lv4〗

〖Paralysis Tongue:Lv2〗〖Poison Venom:Lv2〗

---------------------------------------------

 

The〖Bite〗Skill is pretty high.

From that high attack power, if I’m grabbed by that level 3 skill, with my



current HP, I’ll be KO’ed with no retries.

Well, a skill with a high level should mean it was used often…… But, well, If I
consider that the maximum range is short, with just that, it’s very convenient for
me.

 

Will the first attack it launches be a paralysis attack?

No, it probably doesn’t know I have〖Poison Resistance〗

To him, he did experience his thread being burned, so it may come with
the〖Poison Venom〗skill.

 

The thing I find hard to think of the〖Poison Venom〗move is its drawback.

Well, if it uses the claws and fangs, I also have〖Poison Fang〗and〖Paralysis
Poison Claw〗, the fact that the name of a body part is not attached means that
it could be a middle ranged technique where the poison will attack me in some
kind of way.

In that case, It wouldn’t be strange for〖Poison Venom〗to be injected.

 

It’s because the〖Voice of God:Lv3〗I posses won’t tell me the details.

I’ll probably have to level it up higher to get more communication.

But somehow, something feels strange……

I count on God’s voice when it’s time to, and in my present condition I get the
feeling I’m at this guy’s mercy, well I’m getting that feeling while I use it now
though.

 

Well, I have to figure out how I will get it to come over here at the optimal
range to use〖Baby Breath〗without allowing it to respond.

With this status difference, after the breath attack ends, if I hit it with a
physical combo attack I’ll take it down in one breath.



I have〖Poison Breath〗but I haven’t tested it, what’s more, If I use it badly,
I’ll be stuck with a weird title so I have no intention of using it here and now.

As expected, right now〖Baby Breath〗is the only option.

 

With a ‘Ssuuu’ I breath in, saving up air within my belly.

As expected Talan Rouge ran in a straight line according to the simulation
within my head.

 

Just before me is a small rock, if that guy gets there, I’ll spit out〖Baby
Breath〗at full power.

And than, I’ll cut off the hot air before it can prepare and uppercut it in the
chin to close it’s mouth.

After that, I’ll force a〖Dragon Punch〗into it’s chin.

If it doesn’t die even with this, I’ll hit it right away with a barrage of proximity
skills.

If the impact is too small, It’ll recover. I’ll have to decide it in one go.

 

While Talan Rouge opens it’s large mouth, It sticks out it’s tongue.

When I saw that appearance, I got a bad feeling.

I can understand if it opened it’s mouth to use〖Bite〗but it shouldn’t have
it’s tongue sticking out while biting.

What’s this guy trying to do?

 

Talan Rouge still hasn’t reach the small stone’s position but I’m about to
shoot〖Baby Breath〗ahead of time.

The moment after I think that, purple smoke covered my vision.

 



The smoke entered my throat.

 

「Gubo!」

 

〖Poison Venom〗’s identity was a poison smoke. It’s spread ability is high,
and its range is also higher.

Not good, the baby breath won’t come out.

 

I withdrew at once, and Talan Rouge plunged itself through the smoke.

At the spot where I was, a large〖Bite〗attack was swung at the air.

Kicking hard at the head with all my strength, I jumped back with that recoil.
Spreading my wings, I earned a little distance.

 

I poised myself once again.

Talan Rouge also stay at a distance, glaring at me.

It didn’t move immediately, seems like it’s enduring that pretty hard kick.

 

The damage is the same for both of us.

I inhaled it directly but, thanks to my resistance, I don’t have an abnormal
status. It’s just that the back of my throat feels chapped.

My body that suffered directly from〖Poison Venom〗was slightly sore.

 

Will I be able to fire off another breath next time? Even if I could, a large
portion of power will fall.

The problem is whether I’ll be able to make my opponent flinch.

 

I will fall behind from the difference in range of my breath if I clash with it



directly.

Though it can’t be said that victory or defeat will be decided by just that, but
there’s no doubt it will become a disadvantageous gamble.

Having said that, while my movements are at my opponent’s mercy, releasing
an attack will be difficult.

My stats have risen so though I’m inferior in speed, the difference isn’t large.

 

But if I use〖Roll〗, pick up speed, and overtake the opponent from the
side…… No, that is also hard.

With that kind of naive attack, I can easily see that my attack can be countered
with〖Bite〗.

Aside from it being a form of transportation, I can basically think of〖Roll〗as
something for small fries only.

At the time I was an egg when I defeated the dark worm, I was in better shape
than my opponent, and because I had the strength it was easy to go around the
side.

 

〖Baby Breath〗’s reach loses and it doesn’t look like I’ll be able to pass
through a tackle with〖Roll〗

Any other proximity attacks I can shoot out will also be swallowed by
the〖Poison Venom〗.

 

My survival pattern left is defeating it with close combat from the
disadvantaged position of taking the〖Poison Venom〗, or outrunning
with〖Roll〗, or giving it an abnormal status by hitting it with〖Poison Breath〗
and escaping.

However, in reguards to the last one, I haven’t used〖Poison breath〗itself so
I don’t know what will happen.

 



Something, Is there any other hand I can play?

Is there a way I can beat this giant spider with high certainty?

|



An end, Talan Rouge

Translated by Axyl

20. An end, Talan Rouge

 

Talan Rouge and I mutually glare at each other firmly.

 

What can I do to defeat that guy, it’s as though there is no move I can take.

I thoughtlessly looked at the ability value, it dampen my urge to throw myself
at the disadvantageous fight.

Status too, the other party was above me for distance of breath technique.

 

Still, why did the other party stiffen for such a long time?

It’s still in [rage] state now, It should even thinking of jumping at me even now.

Was it because of the kick to its head just now, but I think it wasn’t a decisive
blow to that extent……

 

No, which ever it is, other than glaring at me, can I say that it’s observing me?

Is there a need was there to observe me to such an extent at this point?

 

What I can think of…… Aah, does it find suspicious that my expression doesn’t
show suffering from the poison?

Rather, is it waiting for the poison spread around me?

It’s because I inhaled it in plentifully.
I also didn’t think the resistance skill can suppress the damage to this extent.

 



If it thinks that I’ll be killed from the poison surrounding me, then I understand
that guy’s allowing this stalemate.

If the other side thinks that it’s working, than I may be able to use that
opening.

 

I observe the face of the spider again.

There’s no mistake. This guy is waiting for me to be weakened by the poison.

〖Rage〗is still effective but after having it’s head kicked away,  it realized that
there is not such a difference in ability and choose on a reliable method.

 

In that case, it should be worth doing.

 

「GUooooOO-……」

 

I hold my mouth and got to my knees.

I try coughing violently.

This is that huh, If this has no effect, I’ll look like a big idiot.

 

Fleetingly, I peep at Talan Rouge’s expression.

The tongue that the large spider was hanging loosely was retracted in one go,
and it charges this way.

It was pleasantly caught

 

【Title Skill〖Liar〗has risen from Lv1 to 2】

 

A weird skill has leveled up but a life cannot be replaced.

If I were to do things fair and square, I’ll die here.



 

Shrinking the distance with me, Talan Rouge withdrew its tongue and flies
through the air.

It retracted its tongue, so that means it’s not〖Paralysis Poison tounge〗.

It shouldn’t have to pull in it’s tongue just to use〖Poison Venom〗either.

It’s trying to finish me who was weakened by poison in one go with〖Bite〗.

 

In that case I can do it.

My throat is sore but it can’t be helped.

I quickly raise my body and fire〖Baby Breath〗in the direction of the mid air
Talan Rouge.

 

In mid air, it’s unavoidable.

Although Talan Rouge was surprised at me suddenly getting up, It
launched〖Spider’s Thread〗at the ground and changed its movement.

But torched by the hot air, the〖Spider’s Thread〗ignited.

 

While Talan Rouge’s posture collapsed after getting hit while performing a
wasted skill halfway, it was swallowed by the hot air and clumsily fell down.

But before Talan Rouge fell to the ground, I jumped into the air and rained
down hits of〖Dragon Punch〗.

 

I took the first move!

In that case, this match is as good as mine.

I’ll kill it quickly as it is.

 

Talan Rouge was crushed by the impact of the fall, and its thin legs move with



a twitch.

 

I hooked my claws into Talan Rouge’s Body and while also rotating
with〖Roll〗,  staying in place.

Scratching it’s back with an irreparable dose of scratches, I beat down it’s head
with my tail carrying my body weight and rotation power.

And that became the finishing blow.

 

【104 Exp gained】

【With Title Skill〖Walking Egg:Lv–〗an additional 104 Exp was obtained】

 

Good, defeating it in one go was a success.

I can be at ease since this notice has appeared.

 

104? Among the experience I got from a single opponent, this is the greatest.

Of the past individuals, it was the 60 from the level 15 grey wolf I came across
when taking Milia to the village.

In the first place, the latter guys aimed for me both times.

 

【〖Plague Kid Dragon〗’s Level has raised from 8 to 14】

 

*Whistle* As expected, beating the former raised it in a single go.

Now than, it’d be good if the usual skill will appear with this though.

 

【Normal Skill〖Baby Breath〗’s level has risen from 2 to 3】

 



Yea yea, This time, this skill was a big help.

Though it’s called “Baby”, I’m grateful for a technique with reach.

It’s good that it was also compatible with the thread.

 

【Normal Skill〖Dragon Tail〗Acquired】

 

Dragon Tail? as in THE dragon’s tail?

Aah, that’s right I did use finish it off with my tail. So it officially became a skill.

 

That is good but……That Humanization skill for example……

 

【Title Skill〖Pest Killer〗’s level has risen from 2 to 3】

 

Aah, un.

That guy is a bug after all. I can understand the title level raising.

It could be that the time I walloped Talan Rouge, the opponent greatly faltered
thanks to this title.

If I didn’t have this, even with the last blow, I might have lost.

 

And? That, becoming human appearance fellow……

 

……

……Aa, is this the end?

 

Could it be, there’s no way that the race introduction was a lie right.

〖Voice of God〗doesn’t seem to have a good personality, it’s not impossible.



No, but, it would be too cruel indeed.

 

What? Is it no good if I don’t try to do something to learn〖Human
Transformation〗?

 

---------------------------------------------

Race: Plague Kid Dragon

Status: Normal

Level: 14/40

HP: 20/92

MP: 4/95

ATK: 89

DEF: 75

Magic: 85

Agility: 77

Rank: D+

 

Characteristic Skill:

〖Dragon Scale:Lv2〗〖Voice of God:Lv3〗〖Glisha Language:Lv1〗

〖Fly:Lv1〗〖Dragon Scale Powder:Lv1〗〖Dark Attribute:Lv–〗

 

Resistance Skill:

〖Physical Resistance:Lv3〗〖Fall Resistance:Lv4〗〖Hunger
Resistance:Lv3〗

〖Poison Resistance:Lv3〗〖Solitude Resistance:Lv4〗〖Magic
Resistance:Lv2〗



〖Dark Attribute Resistance:Lv2〗〖Fire Attribute Resistance:Lv1〗

 

Normal Skill:

〖Roll:Lv4〗〖Walking Egg:Lv–〗〖Baby Breath:Lv2〗

〖Whistle:Lv1〗〖Dragon Punch:Lv2〗〖Plague Breath:Lv1〗

〖Poison Fang〗〖Numbing poison Fang:Lv1〗〖Dragon Tail:Lv1〗

 

Title Skill:

〖Dragon King’s Son:Lv–〗〖Walking Egg:Lv–〗〖Clumsy:Lv4〗

〖Just a Fool:Lv1〗〖Infighter:Lv3〗〖Pest Killer:Lv3〗

〖Liar:Lv2〗〖Evasion King:Lv1〗〖Aid Spirit:Lv4〗

〖Little Hero:Lv1〗〖Road of Evil:Lv2〗〖Disaster:Lv1〗

〖Chicken Runner:Lv1〗

---------------------------------------------

 

My stats are already greater than when I was at Max level as a baby dragon.

However, I still can’t match the little rock dragon.

I think his attack power should have been close to 200.

 

I want to surpass that guy some time.

I think he should have been a C rank monster. Our ranks are different.

Will I be able to beat him if I rank up again?

|
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21. A Rest at the Cave

 

After subjugating Talan Rouge, I secluded myself in a small cave nearby to rest.

Tearing with my claws, I dismantle the Lv4 Gray wolfs I hunted at the small
cave and ignite the branches I gathered.

The smoke is a small problem but since the exit is very close by, it isn’t a
bother.

 

I grill the Gray Wolf meat over the fire, crushing a fruit I don’t know, and rub it
on the meat to suppress the beast smell.

 

This was something picked from a plant that consist of a red bunch similar to
beans, and though it’s practically tasteless, it has a fragrance that stimulates the
appetite.

I thought if it could substitute pepper, and brought a little along to try it.

It doesn’t mean that the meat smell is unpleasant to that extent, but I simply
wanted to test it on the surface.

 

Yea, It’s a good feeling.

Erasing the beast smell, it promotes my appetite with a slightly spicy aroma.

It’s not bad. Should I make this cave my base and gather many of those red
bean like fruits in a corner?

 

But this spice is a little soggy, maybe I’ll see if I can dry them. Doing that may



also likely preserve them.

It’s somehow become fun.

 

【Title Skill〖Mister Cook:Lv1〗acquired】

 

……I don’t feel good when it peeps into my privacy.

 

Fuu, I ate and ate.

Although I was feeling numb to eating spiders and caterpillars,
nonetheless, these guys that are properly prepared are different.

There is also the satisfaction of making it myself, it’s good for my mind and
hygiene.

 

Still〖Mister Cook〗huh.

Leveling up the skill well, will I be able to make dishes that are popular with the
villagers?

It’s probably impossible. no matter what delicacies I make and treat, with this
evil appearance, they’re more than likely to get the misunderstand that 『He
intends to fatten us up and eat us. Lets get him before he gets us』.

In the first place, I can’t move my fingers skillfully to the same extent as
humans. Claws are also a hindrance.

 

Pushing the tings such as fur, head and entrails of the grey wolf to the corner, I
lie down on the floor.

The chilly floor fells good as it is, but should I try laying on the fur on the floor?

Is it because of〖Dragon Scales〗, even if I throw myself down on the
something rugged, it doesn’t hurt or anything.

 



Both my MP and HP are empty,  should I rest soundly like this today?

Even if I level up, not recovering will make it troublesome.

What I dislike, is that a relatively small increase to my Max HP, I don’t feel at
ease with such a small amount.

For example, at〖HP:12/15〗I don’t think much of it but from there if I level
up and it becomes something like〖HP:12/100〗, I feel like I’ll die all together at
some unforeseen incident.

I guess since each time I returned to Lv 1 after bursting up, it will frequently
turn into such a situation.

 

It should be somewhat better having recovery Magic〖Rest〗, but after
evolving into the Plague Kid Dragon, I haven’t been able to use it at all.

Is it because the〖Path of Evil〗skill level has risen?

Even though I desperately practice [Rest] after learning it, it’s relatively
shocking that the path was immediately severed.

 

I thought I’d be able to gain the trust of the villagers by recovering their
injuries with magic though.

Gallantly appearing, I use〖Rest〗multiple times on an injured villager who
was attacked by a monster while they gathered mushrooms.

Frankly,  I don’t know if a villager will come so deep into the forest, but at least
I haven’t seen it happen.

 

I completely wasted time with delusions like ‘If it went well, wouldn’t they give
worship to me with my position as the village guardian deity or traveler’s
guardian deity?’.
I want to believe that there is a chance again if I evolve.

 

That’s because the only thing I can do currently is spread plagues.



If I make a single mistake, It’s possible the villagers will come together to
subdue me. If that happens I’ll have to leave this forest.

 

My appearance has completely changed too.

Baby dragons still have the charm of being cute but the current me is
completely black after all.

My look isn’t very suitable.

Whenever I see my demonic looks floating on the surface of the water, I can
truly only sigh.

My claws and fangs are sharper than that time,  and I wonder if that girl would
also not be able to recognize me?

She was only tempted with the desire to protect me when I was attacked by
the Swordsman because I was a baby dragon, but if I had black scales and long
claws I would probably have been killed.

 

I chose this path tempted by the〖Art of Human Transformation 〗, but
wasn’t it a mistake on second thought?

After all, this definitely ‘the enemy of humanity’ route.

 

My appearance is detestable and only strange skills have been added too.

Aah, Is there a way to redo the evolution and change to a Petite Angel Dragon?

Compared to now, a somewhat gentle appearance too..

 

Seriously, at the very least give me the〖Art of Human Transformation〗.

This is fraud. Where should I appeal to?

|



*****

Translated by Axyl

22.*****

 

I opened my eyes but there isn’t much light that enters the cave so I don’t
know how long I slept.

When I point my eyes to the entrance, I understood right away that sunlight
was illuminating it.

I knew it was no longer night but with just this, I’m not even sure if it’s
morning or noon.

 

For the time being, with 〖Status Check〗

 

---------------------------------------------

Race: Plague Kid Dragon

Status: Normal

Level: 14/40

HP: 92/92

MP: 95/95

---------------------------------------------

 

I’ve confirmed that my HP and MP both fully recovered.

Good Good, with this I won’t die in the forest.

I can run away immediately if I meet a monster stronger than me, I can quickly
withdraw back here if my HP decreases .



 

Now what will I do today?

For the time being should I ensure my food supply and level up.

And after that,  the red bean-like thing and……later, I’ll go see if there are any
other fruits that catches my eyes.

 

Aah,  I want a blanket too so lets hunt some extra Gray Wolves later. 

In preparation for the time that I;m able to become a human, would it be
better if I also make something like clothes too?

 

I don’t know if I’ll really be able to do human transformation but there could
be a chance that I might learn it right?

I doubt the shady〖Voice of God〗 when the only words said were 『There are
also individuals who can transform into humans』, but even so there is a small
chance.

Although I don’t expect much, it’s not like I don’t have hope so I think it’s
better to prepare.

 

Even if I say human transformation, if I think about it normally, clothes
wouldn’t appear.

If I go into the village stark naked with a human appearance for example, I’ll
look suspicious.

It might be impossible to make a real one, but lets prepare something like a
mantel to cover a majority of my body.

Tentatively, for the time being.

 

At this rate, it’s possible the〖Art of Human Transformation〗Skill doesn’t
appear after all, I should prepare for the shock that may come eventually.



Lets think of it with a profitable mindset.

 

……But, it’s that.

It’d be good if humanized me is handsome.

Before I was and egg, when I was human, What kind of face did I have?

I get the feeling I’ll need a reference when I humanize though.

 

In the world where I was human……Should I go with that guy?

I have grown considerably as a dragon, and it’s obviously a different world, it
seems that I am beginning to accept  such an appearance recently.

But in the beginning, I had various wild ideas thinking that I’ll be cured if I slept
or some evil scientist put me in a egg shaped capsule among other things.

Unexpectedly, If I saw my humanized face, that might be a trigger for
remembering my previous world.

I’m getting worried.. At this point I’m fine with whatever, and if I remember
something bad, my current life will become difficult so it might be fine that I
forgot though.

 

I wonder how it would turn out if I met the girl again in a handsome human
form, we got along, and than my identity is discovered.

Something like ‘I am the dragon that helped you at that time’. It’s like
the grateful crane.

Isn’t it romantic?

Although it’s fine spreading my hopes and dream……Lets stop here.

 

Putting aside preparing for a shock, what am I thinking of?

I smack my face with a *pachin*, and refocus.



 

Now, I’ve gone outside the cave and enter ‘leveling mode’.

I look for enemies that approximately 2 times weaker than myself.

The best are the ones I can 1 hit KO with a jumping〖Dragon Punch〗.

 

Overlooking the surrounding, I saw an azure colored pool in a remote place.

Isn’t that pool swelling just a bit? It’s wriggling…..By any chance, is that a
monster?

For now,〖Status Investigate〗

 

【With Normal Skill〖Status Investigate : Lv3〗, There are information that
cannot accurately be acquired.】

---------------------------------------------
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---------------------------------------------

 

Argh~! Somehow, my head hurts! Hot!

 

【Normal Skill〖Status Investigation〗’s Level increased from 3 to 4】

 

Te, eh!? e, ah, ha? Wha gross!!

 

This guy is one of those you should absolutely not get too close to right!?

 

Thank goodness, If I didn’t have〖Status Investigation〗I’d have gotten close
to it.

〖Status Investigation〗skill I use to win in my daily life but this might be the
time was the moment it was most useful.



If I didn’t look at it now, I could have been killed.

 

The stats I saw weren’t that high but I feel a bottomless eeriness.

It’s close to the cave I’ve settled down in, but is it alright?

Rather, is it alright to be in this forest? Or rather, is the village near the forest
alright?

 

〖Sl*me〗? That’s ‘Slime’ isn’t it?

The slime in this world are too ominous. Is it an evil god of the Cathulu system
or something?

 

It may be due to the nature of my level, but if it’s the case of my opponent
being higher ranked then me, I think there’s a possibility〖Status Investigation〗
doesn’t work or something.

That’s what I thought, but isn’t my opponent’s rang F+?

Wha, what is that?

 

For now, lets run before I’m noticed.

If I get involved, rather than having to live a life of regret, my life might end at
this place.

While glaring at the mysterious slime, I walk backwards obtaining a distance.

Slowly, slowly withdrawing.

 

I miss my footing and almost fell over due to walking backwards. 

As if reacting to that sound,  the slime closed in on me swiftly.

Although it wasn’t quick, it definitely coming towards me.

 



「GAaaaaaa–!」

 

I screamed without thinking,　and used〖Roll〗to escape from the slime.

 

【Resistance Skill:〖Fear Resistance:Lv1〗aquired】

【Normal Skill:〖Roar:Lv1〗aquired】

【Title Skill:〖Chicken Runner〗’s level raised from 1 to 2】

|



A person who became stupid

Translated by Axyl

23. A person who became stupid

I’m walking through the forest while out of breath after successfully escaping
from the slime.

While celebrating my own safety, I suddenly think after calming down.
……That guy, Was he really such a dangerous fellow?

The status like numbers weren’t all that high, The rank was also clearly stated
as F+……

Because there are occasions when〖Status Investigation〗is a lifeline, I feel
excessively nervous because I did not use that.
Although it was expected that there might be opponents whom I can’t use it
against because of level restraining, it must be the rule if there was an opponent
whom I can’t view the status and there are occasions that promote that said
preconception too.
More like, it’s that corrupted text’s fault for being too creepy.
Rather, if nothing is displayed, I have the confidence to have calm down a bit.

Why was I so afraid of that puddle?
What has become of it now is the question.

Next time I meet it, I’ll try throwing a rock at it from afar……hm, what’s that?
In the shadow of a big tree, something like an indigo vase is placed with it’s
mouth on the ground as if dropped.

It may be good if I discover that it holds some food or fruits.
As a result, I thought of trying to making preserved foods too.
Rather than put there, it feels like it was discarded?
I’ll trying searching for the owner after checking its content, and bring it home if
it looks like it was thrown away.

I approach it and look around it but there’s no sign people.
For now I’ll go with turning it back over again and confirming its contents.



When I try to lift it, the upside down vase springs up and tackles me.

「Gaa!?」

Ouch~!?
Becoming a completely unexpected form suddenly, my defenseless jaw and
chest received a strong blow.

The mysterious vase jabbed me and retreated immediately, taking a distance.

Did I really receive that much damage?

Even if I was lured, this pain resounded through the bone.

Looking over the vase again, deep blue limb like things appear from below.
What’s this fellow?
There shouldn’t be a mistake that this is a monster but……

---------------------------------------------
Race:        Vase Turtle
Status:        Normal
Level:        9/35
HP:        28/28
MP:        27/27
ATK:        21
DEF:        145
Magic:        43
Agilit:        12
Rank:        D-

Special Skills:
〖Turtle’s Shell:Lv4〗〖Heat Detection:Lv3〗
〖HP Self Regeneration:Lv2〗

Resistance Skills:
〖Physical Resistance:Lv4〗〖Magical Resistance:Lv3〗
〖Paralysis Resistance:Lv1〗〖Water Attribute Resistance:Lv1〗

Normal Skills:
〖Shell Confinement:Lv3〗〖Bite:Lv1〗〖Iron Tackle:Lv2〗
〖Calling Comrads:Lv3〗〖Slow:Lv1〗〖Rest:Lv1〗



Title Skills:
〖Impenetrable defense:Lv4〗〖One who Makes Stupidity:Lv2〗
---------------------------------------------

Vase Turtle…… it’s a turtle?
Limbs came out but I don’t see this guys head or tail.

The shell is big- or rather it’s too thick……
Going by the name, it goes around with a vase like shell.
If I beat it, will I be able to remove the vase shell?

It looks stupid toughly but the other stats don’t look too impressive.
There’s no skill I should be careful of either.

How dare this jerk surprise attack me.

Keeping the distance with between the vase turtle, I launch〖Dragon Punch〗
straight up from below to send it flying.
It’s a practically an upper cut.

And to continue, while it’s floating in mid air, I launch another〖Dragon
Punch〗 in the stomach portion of the vase opening!
The vase turtle flew a number of meters and that body was nailed to a tree.

tssk…… My fist hurts……
How stupidly hard is this guy.
I did hit the stomach area right?

The vase turtle calmly gets up, slowly moving away from me.
Hey hey, it better not have taken no damage from that.

---------------------------------------------
Race:        Vase Turtle
Status:        Normal
Level:        9/35
HP:        24/28
MP:        27/27
---------------------------------------------

Hit with two〖Dragon Punch〗’s and it only decreased by 4?
In other words it’s that, If I want to finish it of, I’ll have to hit it with a 14 hit



barrage.
It’s darn tiresome, and it seems that when I defeat it the vase shell will be
beyond repair……

Even if I want to, I don’t have a means of defeating it without breaking the
vase shell.
With〖Baby Breath〗I won’t be able to get past it’s defense.

Also, I saw it when it got up but, there also seems to be something like a lid
inside the vase shell.
When danger aproaches it pulls in it’s limbs, and the opening to the vase shell is
covered.
It’s like a turban shell.

It’s perfect as a prey Because it doesn’t have offensive power and seem to be
edible, should I try defeating it just to defeat it?
It’s not like there’s danger to my life so it is worth challenging.

And before that, lets confirm it’s status.

---------------------------------------------
Race:        Vase Turtle
Status:        Normal
Level:        9/35
HP:        28/28
MP:        21/27
---------------------------------------------

Eh, isn’t the recovery speed is fast!?
It already recovered 3? Is it such a thing!?
Still, isn’t it usually slower?

This is the power of〖HP Self Regeneration〗……wait, didn’t the MP decrease?
It looks like it recovered with〖Rest〗.
Is it being careful? Or is it extremely wasteful on MP?

Well, that kind of thing is good.
I close in once again on the vase turtle and hit it again with〖Dragon Punch〗
Uppercut.



My fist is in greater pain! there’s no other way, I’ll have to bear with it.
Lets go with the momentum until my fist breaks.

I scissor punch the vase turtle that jumped in midair with a〖Dragon Punch〗
from both the right and left.
Alright, with this, it’s 3 shots!

It hurts! Endure, me!

Again, an Uppercut!
Jumping up, to shoot it down, I smack it down with a low swing crossing both
hands!
In mid air rotating once, with power from centrifugal force, a〖Dragon Punch〗
from bottom up!
Furthermore, with dropping my fist swinging one revolution, I bash it to the
ground!

In that state the vase turtle’s body was sunken into the ground.

【Title Skill〖Infighter〗’s level has risen from 3 to 4】

That’s 7 hits……7 hits.
It’s tiresome and my hand feels like crap.
14 consecutive hits is impossibly unreasonable.
My black hand is swollen though? My black scale is peeling though?
Lets take a short break and confirm how much damage I dealt.

---------------------------------------------
Race:        Vase Turtle
Status:        Normal
Level:        9/35
HP:        11/28
MP:        21/27
---------------------------------------------

It’s working better than I thought!
Alright, it’s the latter half! I’ll put in my all!

The moment I thought that, a gentle light began to wrap around the body of
the vase turtle.



Oi, Stop.

---------------------------------------------
Race:        Vase Turtle
Status:        Normal
Level:        9/35
HP:        28/28
MP:        15/27
---------------------------------------------

……Aa, It recited〖Rest〗, yeah.
I knew that would happen! I didn’t prepare any countermeasures though!

I pick up the vase turtle, and hook my claws to the lid.

「GAaaaaaa-!」

Opeeeen! If this wasn’t here, If this wasn’t herreee!

Within the quiet forest, only my howling could be heard.

|



The Final Means

Translated by Axyl

24. The Final Mean

After that, I tried many things in order to erase the Vase Turtle’s HP.

With〖Poison Feng〗My teeth were going to break.
With〖Paralysis Poison Claw〗My claw broke and flew. I cried a little.

I bundled withered trees andtried to burn it to death with〖Baby Breath〗,
and at first the damage when through but, It looks like it lost to〖HP Self
Regeneration〗.
The moment that I think the HP reduced, it’s restored and negated.

I’m out of moves.
I have many others but they were complete failures.
As if to ridicule my actions, sometimes the vase turtle will cry 「n~turtlee?」 with
a stupid voice.
Darn it, it’s making a fool of me.

Thinking that I should use my trump card, I walked holding the Vase Turtle.
Giving up securing of food and tearing off the vase shell, it doesn’t mean that I
have no way to decide it by setting experience as my sole purpose.
It’s because I only persisted for only that, I want the experience value.

That’s why, even if I know that it’s cruel, I was forced to take this move.
Don’t think bad of me. I just want to raise my level, learn〖Art of Humanization
〗and deviate from the〖Path of Evil〗.

It was around the cliff I overcame in order to shake off the large spider.
While standing on the edge, I lightly stroked the cover of the vase turtle.

You death will surely not be in vain.
I will become stronger. That’s why, Forgive me.

「n~turtle? Turtle!?」

The turtle raised a cry as if for sympathy.



I shake my little neck, aimed it down the cliff and toss it.

「n~TURtleeeeeEeeE-e–!」

The vase turtle falls towards the deep, deep bottom of the cliff.
The scream reverberated in the earth wall, extending through many levels it
reaches up to my ears.
The vase turtle collided with a rock under the cliff and shattered, and at the
same time as being swallowed by the muddy stream, its death agony ceased.

Goodbye, Vase Turtle.
Yo were a formidable enemy.

【You aquired 36 EXP】
【Because of Title Skill〖Walking Egg:Lv–〗You have acquired an additional 36
EXP】

【〖Plague Kid Dragon〗’s Level has risen from 14 to 15】

My nemesis’s death is reported indifferently, and my level rose treating that as
food.

It’s the situation where one feels empty after a intense fight.
We threw out techniques and exhausted all our strength, came to recognized
each other, and lastly the time to part arrived.
Getting to know of the harshness of the natural world once again, I turn my back
on the cliff impel by a little sense of achievement, and a sense of fretfulness that
exceeds that..

【Title Skill〖King of Meanness:Lv1〗acquired】
【Title Skill〖Path of Evil〗’s level has risen from 2 to 3】

……Even if I take it together and marinate it beautifully too, it’s like that after
all.
Although ‘[Title skill]  is due to the many aspect of my consciousness, isn’t it?’
was something I thought alone and got excited about trying this and that, but
apparently it doesn’t seem to be effective.

If I give up once and leave, that turtle vase will squeal in a teasing voice. After
that, should I say that I have the feeling that I wouldn’t retreat.
I knew a weird title would come if I threw it over the cliff but I’ve finally done it.



I did want experience……Even for me, only doing just that much was an
achievement.
Even if I beat it down and kill it, I know already that the experience it has is large,
and it was something I got. Yes, It shouldn’t be a killing in vain.
Lets put my hands together a little and pray.

Still, negative names are increasing steadily.
It’s because of the evolution, isn’t it?
It feels as if it’s damaging my personal history and narrowing my employment
opportunities.

I hate the great demon king dragon king route.
I will walk the road of the pure light of righteousness.
The coexistence with mankind route is good.

Well I’m pretty tired, should I hunt my share of food, gather plants and go
back?
It’s regrettable I didn’t get the vase……
No, it’s not much different if I place it on the ground, but I think it’s also an
interior design.

Ah, If I can’t get it, should I make it?
If I find a clay bed, dig some up, knead and heat it, that will make it right?
It’s just that and fire…..I heard you need a good amount of heat.
Can〖Baby Breath〗Do it? Will I be able to manage somehow if I prepare
charcoal?

I guess I won’t know until I try.
I have plenty of time, I should make one.
Clay ware is produced from around Jomon period right? Then, even I may be able
to do something.

I’ll roll out a rug in that cave and line up some clay ware.
Un un, that is good.

I might try various tinkering for a fashionable feel.
I might also make some paint materials and paint a pattern on the wall. I’m
getting exited.

Now my objectives have increased.



Un un, it’s a good thing.

I turn around and face my body to the cliff, I notice the trees and grass sway
rustling.
Something has come.
That isn’t one body too, it’s several.
Moving sneakily.
If you’re going to come than come.

「GUuOOOOO-!」

Lightly restraining, I try to〖Roar〗
Now, will the escape, or jump out with this?
If they have a guy with leadership calm enough to wait for an opportunity even
with this, It may become a little troublesome.

The rustling of the vegetation stops, and it becomes deadly silent.
In the next moment, 10 vases……vase turtles appeared in the bush and faced
me.

I immediately confirm their status.
Their attack power isn’t anything extraordinary.
Of course, there are no guys with corrupted text.

Is this a battle of revenge?
That’s right, the vase turtle also had〖Calling Comrades〗didn’t he. The last
scream had called his friends.
But these guys legs aren’t too fast so I have the option of running away.

Because they’re hard and the only way I have of attacking is to beat them off
cliff, the aftertaste isn’t very good and I am attached with a weird title.
If I lob these guys off the cliff one by one, my level also seem to increase to some
extent, but it’s to that extent in the end.
Although the efficiency is inferior, it will be good to aim at gray wolves.

I feel bad for burning their revenge, but should I take this chance to escape?

| Next
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25. Slow Hell

I kicked the ground, and spread my wings to earn height for the jump.
It’s bad, but I have no intention to play with the Vase Turtle, let’s finish this
quickly.

The ten vase turtles put out their heads that were drawn into their shells to
glare at me in midair.
What, these guys properly have heads.
When the first guy moved, it was only the arms and legs.

「Turtle」「Tuurtle」「turtle」
「Durtle」「Turtlle」「tuurtle」
「Mnturtle」「turtlle」「Dwerdle」「turdle」

The ten vase turtles one by one raise a cry.
the vague purple light rush at me.
Geh, what is that. Magic?

Without proper accuracy, it went past my left and right.
Dangerous dangerous. I don’t want to take something of an unknown nature.

Of the skills the vase turtle has…… Is it〖Slow:Lv1〗?
From the name though, I get the feeling my speed will be stolen.

Geh, I took a hit.

The light touches me and becomes small, entering my body.
It doesn’t hurt, but an uncomfortable feeling spread throughout my body.

After receiving a shot, the 2nd and 3rd came and went into my body, and I
took a 4 shots in the end.
Ugh, I don’t feel well. My vision is swaying.

Eh……Somehow, the scenery doesn’t seem to be moving at all?
I currently am in mid jump right?



This, means I became slower?
I feel like I’m pretty much fixed in midair.

Before my eyes, the vase turtles casually pile up, making a 10 step tower.
The highest guy is just at my eye level.

「Gaho-!」

He’s pulled in his head and limbs and jumped at me.
I didn’t guard in time due to [Slow] and received a heavy blow on my chest.
That being said, the original attack is still insignificant for the low damage.
There’s no need to get flustered.

There’s no need to be……Ouch!

Against me who received the tackle midair and was falling, the Vase Turtle in
the 9th step comes attacking with a blow.

「OGah-!」

Aren’t these fellows too heavyy!
What do you usually eat!?

Ah, the 8th stage is coming.

「Gebo-!」

7th stage.

「Gaha-!」

After that, with the 6th stage, 5th stage, 4th stage……, I took the remaining 6
tackles directly and fell to the ground.
From each individual body, the damage is small but a 10 chain attack is pretty
severe.

My back strikes the ground, leaving me facing up.
That me was surrounded by 10 Vase Turtles, tackled repeatedly with their body
weight.
Ouch! Hurts! It really hurts!
Sorry! I apologize so seriously, stop!

I use roll〖Roll〗with the best speed to escape from the vase turtle’s reach.



Because of 〖Slow〗I wasn’t fast at all but even so, I was able to distance myself
from the turtles.

Ah, but they came to encircle me.
I’m currently a little too slow.
I release〖Roll〗and glare at the vase turtles.

Should I check my opponent’s status for a moment?
These guys won shoot any more〖Slow〗right?

---------------------------------------------
Race:        Vase Turtle
Status:        Normal
Level:        10/35
HP:        24/30
MP:        19/29
---------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------
Race:        Vase Turtle
Status:        Normal
Level:        7/35
HP:        16/24
MP:        13/23
---------------------------------------------

It looks like it decreased, It seems that〖Slow〗consumes 10 MP.
So that means everyone shot once.
I felt like things were finally just getting a little better but even so, don’t repeat it
any more than this.
Seriously, please stop……n?

Why did these guys’ HP decrease this much?
Because they have〖HP Self Regeneration〗I didn’t think they received damage
until now.

I confirmed the other vase turtle’s status but, of the 10, half didn’t receive any
damage.

Could this perhaps be the thing called fall damage?



If it’s like what I think, then I can understand the unevenness of this damage.
That’s right, the lower half weren’t at a height where they would take fall
damage after all.

The vase turtles are hard but very heavy.
Whats more, though they have high physical and magical resistance, they didn’t
have〖Fall Resistance〗.

I see, I finally see these guys weakness.
Even if I don’t drop them from the cliff, they will get a large damage from its own
weight if I use the potential energy.

Un, Why don’t I give it a try?

While standing still, both of my hands moved while anticipating the actions of
the vase turtle.
The vase turtles jumped at me from three directions.
I took one shot to the body and another to the flank.
However standing firm, I prepare for the last shot.

While taking the attack of the vase turtle that jumped at me from the front,
from reading it’s movements from before, I move to carry the vase turtle in both
arms.

「Turtlee-!?」

The vase turtle struggles but I won’t let go.
Like that I kick the ground with my all, and jump straight up.
Of course, I spread my wings to earn some jumping power.

「Tur, Turtle!」

For a moment the captured vase turtles were dumbfounded but they quickly
group into a tower again to chase after my height.
These guys really have coordination.

The highest vase turtle jumped at me but only grazed my foot.
It’s too bad but you were one body short.
Although that’s the reason I’m holding it.

I come to a height the vase turtles can’t reach.



From that I fire〖Baby Breath〗facing down and flies even higher similar to a
rocket.

Looking at the vase turtle tower from above, it looks incredibly small.
I flew pretty high~.
I might have a breath rocket.

I abruptly stop in mid air and rotated once to add centrifugal force, and throws
the vase turtle down.
With this weight and at this height, it’ll become a considerable force with the
acceleration by gravity.
Eh? How much is the gravitational acceleration in this world?

【Normal Skill〖Star Drop〗acquired】

Star drop……?
Aah, this upwards jumping and throwing with a ‘Baan’?
Is it recognized as a skill?

「TurtleeeeEe-!」

The vase turtle I threw straight down penetrated the 8 stage tower vertically
and destroys it..
The vase shells were smashed and the meat was torn up and scattered to the
surrounding.
Oooh……That’s pretty grotesque.

【306 EXP acquired】
【Acquired an additional 306 EXP from Title Skill〖Walking Egg:Lv–〗】

【〖Plagued Kid Dragon〗’s level has increased from 15 to 22】

Oh, it has raised pretty far.
As expected, hunting groups from〖Calling Comrades〗is the tastiest for
experience points.

【Special Skill〖Fly〗’s level has increased from 1 to 2】

Alright, I’m grateful that with this I may be able to fly a bit more decently.

……and, there’s a single survivor?
The ones I defeated with [Star drop], were only the vase turtles that formed the



stacked tower and the thrown vase turtle.
I still haven’t defeated the vase turtles that jumped chasing me and fell to the
ground.

The vase turtle that was trying to run away slowly and quietly received my line
of sight and it’s body shuddered.
The effect of〖Slow〗has pretty much cleared.

I chased after and caught the vase turtle, and jumped, wings, flying up with
the breath rocket combo, and flung it down with all my might with a rotation
with〖Roll〗like before.
Yes,〖Star Drop〗!

「Turtleeeeeeee-!」

The vase turtle that collided with the earth’s surface’s shell broke, and a
fainted bloody vase turtle appeared from within.

【36 EXP acquired】
【Acquired an additional 36 EXP from Title Skill〖Walking Egg:Lv–〗】

|
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26. Loot

Alright Alright~ my level has risen considerably.
I’ll check my status for a moment.

---------------------------------------------
Race:        Plague Kid Dragon
Status:        Normal
Level:        22/40
HP:        58/116
MP:        43/113
ATK:        105
DEF:        91
Mana:        95
Agility:    93
Rank:        D+

Special Skills:
〖Dragon Scales:Lv2〗〖Voice of God:Lv3〗〖Glisha Language:Lv1〗
〖Fly:Lv2〗〖Dragon Scale Powder:Lv1〗〖Darkness Attribute:Lv–〗

Resistance Skills:
〖Physical Resistance:Lv3〗〖Fall Resistance:Lv4〗〖Hunger Resistance:Lv3〗
〖Poison Resistance:Lv3〗〖Solitude Resistance:Lv4〗〖Magic
Resistance:Lv2〗
〖Darkness Attribute Resistance:Lv2〗〖Fire Attribute Resistance:Lv1〗〖Fear
Resistance:Lv1〗

Normal Skills:
〖Roll:Lv4〗〖Status Check:Lv4〗〖Baby Breath:Lv3〗
〖Whistle:Lv1〗〖Dragon Punch:Lv2〗〖Plague breath:Lv1〗
〖Poison Fang:Lv1〗〖Paralysis Poison Claw:Lv1〗〖Dragon Tail:Lv1〗
〖Roar:Lv1〗〖Star Drop:Lv1〗



Title Skills:
〖Son of the Dragon King:Lv–〗〖Walking Egg:Lv–〗〖Clumsy:Lv4〗
〖Just a Fool:Lv1〗〖Infighter:Lv4〗〖Pest Killer:Lv1〗
〖Lie Spitter:Lv2〗〖Evasion King:Lv1〗〖Relief Spirit:Lv3〗
〖Little Hero:Lv1〗〖Path of Evil:Lv3〗〖Disaster:Lv1〗
〖Chicken Runner:Lv2〗〖Mister Cook:Lv1〗〖King of Meanness:Lv1〗
---------------------------------------------

Did my attack power become 100 at last?
However, I can’t stay satisfied with this.
Because in order to contend with the little rock dragon, I’ll have to raise all stats
close to 200.

Still looking back carefully, I’ve been saddled with disturbing titles.
〖King of meanness〗, Did I really do something so bad?
And〖Path of Evil〗came to Lv3.

【The maximum skill level is 10.】

Ah, Aah, max is it?
It’s been a while since God’s Voice suddenly appeared that I freaked out quietly.
Now should I retrieve the vase turtle meat?
While it’s unfortunate, The vase shells are no good. They’re all cracked.

What’s more, there are parts of the vase shell attached to the actual bones of
vase turtle, and this cannot be removed well at all.
When I tear off the vase turtle from the lightly damaged vase shell, the shell that
was originally full of cracks broke into fragments.
It seems difficult to separate the remaining vase shell like this.

Mmm, using it as a vase with the contents left as it is, it’s a little……
Well, it isn’t that I can’t use it if I take others leaving only the minimum parts, but
in the end even if I take care to keep it pretty, it’s all smashed up.
Like I thought, I’ll have to make it from clay myself.

For now, I’ll take the best vase shell from among the remains and remove the
vase turtle meat from within it.
Today’s meal will be a soft shell turtle stew.
It seems to be quite delicious.



I’ll also gathered some suitable edible plants. Vegetables are important.

After all, a world like this most likely has a bread based diet huh.
I’d like to make something like a vegetable rice porridge with the pot of soup left
though. Isn’t there something similar to rice?

I tear off the vase shell and meat and toss it inside one of the vase shells.
With blood smearing all over, it became a considerably grotesque display but
that can’t be helped.

When I carried the vase shell packed with meat, I heard the sound of foot steps
from behind going thud thud.
Crap, a large monster?
I’ll quickly run away before its appearance is seen.

「NDURDLEe……」

Huh? What, there was another one?
But some how, the voice was a little low or loud for a vase turtle?
Making a creaking sound, the trees were crushed.
And than I saw it’s appearance.

An upside down vase the size of a car, and even the limbs peeking out from
those holes are around the size of my stomach.
The moment I looked, I felt the difference in the quality of status.
They, are what’s called an outrageous monster.

「NDUuRDLEe-!」

Oi Oi, what’s this fellow.
This is foul play.

---------------------------------------------
Race:        Great Vase Turtle
Status:        Normal
Level:        24/55
HP:        233/233
MP:        156/156
ATK:        74
DEF:        245



Mana:        76
Agility:    4
Rank:        C-

Special Skills:
〖Turtle’s Shell:Lv5〗〖Heat Detection:Lv4〗
〖HP Self-Regeneration:Lv4〗

Resistance Skills:
〖Physical Resistance:Lv5〗〖Magic Resistance:Lv4〗
〖Paralysis Resistance:Lv2〗〖Fire Attribute Resistance:Lv3〗

Normal Skills:
〖Shell Seclusion:Lv4〗〖Bite:Lv3〗〖Iron Tackle:Lv4〗
〖Hi-Slow:Lv4〗〖Rest:Lv3〗〖Aqua:Lv2〗

Title Skills:
〖Iron Defendse:Lv6〗〖One who gets Silly:Lv4〗
〖Curse of the Turtle:Lv1〗
---------------------------------------------

It has a stat with over 200.(a stat of level 200)
It’s attack proficiency is far inferior, but it is higher than the little rock dragon in
respect to the HP and defense aspect.

|



Great Vase Turtle
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27. Great Vase Turtle

Not good, this is unmistakably dangerous.
Rather, I hardly have a chance of winning.
It’s HP is excessively high, and before that, my attacks won’t go through.
It’s impossible to use〖Star Drop〗with that weight, As expected, carrying it and
flying is impossible.

Fortunately the great vase turtle’s speed is incredibly low.

Should I leave the meat stuffed vase shell and run?
Honestly, this guy is darn heavy.
No… but I did want to taste what kind of flavor the vase turtle had though.
The great vase’s speed is low after all……also, the attack power isn’t that high so
if by chance I take an attack, It won’t be that dangerous, yea.

I can do it, probably.
Will I be able to escape even carrying this?

With my arms around the meat filled vase shells, I run.
The great vase turtle’s head appears, and glares this way.

「DURDLE-!」

The great turtle roars in a great voice and suddenly, a huge purple light flew
towards me.
It’s probably the〖Hi-Slow〗magic that I saw before.
I can make a guess from the name that it’s a〖Slow〗of superior rank. I can’t
allow myself to get hit.

「Turtle-! nDurtle! nDuurtleeee-!」

Bu-!?
A lot of purple lights came flying!
You have a lot of MP huh, darn you!
As I thought, I should have given up on the meat-stuffed vase shell and quickly



run away.

There’s no gap I can use to escape, and the purple light enters as if sucked into
my body.

Crap, My body can’t move at all.
My body can move a little but only a little.
The great vase turtle is chasing from behind while mowing down trees. This guy
is too monstrous.

The other guy is fast! it’s coming!
Ah, It entered tackling posture! A tackle is coming!

Although I completely read the attack trajectory, I can’t avoid it at all.
With the mass of a car, it rammed its body into me hard.

「GuBo-!」

I was sent flying, rolling above the surface multiple times.
Even without speed, that mass is foul play.
My body would break if I eat several of these.

Aa-! the vase shell stuffed with today’s meal, the contents scattered while I
was tumbling!
I don’t have the leeway to retrieve it either , crap.
I can only run satisfied with the experience points I gained. No, can I escape?

I try to stand up quickly, but the giant comes chasing with heavy steps.
Even if I stand up it will also take time.
If I’m trampled like that, I’ll die without being able to resist.

From my posture in the midst of standing up, I shift to〖Roll〗.
It was because I had the vase shell that I couldn’t roll, but if I completely gave up
on that, I would be able to escape with〖Roll〗.
I should be able to escape.

「nDuurdlee-!」

Again, it’s striking me repeatedly with [Hi-slow].
I escape a blow changing direction with my full strength, but a barrage of 2, 3
shots were fired.



Unable to cope, I was wrapped in a purple light.

Uwa I’m slow! Even though I’m rolling, I’m slow!

With a glance I look back.
The great vase turtle pursues me extremely slowly.
Gradually the distance is shortened.

Even though it should have an agility of 4 why does it look so fast darn it!
If I compare it to〖Slow〗isn’t〖Hi-Slow〗a little too strong?
The title skill that guy has,〖Curse of the Turtle〗 is probably increasing its
effect.

The great vase turtle that’s slowly closing in chases me, and once again deals a
tackle using it’s weight.
Again, I’m sent flying, colliding to the ground head first.
With the shock sent to my head, my field of vision blurred. My back is in extreme
pain.

Aah, this is impossible.
As long as〖Hi-Slow〗’s effect continues, escape is impossible.
I was sent spinning with a hit from my back.
I should be able to withstand 2 or 3 hits of that.
But my consciousness will be taken away if anymore is taken.

If escaping is impossible, should I think of how to win?
No, I can’t beat that. It’s unmistakably impossible.
Even if I didn’t take〖Hi-Slow〗, I have absolutely no skill that can deal a fatal
blow.
I have to be careful that it even has things like〖Self Recovery〗and〖Rest〗.
Even if it doesn’t have that, I don’t think I have something that can go through
the defense of the great vase turtle though.

I don’t think I’ll be able to drop it off the cliff either.
I may be able to make it take one step back if I hit it with〖Dragon Punch〗from
the front, but that is the limit.
I mean, if I had that much leeway, I would have escaped.

Should I use the force from being sent flying to escape to the sky with〖Fly〗?
But with only〖Fly〗, gliding is pretty much my limit.



Even if I use the breath rocket just above is the limit to flying, but I can only fall
from there if I can’t move.

No, wait.
If I purposely stand on the edge of the cliff and get blown away, wouldn’t I be
able to use the force and use〖Fly〗to escape by flying away?

|



Battle on the edge

28. Battle on the edge

I confirm my remaining stamina.

---------------------------------------------
Race: Plague Kid Dragon
Status: Slow (Big)
Lv: 22/40
HP: 32/116
MP: 43/113
---------------------------------------------

Okay, it’s possible to proceed.
I can endure the next blow.

Using the impact of the Great Vase Turtle’s tackle, I’ll escape crossing over
until the other side of the cliff with [Flight].
There is only that to escape from this trouble.

I use roll and changes my direction to head towards the cliff.
The Great Vase Turtle chases after me.

Okay, I’ll just eat 1 more blow!
After that, it’s goodbye for a while.
I’ll come again if I become strong enough to send it flying with a blow.

The Great Vase Turtle rushes at my body in front of the cliff.
Although I’m frightened by that force, there is also no escaping at the current
speed, and I’m blown off the cliff almost without resistance.

Alright, I’ll survive.
I spread my wings and fly over the cliff without a foothold!

A difference from my plan occurred here.
I had underestimated the effect of [Hi-Slow].
Although I had accumulated repeated understanding of that magic’s
unpleasantness, it surpassed my expectation by a long way.



[Turtleeeeee!]

The Great Vase Turtle probably guessed my intention of spreading my wings
and releases even more [Hi-slow].
I was hit by the purple light directly without being able to avoid.
But even if my speed was repeatedly lowered here……was what I thought, but
the Great Vase Turtle stretched out its neck to pursue me who had opened my
wings.

It plans to pursue me who have already prepared my posture to fly in the air.

My HP is dwindling.
I’ll die if I’m bitten directly. I definitely have to avoid a direct hit.
I should be able to endure it if I’m grazed.
If this is evaded, I can run away.

Spitting out [Baby Breath] to raise my flying speed, I move my limbs recklessly.

I was able to just barely dodge the blow of the Great Vase Turtle thanks to the
acceleration from [Baby Breath].
However, the nails of my feet was caught at the tip of the Great Vase Turtle’s
mouth.
The nails of my hands that I was moving recklessly caught the rims of the Great
Vase Turtle’s eyes.

Crap, even though it was good that I survived, but I can’t fly like this!

I try to move my hand and foot in order to remove the nails that were caught,
but it doesn’t move an inch.

The Great Vase Turtle swings its neck in order to fling me from its face.
I struggle my limbs while wishing that I can come off too.
I fired [Baby Breath] with all my power to tear off the meat and escape, but it
had no effect at all as the meat was too tough.

Probably at this point, the Great Vase Turtle’s objective would be to remove
me rather than revenge for its kind.
It was an enemy, but our purpose was identical.
However, that is not fulfilled.
If I compromise and return to remove my nails thoroughly, there is no reason



why the Great Vase Turtle will not take the chance to attack.
Therefore in the end, I have no choice but to play an unproductive tug-of-war.

“GAaaaaaa!”

“TUrtleeEeeee!

Due to the disadvantage of the difference in body weight, I compensate by
continuing to spit out [Baby Breath] with all my power.
Hold on, my MP!

[Lv of normal skill [Baby Breath] increased from 3 to 4]

Tear it off! Come off! Tear it!
Come off! Come off! Come offfff!

My breath doesn’t last.
It’s agonizing. Still, I cannot stop the [Baby Breath] jet.
I only have this.
If I stop the breath, I will be dragged to the side the Great Vase Turtle is standing
on at that moment, and killed as it is.
There is no choice but to continue [Baby Breath] with the feeling of dying now.

[Resistance skill [Oxygen deficiency resistance: Lv1] obtained]

Alright! I can still do it more with thissss!
I’ll tear off the skin!

“GuoooooOOOOoo!!”

“TuurTleeeEeee!!”

It’s possible! I will win!
I can drag that huge body to this side!
Now, tear off! Or come off! Whichever is fine, release me!

[Lv of normal skill [Baby Breath] increased from 4 to 5]

It came! It leans towards my side even more!

[Lv of resistance skill [Oxygen deficiency resistance] increased from 1 to 2]

[Title skill [Grit: Lv1] obtained]

“GARUuuuuuuuUUUUUuuu!!”



“TURTLEeeeeEe!”
It’s dragged towards my side steadily.
And yet, it’s totally caught and doesn’t come off.

While in that way, the Great Vase Turtle that leaned forward too much to the
cliff lost its balance.

“Gaa!?”

“Turtle!?”

Part of the ground that the Great Vase Turtle stepped on collapsed, and its
huge body hangs on to that facing down.
And as a result of that, my nails which were hooked onto the Great Vase Turtle
broke.
GAAAaaaa! It’s extremely painful!

My body that was freed from the shackles, flew backwards as I was until the
other side of the cliff in one shot like a pachinko.
As the effect of [Hi-Slow] has just weaken, the force was tremendous.
When I noticed, my back had stiked against a tree on the other side of the cliff.

He, He he……Did I escape?

“TURTLEeeeeeEEEeeeeEee!!”

The screams of the Great Vase Turtle echos in the surrounding.
N? Did something happen?

[Gushaa], I heard the sound of something being smashed in the distance.

[288 Exp obtained]
[Due to title skill [Walking egg: Lv-], an additional 288 exp was obtained]

[Lv of [Plague Kid Dragon] increased from 22 to 30]

[Title skill [Big game eater Giant Killer: Lv1] obtained]

[Lv of normal skill [Status inspection] increased from 4 to 5]
[Information related to items obtained and nature monster confronted can be
investigated]

…………？



I try looking at the other side of the cliff.
The figure of the Great Vase Turtle wasn’t found.
But, the part of the ground that it stood on collapsed.

Come to think of it, just now the ground……Eh?
Did that guy fall off?

Clapping my cheeks, I revitalized my hazy consciousness.
I walked to the cliff and look down at the bottom.

It seemed to have crashed against the rocks peeking out from the river, and
there was the figure of the Great Vase Turtle that has turned into remains there.
……Well, well, it was all right in the end.
There is attachment to the cave from before, should I return to the other side if
that fellow died?
I want to collect the meat of the vase turtle too.

For the time being, should I confirm my status since my level went up?

---------------------------------------------
Race: Plague Kid Dragon
Status: Normal
Lv: 30/40
HP: 8/140
MP: 10/137
ATK: 129
DEF: 110
Mana: 120
Agility: 109
Rank: D+

Characteristic Skill:
〖Dragon Scales:Lv2〗〖God’s voice:Lv3〗〖Glisha Language:Lv1〗
〖Flight:Lv2〗〖Dragon Scale Powder:Lv1〗〖Darkness Attribute:Lv–〗

Resistance Skills:
〖Physical Resistance:Lv3〗〖Fall Resistance:Lv4〗〖Hunger Resistance:Lv3〗
〖Poison Resistance:Lv3〗〖Solitude Resistance:Lv4〗〖Magic
Resistance:Lv2〗



〖Darkness Attribute Resistance:Lv2〗〖Fire Attribute Resistance:Lv1〗〖Fear
Resistance:Lv1〗
〖Oxygen deficiency resistance:Lv2〗

Normal Skills:
〖Roll:Lv4〗〖Status Inspection:Lv5〗〖Baby breath:Lv5〗
〖Whistle:Lv1〗〖Dragon Punch:Lv2〗〖Plague Breath:Lv1〗
〖Poison Fang:Lv1〗〖Paralysis Poison_Claw:Lv1〗〖Dragon Tail:Lv1〗
〖Roar:Lv1〗〖Star Drop:Lv1〗

Title Skills:
〖Son of Dragon King:Lv–〗〖Walking Egg:Lv–〗〖Clumsy:Lv4〗
〖Just a Fool:Lv1〗〖Infighter:Lv4〗〖Pest Killer:Lv3〗
〖Lie Spitter:Lv2〗〖Evasion King:Lv1〗〖Relief Spirit:Lv4〗
〖Tiny Hero:Lv1〗〖Path of Evil:Lv3〗〖Disaster:Lv1〗
〖Chicken Runner:Lv2〗〖Mister Cook:Lv1〗〖King of Meaness:Lv1〗
〖Grit:Lv1〗〖Big Game Eater Giant Killer:Lv1〗
---------------------------------------------

Ugh, my HP and MP are mostly empty.
A little more and I would have been killed by the Great Vase Turtle, being unable
to spit breath anymore.
Dangerous, dangerous.

But as expected, I sure do grow when cornered, yea.
My skill level is progressing well, and I was able to see the next evolution that
had seem would take a while.
……Although I want to increase areas such as [Relief Spirit] or [Tiny Hero] until
the next evolution.

But I didn’t pick up [Art of Human Transformation] at all.
Because there is still 10 levels until the next evolution, can I pick it up during this
period?
I will seriously cry if I become Lv Max uneventfully.

| Next



Plant

I return to the cave Safehouse and I put the pot shell that the meat was in the
depths and go out.
I’m slightly anxious about HP, but it should still do it.I want to get ingredients to
put into the pot shell.

I will be only in the area around the cave, so there is no danger with HP even
now.

Though i might meet with the slime again

I was freaked out by the first meeting but all the stats are low.

If i defeat it quickly maybe it will take away some sorrow

Though i was upset when i defeated the big pot tortoise 　[status view :lvl5]
wow what?

So, it is possible to read the information on the items and monsters, but it
seems that you are gathering all progress.

Poison can also be detected
Even if there is poison i will still eat it if it tasts good. with resistance to poison it
should be fine right?While walking and paying attention to the ground i found a
mushroom growing out of the roots of a tree.

It had a yellow and black tiger design.

And its so delicious.

I immediately collect lots.

[ 〖 Thundershroom: Value E- 〗]

[survives on the nuitrients from a trees root. Infected trees do not produce
fruit]
[Is rich in nuitrients however contains a light neurotoxin]

Do not say such a thing . Wisdom to live  I need wisdom to live .

You need to be clever to live in this world.



…why do i love mushrooms so much

It’s regrettable. should i give up…. but its so delicious

but the poison is light so it should be ok.

——–

There is a big flower. large as a sunflower.

I was approaching to judge it when a big mouth opened and tried to eat me.

Pshaw smash and kill.

[Exp gained 12.]
[Title skills walking egg:Lv– increased exp gained 12.]

Carnivorous plant is that you…

it doesn’t look like i can eat it but ill investigate anyway
[carnivorous plant: rank c-]

[Rare plant that eats animals]

[Salt that is unable to be digested collects at the white root tip.]

[therefore the root has high salt content and can be use as such.

ooh~~

In my past life i remember hearing about a tree that collects salt on the leaves
to drop of into the wind.

This was a good find i was a bit troubled about not having any salt

I dig up the roots and surely enough there are large white tips.

There is not much.but because i want the salt it is saved.

If i find any more ill definitely collect it.

Now whats next.

another mushroom with a purple hat.

I pull it from the ground and use [Status view]

[ 〖 monstershroom: Value D 〗]



[when it grows becomes a monster that will attack humans]

[tastes similar to meat and is treated like a delicacy]

nature is good.

lets take it home.

Another mushroom.

White, small, fantastic and lovely.

[〖 Al Torojia 〗:value Ａ]
[If cultivated it is said this mushroom can fund a country]

[〖 Al Torojia 〗It is very close to some poisonous mushrooms so it often goes
unnoticed]
[induces hallucinations and intense euphoria ]

[ 500 years ago it was crushed and mixed with stimulants , which it had been
sold as a drug ]

[Many burn it as soon as its found. but it is still used in to torture????]

…I slammed it down on the ground and burnt it to ashes with 〖 baby breath
〗

[ Lv of title skills 〖 tiny hero 〗 has increased from 1 to 2 . ]
Not like this, but I am happy of the rose is good for you?

no it was good i did that.            TL: drugs are bad mmkay

rather I underestimated this mushroom

Danger Danger i was going to eat that.

I might havr become crippled if i ate that.

—–

I continued my walk in search of things to eat .. oh

a cluster of red beans.

there is so many ingredients around here.

 of course i scan it



[〖 phi perris: value B 〗]

[has a unique taste and was once in the past a very popular spice]

[there are also rumors that the roots can be used in the medicine making but
due to its difficult cultivation there are now few left ]

[it is very near extinct]

[in high demand by rich nobles it has been said that it’s worth its weight in
gold]

This is actually a good guy

It was dark and maybe the villagers. Don’t come back

do monsters come here often?

Don’t you notice having them here possibly?
it good its plentiful

one day you may be uprooted my friend

Other magic seems to be accumulated in root and leaf of sweet and fragrant,
the masses of spores in the delicacy of mushroom, mushroom and shining, very
similar to Chinese cabbage with vegetables.

And I think I like Chinese cabbage. Chinese cabbage pot, right?

on the way back i found a pack of grey wolves and killed them.

my hands were full so i had to use my feet.

I have become strong

I collected the wolf meat and went back the my cave
It was a good harvest today.

In the tortoise pots was the meat of 10 tortoises. thundershroom,
carnivourous flower roots, monstersroom, phi perris ,magic tree roots, aroma
leaf, hikari mushroom, glyn ball and meat of grey wolves

today i ate a lot of wolf meat , tortoise and even more



colection

I return to the cave Safehouse and I put the pot shell that the meat was in the
depths and go out.
I’m slightly anxious about HP, but it should still do it.I want to get ingredients to
put into the pot shell.

I will be only in the area around the cave, so there is no danger with HP even
now.

Though i might meet with the slime again

I was freaked out by the first meeting but all the stats are low.

If i defeat it quickly maybe it will take away some sorrow

Though i was upset when i defeated the big pot tortoise 　[status view :lvl5]
wow what?

So, it is possible to read the information on the items and monsters, but it
seems that you are gathering all progress.

Poison can also be detected
Even if there is poison i will still eat it if it tasts good. with resistance to poison it
should be fine right?While walking and paying attention to the ground i found a
mushroom growing out of the roots of a tree.

It had a yellow and black tiger design.

And its so delicious.

I immediately collect lots.

[ 〖 Thundershroom: Value E- 〗]

[survives on the nuitrients from a trees root. Infected trees do not produce
fruit]
[Is rich in nuitrients however contains a light neurotoxin]

Do not say such a thing . Wisdom to live  I need wisdom to live .

You need to be clever to live in this world.



…why do i love mushrooms so much

It’s regrettable. should i give up…. but its so delicious

but the poison is light so it should be ok.

——–

There is a big flower. large as a sunflower.

I was approaching to judge it when a big mouth opened and tried to eat me.

Pshaw smash and kill.

[Exp gained 12.]
[Title skills walking egg:Lv– increased exp gained 12.]

Carnivorous plant is that you…

it doesn’t look like i can eat it but ill investigate anyway
[carnivorous plant: rank c-]

[Rare plant that eats animals]

[Salt that is unable to be digested collects at the white root tip.]

[therefore the root has high salt content and can be use as such.

ooh~~

In my past life i remember hearing about a tree that collects salt on the leaves
to drop of into the wind.

This was a good find i was a bit troubled about not having any salt

I dig up the roots and surely enough there are large white tips.

There is not much.but because i want the salt it is saved.

If i find any more ill definitely collect it.

Now whats next.

another mushroom with a purple hat.

I pull it from the ground and use [Status view]

[ 〖 monstershroom: Value D 〗]



[when it grows becomes a monster that will attack humans]

[tastes similar to meat and is treated like a delicacy]

nature is good.

lets take it home.

Another mushroom.

White, small, fantastic and lovely.

[〖 Al Torojia 〗:value Ａ]
[If cultivated it is said this mushroom can fund a country]

[〖 Al Torojia 〗It is very close to some poisonous mushrooms so it often goes
unnoticed]
[induces hallucinations and intense euphoria ]

[ 500 years ago it was crushed and mixed with stimulants , which it had been
sold as a drug ]

[Many burn it as soon as its found. but it is still used in to torture????]

…I slammed it down on the ground and burnt it to ashes with 〖 baby breath
〗

[ Lv of title skills 〖 tiny hero 〗 has increased from 1 to 2 . ]
Not like this, but I am happy of the rose is good for you?

no it was good i did that.            TL: drugs are bad mmkay

rather I underestimated this mushroom

Danger Danger i was going to eat that.

I might havr become crippled if i ate that.

—–

I continued my walk in search of things to eat .. oh

a cluster of red beans.

there is so many ingredients around here.

 of course i scan it



[〖 phi perris: value B 〗]

[has a unique taste and was once in the past a very popular spice]

[there are also rumors that the roots can be used in the medicine making but
due to its difficult cultivation there are now few left ]

[it is very near extinct]

[in high demand by rich nobles it has been said that it’s worth its weight in
gold]

This is actually a good guy

It was dark and maybe the villagers. Don’t come back

do monsters come here often?

Don’t you notice having them here possibly?
it good its plentiful

one day you may be uprooted my friend

Other magic seems to be accumulated in root and leaf of sweet and fragrant,
the masses of spores in the delicacy of mushroom, mushroom and shining, very
similar to Chinese cabbage with vegetables.

And I think I like Chinese cabbage. Chinese cabbage pot, right?

on the way back i found a pack of grey wolves and killed them.

my hands were full so i had to use my feet.

I have become strong

I collected the wolf meat and went back the my cave
It was a good harvest today.

In the tortoise pots was the meat of 10 tortoises. thundershroom,
carnivourous flower roots, monstersroom, phi perris ,magic tree roots, aroma
leaf, hikari mushroom, glyn ball and meat of grey wolves

today i ate a lot of wolf meat , tortoise and even more



tortoise pot

Thanks to the hikari mushroom the cave has become much brighter.

It’s a good substitute for a lightbulb
I cant see anything down here when the sun sets, after-all light in important.

A meal looks gloomy in the dark.

When i go to sleep in the wolf fur i turn off the mushroom light.

I dug a hole and filled it with firewood and lit it on fire with 〖 baby breath〗

And put the tortoise pot above it.

I was really worn out but a dip in the river was revitalizing.
I put the cabbage like glynball into the tortoise pot with mushrooms and the salt
root as seasoning.
This is so nostalgic its been a long time im starting to cry.
I made some chopsticks from some branches and carved it using my claws.

because i have〖Dragon Scale〗I am not afraid of the boiling water.
Its a bit difficult using  chopsticks with long fingernails but im up the the
challenge

The stew is simmering. so i carry some tortoise meat to my mouth.

and its DELICIOUS.I moaned because it tasted so good

Its much like chicken from my previous  life.

I shall hunt for these pot tortoises alot more.

today i shall hunt for 10.

The amount of meat from the tortoises is a lot … do i really need to hunt that
many.

The skin is very hard.will mine be like this when i finish growing.

The next is … the yellow and black mushroom.

was it thundershroom?



even though its got paralysis poison in it it still tastes good.

It kind of tingles but its really good.

This stew is really good.

The tip of my tongue lost feeling and my hands got numb but the feeling was
cured soon after.

being a dragon is great.

i think so

[ Resistance skills 〖 paralysis resistance : Lv1 〗 acquired .]

more resistance how nice.

I tasted everything one by one everything tasted really good but i soon could
not tollerate the chopsticks so i crushed them and poured the contents of the
pot into my mouth.

Super duper delicious!

eating greedily is the best.

i do not want to go back to being human.

I sat back rubbing my belly that was swollen from eating so much.

the pot tortoises were really good. they are probably going to go extinct from
over hunting.

now… what am i going to do with the mountains of wolf meat.

it might spoil.

i disassemble the wolf and separate it in to meat and fur.

i cut the meat into a reasonable size and removed some of the fat.

i burn the salt roots with〖baby breath〗to makes salty ash to add the the
meat.
this should remove the moister and sterilize it.

there is so much meat that the salt is almost all gone.

I bundle the meat and head outside.



i find a branch that is the right size and then burn off the leaves and sterilize it
with〖Baby breath〗
this seems good.

Im sorry i turned you into a meat tree.

I am not dissapointed though because the volume is large.

[ Lv of title skills〖 cook 〗 has increased from 1 to 2 . ]

I did it.

but… how do i process fur?

so for the time being i remove the fat and cover it in salt.

This is better than throwing it away.

carpet or clothes which one do i want.

for if i become a person i definitely don’t want to be naked.

I dont want to be shooed away from the village again.

maybe i should put the phi perris out to dry

tomorrow i shall go out to collect phi perris and the salty roots.



lazy life

three days have passed since the battle with the giant pot tortoise.

I ground the dried phi perris , sampled the dried meat and then killed a
carnivorous flower. then returned to my leisurely life.

The dried meat was going well, but a〖 shojo 〗came by and and stole some of
it.

early morning i went outside rubbing my eyes. heading by the dried meat all i
could hear was the damnable monkeys laughing with a “kyakkyakya”

these monkeys infuriate me.

even though i ran after them they were faster and i couldn’t catch them. I
eventually lost sight of them.

maybe i can go and kill them when its all calmed down and they dont suspect
anything. although the shojo had quite high status

I over-hunted the grey wolves again and rebuilt my tower of meat. but those
damn monkeys may come and steal it again.

so i collected a lot of poisonous mushrooms and make a pot of meat and
concentrated poison.

i dont know the result of the trap yet but when i imagined the monkeys rolling
on the ground in pain i felt a little happier inside.if  they dont come again its the
best for me.

I washed the fur in the lake because the sterilization and drying with the salt
was finished.

i also remodeled a branch into a clothes rack using〖baby breath〗to burn of
all the leaves and twigs.
its carpet for my home now.

the preservation of the fur isn’t complete but its good enough for now.I am
warm when i lie on the fur, so im comfortable.

I’ve only been fighting monsters of the E class recently

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sh%C5%8Dj%C5%8D


It might not be so bad leveling gently.

in these three days I have only leveled up once.

but〖cook〗has risen to level 3

I wonder if grinded and I went a little far after a long time .
What pot manner that can be placed to put the food has become want about
several .
For meat and salt , then for the spice ,

also we need a new pot.

because i was in a state of rage i used one of the pots to make poison in so i
cant use it anymore.

its almost impossible to get those pots without breaking them.

when i defeated the 10 a couple days ago the shells ended up a little bit
damage.

i used 〖roll〗to a place i haven’t been before in the Forrest in search of pot
tortoises.

since i saw a horn rabbit i chased after it and hit it. for the experience.lets
collect meat on the way home.

was that rabbit a bit slow?

No, has my perception become dull because here was peaceful for a while?
I haven’t against anything high ranked recently

while rolling i heard something strange.

i stop rolling and then look for the disturbance.

Don~tsu , Becak . Don~tsu , Becak .

Don~tsu , Becak . Don~tsu , Becak .

what, is this sound.

though  its like foot steps, it is strange.

I understood only that it will be the demon whom I have not met with, but do

not know anything else



.I suppress breath and approach the back of the tree slowly slowly not to see it

from the direction of the sound while hiding in the back of the tree.

there was a big bear …-like thing.
its not a bear. its definitely not a bear.

such a thing cant be a bear.

it does resemble a bear but its yellow

TL: it may be yellow

so i use〖status view〗

[the distance between you and the thing you are trying to scan is to
far for〖status view :lv5〗]

… the distance is to great?

I dont want to get any closer its too scary.

[the acquisition of the status of the individual is impossible, but can disclose it

about the racial details.]

was there such a feature of 〖status view :lv5〗

[〖clay bear〗Ｄ+ rank monster]
[a monster produced by a lump of clay.]
[power is strong, and the ability to regenerate is high again, too.]

is it really a D+ monster?

if i can beat it in a fight i will get a fair amount of exp.

the only bad thing is i wont be able to eat it if i defeat it.

maybe i can make vases out of him.

Good! i will defeat it and turn it into pottery!



clay bear

The clay bear has not noticed me yet.
though i cant take advantage of that because i don’t have proper hands.
its perception is quite dull.

I mean, it’s shaped clay frankly.

I’m suspicious to as if the eyes and ears actual work or not.

they may just be decorations.

… well , i do not know my partners circumstances. but it should still be able to
utilize its strength.

I optimistically launch a surprise attack from behind, i want to get at-least two
hits in

Sticking to his back to beat while he is exposed.

I should be able to just almost certainly knock it down if I attack it when its
pants are down.
but does it even eat?

can i eat it?
moving on.

the exp and the pots i can make are well worth fighting this,

i glared at the clay bear from the far-off grass and followed it.

… three hours have passed since i started following the bear.
i came on an empty stomach so i roll back and eat the horn rabbit.
during this period the clay bear did nothing.

he just walks back an forth from the place in the forest and the road.

is this guy really alive?

i have become doubtful.
a dark worm passed by the clay bear.

they seemed to ignore eachother.



is it because the dark worm doesn’t recognize it as alive?

…. am i just a fool?

i became impatient and was about to stand up when
the clay bear turns around and punches the dark worm.
it was disappointing it was destroyed without being able to say anything it spat
out its contents

i opened my mouth absentmindedly
when the clay bear covered the dark word which had exploded it’s  guts
everywhere, the abdomen was split and a big mouth appeared. it was eating it in
a brutal way.

THAT IS NOT A BEAR! NOT A BEAR!

that name does not suit you!

get a new name!
the long awaited predation scene of the clay bear.

when any creature satisfies a physiological desire, it becomes terribly
defenseless.

though it is a monster and i want to believe.

to be honest i don’t want to fight it, i just want the pots.

and i want to decorate the inside of my home.
if a person stumbles across my cave i hope they will go “that dragon is quite
bright we might be able to get along.”

therefore i want the clay from the clay bear.

I〖roll〗through the weeds up to the clay bear thats consuming its meal.

” Be~e~tsu ! ”
i dented the back of the bear grandly with my tackle.

while emitting a non bear like voice it spits out the dark worm debris.
i quickly hit it again to dent it.

another blow!
“a a tsu!”



the clay bear falls over and hits a big tree nearby.
but i dont loosen my grip.

i brace the bear who does not understand what is going on and hit it a third
time.

my fist flies at the stomach of the clay bear.
“UBEHEE!”
a tall tree crashed down but the bear is still intact.

the stomach of the bear is open so i stop the 〖roll〗

the giant mouth that opened seems to be glaring at me.

danger danger i was almost bitten.

but my attack worked pretty well i got to get in three hits.

though i really want to rip off its arms

should i check status now
---------------------------------------------
name：clay bear
state：rage
Ｌｖ　：25/40
ＨＰ　：57/178
ＭＰ　：100/100
attack：75
defense：136
magic：56
speed：65
rank：Ｄ+

charactoristics：
〖golemLv–〗〖soilatribute:Lv–〗

resistance：
〖mental resistance:Lv2〗

normal skills：
〖bite:Lv6〗〖transformtion:Lv2〗〖self-replication:Lv4〗



〖clay:Lv4〗〖sandstorm：Lv1〗

title skill：
〖is it a lump of clay?:Lv3〗
---------------------------------------------

its almost the same level as me?

though the defense is high the attack isn’t to worrisome

it was worth leveling〖roll〗just for this.

however〖bite:Lv6〗is dangerous
just jumping in was a good choice
〖rage〗is only natural
anyone will be angry when attacked during meal.
“BEAAA!”
it opens its’ stomach mouth and barks.

in the dented part tendrils come out and fill the void

〖self replication〗 increases its endurance quite a bit.
though i had time to learn〖recovery magic〗it is now quite hard to use.



strategy

using〖self replication〗the clay bear has recovered almost completely from
my attacks so i use 〖status view〗to see its mp usage

---------------------------------------------
race：clay bear
state：rage
Ｌｖ　：25/40
ＨＰ　：159/178
ＭＰ　：82/100
---------------------------------------------

it was〖HP:57〗and it recovered to〖HP:159〗over 100 points were restored
and healed roughly 4 points per mana
its mp should be gone 4 more uses.

i will lose in stamina if i fight directly.

it survived three of my〖roll〗 attacks.

it has high defense and to get through high defense you need more power and
my highest strength attack should be 〖star drop〗

though i do not have confidence that i will be able to carry the clay bear which
is significantly bigger than me.

i should have the advantage in close quarters though.

I am much faster than him i need to use it to my advantage.

the reason why i was able to get the three consecutive hits was because it was
a surprise.

I hit you a little from the front and lean back and will not give it if I think about
that defense and build, body of the clay.

in a mud slinging contest i will not win against the clay bear because of〖self
replication〗

i take my distance and use〖baby breath〗which is lacking in power.



It burned the bare body clay, and once frozen originally means to attack the
clay bear is reduced by half.

the standoff with the clay be continues.

to make a strategy would it be best to see the skills of the opponant again?

---------------------------------------------

normal skills：
〖bite:Lv6〗〖transformation:Lv2〗〖self replication:Lv4〗
〖clay:Lv4〗〖sandstorm：Lv1〗
---------------------------------------------

〖bite〗Lv6 is quite harsh … if i get caught i will die
i need to determine if damage to anywhere other than the chest is viable
because the belly mouth is scary.

〖transformation〗is making me anxious too.
this is absolutely not a bear.

though i don’t know what〖sandstorm〗 and 〖clay〗 can actually do.
is this to much chattering?

i feel like im being to afraid of the closed information.

though i do have the advantage of knowing alot of private information.

… now my policy is not to be seen by the big mouth idiot and strike when im
not visable.

its good if i can shave off the hp.

in RPGs its common to wait until one is the limit before using recovery magic.

though i cant stake my life on a petty bet.

In the first place, grudging the 〖self replication〗, because there is no
convenient kind of skill which i can use to take it down in one hit.

the clay bear began to making a move while i was thinking round and round.

the head atop of the bear held no expression but the big belly mouth was full
of fangs.



not good.the number of fangs is to much.

my policy is now made up.

i aim for the body.

but not from the front. from behind.

I〖roll〗behind the charging bear
if i accelerate using 〖roll〗he will not be able to follow my movements.

the clay bear panics.

i take the chance and tackle its back.
” Be~a~a~tsu ! “

leaning  backwards the bear trys to swing it arms at me.

i quickly avoid the attack and go around to the backside

Horehore , Horehore .

with  Lv4〖roll〗i can go faster than what the clay bear can fight against
i knock it about until i can see success

by circling it it is at a complete loss

though i wonder where this guys real eyes are

an opening!

i use 〖roll〗and deliver another blow
and then escape quickly.

hit and run

this may not be such a big deal anyway.

i didn’t think it would react to getting hit in the back so much plainly.

i go around to its backside again.

ho – re ho re ho re. ho – re ho re ho re.
when will it use〖self replication〗?　hmmm?

” Be~e~a~a~a~a~tsu ! ”

while the clay bear is screaming it bring both my hands to the ground.



when i thought had given up sand began to dance around me.

〖sandstorm〗

i don’t like this.

i should back off a bit here.

fighting here is impossible

i should stay away until the storm clears.



haymaker

The cloud of dust clears.

for a moment i was questioning my eyes.

standing atop a pillar of soil was the clay bear.
really what is this guy?

further more he defeated my strategy i cant roll behind his back to attack
anymore

how much mp does he have left?
---------------------------------------------
race：clay bear.
state：rage
Ｌｖ　：25/40
ＨＰ　：137/178
ＭＰ　：34/100
---------------------------------------------

the mp barely went down from all that!

It still has a bit of hp left it must of used〖self-repleication〗 while hiding in
the sand storm.

〖self-replication〗 twice is 18*2 for 36 mp
was it another 30 for 〖sandstorm〗 and 〖transformation〗?

I do not see it easily using〖transformation〗, and there is only enough mp for
one more〖self replication〗
The game has moved into my favor

the hardest bit is attacking.

but only one use of replication is left.

so i should try get close but how?

Back the soil needle , front mouth full of fangs.

maybe i could blow the head clean off. though i don’t know if that will kill it.



向こうもあの形態、胴体以外への攻撃を明らかに警戒してねぇ。

〖roll〗is the easiest attack but attacking from the front the speed it
dangerous
I will just fall victim of the counter.

if i dodge the〖bite〗i can continue hitting it safely
when I used 〖star-drop〗 i managed to defeat the giant tortoise and crack the
shell so it might work on the clay bear.

First I run straight at the clay bear.

It opens its mouth waiting for me who has arms stretched out.

i catch the raised right arm and dodge the left and hit it with my tail.

I put a kick firmly above the mouth that is trying to eat me.

there was a response, but it was my foot sinking into the bear.

I have been trapped.

my foot is set deep within, and im sinking further.

This guy used transformation.

I send a reverse kick into one of the tusks within the mouth while pulling out
my foot and then escape to the sky.

The bear then jumps to use〖Bite〗to try get me while i was in the air.

“agatsu!” (tl: biting sound i guess.)

I open a wing and try to escape backwards.

I land on the ground.

when i put my hand to my abdomen i could feel no scales only flesh

i did not dare to move and checked my status to find abnormal
stutus:bleed(small)

i could not afford to lose that much HP

if it is shallow then i might be able to surve 2〖bite〗



Shit! Shit! (kuso! kuso!)

it is good i have only made one mistake so far.

but still the bear only has enough MP for 1〖tranformation〗 or〖self
replication〗
though it was only a light kick, is still delivered a hit!

but it should still be far from dying.

---------------------------------------------
race ：clay bear
state ：rage
Ｌｖ　：25/40
ＨＰ　：122/178
ＭＰ　：19/100
---------------------------------------------

i give up , should I just use〖baby-breath〗and finish it?
but if i do then that would mean that i cant use the clay which is the only reason
im doing this

am i prepared to decide?

we are both the same rank and level. but that doesn’t mean that it is without

great risk

” Be~a~a~a~a~tsu ! “

While clay base-up barked, it ran towards me.

It is swinging its arms trying to catch me.

if i get caught by this guy i feel like i might die.

i can smell the anger.

it knows that it is doing a movement that is hard to read.

I evade it once.

And evade again.



after all this guy was just attacking by swinging his arms wildly.

I flip around the clay bears left arm and then attack with my tail.

and the bear follows me with the right arm.

after landing from the air i kick the shoulder.

the should falls apart and the right arm flies away in the sky.

i jumped with full strength and grabbed the right arm in the air.

i open my wings and blow〖baby breath〗at the arm to harden it.

i strike with a 〖star drop〗…hopefully this will cut down the HP competely.

if any is left〖self replication〗will probably be used immediately
this is the decisive blow

I stretch my wings and descend toward the clay bear.

I will have to endure the recoil.

” Ga~a~a~a~a~a~tsu ! “

“BE~A~A~A~A~A~A~tsu ! “

the clay bear looks up at me and cries.

I appeal to you bear bear.

bear bear is most definitely ,genuine bear.

I hit the clay bear with its own arm.

Bear beats fake head and arm are completely crushed and dust is flying
around.

I felt a strong shock to my body.

I fall down sprawl across the ground

Normal skill 〖 Nutcracker : Lv1 〗 was aquired]

Nutcracker … … Hey.



what a cool name.

no certainly that was nut crackerish.

[150 exp acquired]
[due to the title〖walking egg:Lv–〗an additional 15o exp was acquired]

[the level of〖child disease dragon〗has risen from 31 to 33

Hugh , that was good .

but it thought i was going to die with this.

when i rose my body i saw that the bear was splashed around the area.

and there is also a crack in the ground.

that power is dangerous.

but i suffered from the recoil greatly.

when i try to move… I make a squeaking sound.
I hurt to much no more hunting for today.

with this the clay can be collected.

i scrape it together and went back to the cave to make the vase.

 

———separation line uses separate its super effective——-

TL:

RIP bear bear.

may he live on forever in our hearts and pottery.

chapter 32-34

RIP



Pot making

I spent several trips collecting and carrying all the clay to the cave.

I decided to collect as much as I could because I spent so long collecting it I
decided not to let it go to waste.

I am not in trouble even if i spend the day making pottery.

it’s free time anyway.

I store all of the clay under the tree where I am drying meat.

Should I work here?

I kneed it for now and decide to make something like a kettle.

I mix water and clay to make it usable.
This actually needs alot of work.

If i was a human this would be easier to do.

It is very tiresome.

more clay is mixed in as i go and the volume increases.

How many should I make?

maybe i could coat the cave walls with it.

Its being kneaded and the shape of a jar slowly forms.

I failed many many times.

with the arms and claws of a dragon i cant make anything beautiful

I don’t want frustration , but i do want the feeling of it being authentic.

While I did it over and over, the sun slowly set but i was stubborn and
continued making the jars.

because of the battle with the bear I was tired but strangely i was not sleepy.

my eyelids were heavy but not interested in sleeping.

kneading it, breaking it, kneading it , breaking it.



eventually the sun began to rise.

After trial and error all though the night i managed to make a beautiful vase by
making the sides and bottom separately and then attaching them.

It is perfect. absolutely perfect.

[ Title skill〖 pottery craftsman : Lv1 〗 was acquired ]

fu fu fu, dont phrase me so (TL:best i could MC trying to be modest.)

incidentally the red monkeys are watching me now.

probably the same as the previous group.

I returned the glare to them then they went away,

I wonder if they were aiming for the dried meat.

how many jars to i have?

I need around three, 1 each for spice salt and meat.

i may need more maybe ten?

I bore the sound of my stomach and continued  to make pots earnestly.

every time I make one the next will be better.

This may be my vocation, messy fun.

I finished making ten and then.〖 pottery craftsman : Lv1-Lv2 〗 

After that i went up into the tree to eat my dried meat.

Super delicious. After all salt is important.

carnivorous flower is the best.

I felt eyes on me when I was eating, when I looked around i saww the orange
monkeys.

I remember that these guys like the taste of the dried meat.

PEPPE! Go somewhere else!



When i glare at them they run away as fast as they could back into the forest.

When i have some time I should serve them some poison.
but then i will have to put that pot away and not make any food in it.

Should I have a regular cooking pot and a poison pot?

A spare is nessesary

I do five at a time because there is a chance they may break when baking.

when i finished making another pot〖pottery craftsmen〗became lv3
I might have been a potter in my previous life.

I am afraid of my own talent.

I collected firewood from the ground and filled the large kettle I made.

I opened a small hole and sent in a 〖baby breath〗to bake it.
the firewood is carbonized when i heat it in a sealed state.

I did this repeatedly until I had a mountain of charcoal. then i buried the pots
and then blew〖baby breath〗to light it.

I didn’t know the temperature but strangely non have broken.

This may be the power of the clay bear.

I stop the 〖baby breath〗 when the pot turned white and then covered it in
sand to extinguish the fire
when it cooled down, I dragged it out of a heap of charcoal and dropped soot
and sand in a river.

umuumu, great workmanship.

I didn’t think it would go so well but it was splendid.

I came back inside the cave to fill more pots with the dried meat spice and salt.

I was very busy in the cave.

it’s a good feeling though.

there is still clay left I wonder what I should make with it.

maybe I could clean up the walls by making it into bricks.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbonization


for adhesion between the bricks clay hardened with baby breath should be
enough.

it will quite lickely be a daunting task, but it will quite a good accomplishment.

In addition to that I might be suck in the cave for a few days.

there is plenty of food so maybe I can.



Adventures of a girl (milia)

I was walking alone in the forest.
Though I have been in the forest to collect mushrooms and medicinal herbs it
was it was not this deep.

I think Marielle will get made if they find out about this.

Still i was not supposed to go into the forest.
Though I should actually go with someone but dose -san is missing and Granz
was killed.

There was also talk about a  large dragon that was injured and was seen flying
into the forest, nobody has wanted to go in since.
I understand it is a dangerous thing , but i went around the village asking about
it.

Marielle might find out i asked Muranaka to much.

Therefore I shall delve into the depth of the forest alone.

It is taboo to enter some places in the forest because of the guardian that live
there.

but many adventurers try and break though but not many succeed and
Marielle was one aswell

I pay caution to the suroundings and think carefully about where to place my
feet.

Alright.

If it comes down to it I can use magic

even if its only a small amount it is still enough to drive of most demons.

While I was walking I was startled by grass shaking behind me.

I look back i a hurry.
There was a caterpillar about the same size as me, a dark work.

It approaches me with its black body.



I was surprised but relieved

If its a dark work I can beat it somehow
” Fire magic , 〖 Fireball 〗 ! ”
The flame that comes out of my hand flys into the dark worms eyes before me.

The dark work panics and flees.
“wheew..”
As soon as the worm leaves my sight I exhale in relief.

Marielle says a dark worm is of the rank F
Rank F is for demons who pose a small threat to people and those who have
basic training can take measures against.

If its just like this, I can still manage to live.
Rank E is like a ferocious dog.

I would not be able to escape, but dors is enough to deal with it on his own.
But at rank D it becomes a greater risk to the public.

It is said that an average adventurer alone is equal to a lower ranked D
monster.
For rank C a group of four expert adventurers is required.

If one goes close to a large town a large subjugation request will be issued.

So if its just F rank i can deal with it alone.

If I encounter a rank D i will need to flee because even if i set it on fire it will not
hinder it at all.

I will be in great danger if i come across a rank D demon.

And in this forest the opportunity for a demon to strike is great.

It was still necessary for me to go into the forest no matter what.
Belz who was fishing by the road to the forest saw the now missing Dose who
was heading to the forest.

I saw Dose in between some trees.

Dose’s condition seems strange though.

He is leaking magic power and dragging one foot, smiling the sight was very



frightening

His clothes are ragged and his cheeks are thin and his lips are a sickly blue-
white he has completely changed.

I do not think Dose entered the forest in such a condition.

I turn back and go to the village … this seems unnatural
Back at the village belz was calm and drinking with franz. belz was the one who
likes to drink.

there is a superstition that spirits rise in the forest.

sometimes when people drink they hallucinate
though I said “I didn’t drink liquor on that day nobody believed me.Some people
said, ” they are just clamoring in wonder, embarrassed to admit that it was just
the liquor .”
in short nobody believed it
We assembled a squad with the young men from the village in order to search
the forest.

Though there is risk to the lives of the people who are searching, nobody cared
because the motto of the village was to help each other out.

It is taboo to abandon another in the village.
When there were disappearances in the past many went out to search and I was
told many  heroic stories about them.
but back then everyone was more afraid of the Mana in the forest.

many people in the village did not like Dose’s way of speaking.

For that reason I do not want the subjugation squad lined up.
I sightings of the abnormal state of dose and the large dragon was accepted to
be true and it was declared that it was of high risk to go into the forest.

But dose -san is not long dead, but it was just said to be the nonsense of a
drunk man.
So , I’m sure , probably that kind of thing .

Belz -san is quite fond of booze so it was quite suspicious.

I made it up in my mind to search for dose.



I tried to convince everyone to postpone the dragon subjugation to search for
dose

But it was only me who wanted to search for him.

I have to take responsibility to search for dose.

————

TL this one was hard it got me confused it took an extra couple hours of work
to get this done hopefully next one is easier.
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